
From: Thanarat Techawuttiwat
To: Committee, Economics & Industry Standing
Subject: Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation: I support the right to home share in WA
Date: Thursday, 20 December 2018 10:50:43 AM

Dear Economics and Industry Standing Committee,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across
Western Australia in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like
caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the
Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation.

Why do I host with Airbnb? [
I would like to have my own business. Aswell as helping people who coming to visit Perth
to have secure and clean place to stay. We also like to share culture and introduce great
places in Western Australia to our guests.

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the
mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so
small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

Addressing the terms of reference:

- The forms and regulatory status of short-stay accommodation providers in regional and
metropolitan Western Australia, including existing powers available to local government
authorities.

Currently there is a confusing patchwork of regulations across Western Australian local
governments. Some Councils have clear, progressive laws that embrace home sharing,
whilst others have complex and costly approvals processes and others have no policy
framework at all. As a local host, this is generally confusing and it’s concerning that some
councils have threatened large fines against hosts who simply want to share their homes
responsibly and respectfully. Just like there are already in South Australia, Tasmania and
New South Wales, Western Australia also needs progressive rules and a clear, statewide
regulatory framework to provide clarity and certainty for hosts to share their homes
responsibly.

- The changing market and social dynamics in the short-stay accommodation sector.

Home sharing is helping to grow the visitor economy - creating economic opportunity for
hosts, especially in times of financial need, and supporting jobs and small businesses in
communities. The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to
help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and
shops so small businesses outside the traditional tourist hot-spots get a boost from local
tourism. According to a recent Deloitte Access Economics Report, Airbnb guests are now
a significant driver of the tourism economy, with a total contribution to Western
Australia’s GSP of $99.7 million in 2015-16, supporting over 780 jobs in addition to the
activities of hosts. In one year, guests using Airbnb spent $155.1 million in Western
Australia.

- Issues in the short-stay accommodation sector, particularly associated with emerging
business models utilising online booking platforms.

Online booking platforms such as Airbnb provide me with a trusted and secure online
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marketplace to list my spare space and help future-proof the Western Australia visitor
economy. Online booking platforms allow ordinary Western Australians to share their
homes with travellers from around the world, providing more choice in more locations for
travellers. This is especially important for major events, with Airbnb hosts providing extra
accommodation capacity for visitors during peak times, and for areas where there is little
or no traditional accommodation available. 

- Approaches within Australian and international jurisdictions to ensure the appropriate
regulation of short-stay accommodation.

The planning frameworks in South Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales are good
model frameworks for the Committee to consider. A planning framework including
restrictive and lower caps would have a negative impact on home sharing. A costly and
cumbersome registration or licensing system, or a requirement to pay fees just to share
your own home would have a negative impact. In South Australia there are no fees and no
registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. Currently,
in Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only
required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only. To
maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. To maximise participation
in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and
comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the Economics and Industry Standing Committee to follow the lead of South
Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales as well as other cities around the world, which
have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

CC 
Economics and Industry Standing Committee members
Premier
Minister for Tourism
Minister for Planning
Opposition Leader
Shadow Minister for Tourism
Shadow Minister for Planning

Regards, 
Thanarat Techawuttiwat 
6155 North St
Halifax, NS B3K 4P0 



From: Christine Coyle
To: Committee, Economics & Industry Standing
Subject: Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation: I support the right to home share in WA
Date: Saturday, 15 December 2018 9:20:08 AM

Dear Economics and Industry Standing Committee,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across
Western Australia in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like
caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the
Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation.

Why do I host with Airbnb? [Here is my story]

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the
mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so
small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

Addressing the terms of reference:

- The forms and regulatory status of short-stay accommodation providers in regional and
metropolitan Western Australia, including existing powers available to local government
authorities.

Currently there is a confusing patchwork of regulations across Western Australian local
governments. Some Councils have clear, progressive laws that embrace home sharing,
whilst others have complex and costly approvals processes and others have no policy
framework at all. As a local host, this is generally confusing and it’s concerning that some
councils have threatened large fines against hosts who simply want to share their homes
responsibly and respectfully. Just like there are already in South Australia, Tasmania and
New South Wales, Western Australia also needs progressive rules and a clear, statewide
regulatory framework to provide clarity and certainty for hosts to share their homes
responsibly.

- The changing market and social dynamics in the short-stay accommodation sector.

Home sharing is helping to grow the visitor economy - creating economic opportunity for
hosts, especially in times of financial need, and supporting jobs and small businesses in
communities. The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to
help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and
shops so small businesses outside the traditional tourist hot-spots get a boost from local
tourism. According to a recent Deloitte Access Economics Report, Airbnb guests are now
a significant driver of the tourism economy, with a total contribution to Western
Australia’s GSP of $99.7 million in 2015-16, supporting over 780 jobs in addition to the
activities of hosts. In one year, guests using Airbnb spent $155.1 million in Western
Australia.

- Issues in the short-stay accommodation sector, particularly associated with emerging
business models utilising online booking platforms.

Online booking platforms such as Airbnb provide me with a trusted and secure online
marketplace to list my spare space and help future-proof the Western Australia visitor
economy. Online booking platforms allow ordinary Western Australians to share their
homes with travellers from around the world, providing more choice in more locations for



travellers. This is especially important for major events, with Airbnb hosts providing extra
accommodation capacity for visitors during peak times, and for areas where there is little
or no traditional accommodation available. 

- Approaches within Australian and international jurisdictions to ensure the appropriate
regulation of short-stay accommodation.

The planning frameworks in South Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales are good
model frameworks for the Committee to consider. A planning framework including
restrictive and lower caps would have a negative impact on home sharing. A costly and
cumbersome registration or licensing system, or a requirement to pay fees just to share
your own home would have a negative impact. In South Australia there are no fees and no
registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. Currently,
in Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only
required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only. To
maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. To maximise participation
in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and
comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the Economics and Industry Standing Committee to follow the lead of South
Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales as well as other cities around the world, which
have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

CC 
Economics and Industry Standing Committee members
Premier
Minister for Tourism
Minister for Planning
Opposition Leader
Shadow Minister for Tourism
Shadow Minister for Planning

Regards, 
Christine Coyle 

, 



From: Andrew Marsh
To: Committee, Economics & Industry Standing
Subject: Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation: I support the right to home share in WA
Date: Saturday, 15 December 2018 9:28:40 AM

Dear Economics and Industry Standing Committee,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across
Western Australia in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like
caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the
Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation.

Why do I host with Airbnb? [Here is my story]

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the
mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so
small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

Addressing the terms of reference:

- The forms and regulatory status of short-stay accommodation providers in regional and
metropolitan Western Australia, including existing powers available to local government
authorities.

Currently there is a confusing patchwork of regulations across Western Australian local
governments. Some Councils have clear, progressive laws that embrace home sharing,
whilst others have complex and costly approvals processes and others have no policy
framework at all. As a local host, this is generally confusing and it’s concerning that some
councils have threatened large fines against hosts who simply want to share their homes
responsibly and respectfully. Just like there are already in South Australia, Tasmania and
New South Wales, Western Australia also needs progressive rules and a clear, statewide
regulatory framework to provide clarity and certainty for hosts to share their homes
responsibly.

- The changing market and social dynamics in the short-stay accommodation sector.

Home sharing is helping to grow the visitor economy - creating economic opportunity for
hosts, especially in times of financial need, and supporting jobs and small businesses in
communities. The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to
help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and
shops so small businesses outside the traditional tourist hot-spots get a boost from local
tourism. According to a recent Deloitte Access Economics Report, Airbnb guests are now
a significant driver of the tourism economy, with a total contribution to Western
Australia’s GSP of $99.7 million in 2015-16, supporting over 780 jobs in addition to the
activities of hosts. In one year, guests using Airbnb spent $155.1 million in Western
Australia.

- Issues in the short-stay accommodation sector, particularly associated with emerging
business models utilising online booking platforms.

Online booking platforms such as Airbnb provide me with a trusted and secure online
marketplace to list my spare space and help future-proof the Western Australia visitor
economy. Online booking platforms allow ordinary Western Australians to share their
homes with travellers from around the world, providing more choice in more locations for



travellers. This is especially important for major events, with Airbnb hosts providing extra
accommodation capacity for visitors during peak times, and for areas where there is little
or no traditional accommodation available. 

- Approaches within Australian and international jurisdictions to ensure the appropriate
regulation of short-stay accommodation.

The planning frameworks in South Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales are good
model frameworks for the Committee to consider. A planning framework including
restrictive and lower caps would have a negative impact on home sharing. A costly and
cumbersome registration or licensing system, or a requirement to pay fees just to share
your own home would have a negative impact. In South Australia there are no fees and no
registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. Currently,
in Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only
required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only. To
maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. To maximise participation
in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and
comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the Economics and Industry Standing Committee to follow the lead of South
Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales as well as other cities around the world, which
have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

CC 
Economics and Industry Standing Committee members
Premier
Minister for Tourism
Minister for Planning
Opposition Leader
Shadow Minister for Tourism
Shadow Minister for Planning

Regards, 
Andrew Marsh 
6003 Canada Dr
Pasadena, TX 77505 



From: David Darn
To: Committee, Economics & Industry Standing
Subject: Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation: I support the right to home share in WA
Date: Saturday, 15 December 2018 9:36:28 AM

Dear Economics and Industry Standing Committee,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across
Western Australia in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like
caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the
Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation.

Why do I host with Airbnb? [Here is my story]

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the
mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so
small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

Addressing the terms of reference:

- The forms and regulatory status of short-stay accommodation providers in regional and
metropolitan Western Australia, including existing powers available to local government
authorities.

Currently there is a confusing patchwork of regulations across Western Australian local
governments. Some Councils have clear, progressive laws that embrace home sharing,
whilst others have complex and costly approvals processes and others have no policy
framework at all. As a local host, this is generally confusing and it’s concerning that some
councils have threatened large fines against hosts who simply want to share their homes
responsibly and respectfully. Just like there are already in South Australia, Tasmania and
New South Wales, Western Australia also needs progressive rules and a clear, statewide
regulatory framework to provide clarity and certainty for hosts to share their homes
responsibly.

- The changing market and social dynamics in the short-stay accommodation sector.

Home sharing is helping to grow the visitor economy - creating economic opportunity for
hosts, especially in times of financial need, and supporting jobs and small businesses in
communities. The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to
help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and
shops so small businesses outside the traditional tourist hot-spots get a boost from local
tourism. According to a recent Deloitte Access Economics Report, Airbnb guests are now
a significant driver of the tourism economy, with a total contribution to Western
Australia’s GSP of $99.7 million in 2015-16, supporting over 780 jobs in addition to the
activities of hosts. In one year, guests using Airbnb spent $155.1 million in Western
Australia.

- Issues in the short-stay accommodation sector, particularly associated with emerging
business models utilising online booking platforms.

Online booking platforms such as Airbnb provide me with a trusted and secure online
marketplace to list my spare space and help future-proof the Western Australia visitor
economy. Online booking platforms allow ordinary Western Australians to share their
homes with travellers from around the world, providing more choice in more locations for



travellers. This is especially important for major events, with Airbnb hosts providing extra
accommodation capacity for visitors during peak times, and for areas where there is little
or no traditional accommodation available. 

- Approaches within Australian and international jurisdictions to ensure the appropriate
regulation of short-stay accommodation.

The planning frameworks in South Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales are good
model frameworks for the Committee to consider. A planning framework including
restrictive and lower caps would have a negative impact on home sharing. A costly and
cumbersome registration or licensing system, or a requirement to pay fees just to share
your own home would have a negative impact. In South Australia there are no fees and no
registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. Currently,
in Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only
required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only. To
maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. To maximise participation
in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and
comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the Economics and Industry Standing Committee to follow the lead of South
Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales as well as other cities around the world, which
have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

CC 
Economics and Industry Standing Committee members
Premier
Minister for Tourism
Minister for Planning
Opposition Leader
Shadow Minister for Tourism
Shadow Minister for Planning

Regards, 
David Darn 
6175 York Regional Rd 7
Vaughan, ON L4H 0P6 



From: Anthony Lynch
To: Committee, Economics & Industry Standing
Subject: Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation: I support the right to home share in WA
Date: Saturday, 15 December 2018 9:37:21 AM

Dear Economics and Industry Standing Committee,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across
Western Australia in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like
caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the
Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation.

Why do I host with Airbnb? [Here is my story]

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the
mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so
small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

Addressing the terms of reference:

- The forms and regulatory status of short-stay accommodation providers in regional and
metropolitan Western Australia, including existing powers available to local government
authorities.

Currently there is a confusing patchwork of regulations across Western Australian local
governments. Some Councils have clear, progressive laws that embrace home sharing,
whilst others have complex and costly approvals processes and others have no policy
framework at all. As a local host, this is generally confusing and it’s concerning that some
councils have threatened large fines against hosts who simply want to share their homes
responsibly and respectfully. Just like there are already in South Australia, Tasmania and
New South Wales, Western Australia also needs progressive rules and a clear, statewide
regulatory framework to provide clarity and certainty for hosts to share their homes
responsibly.

- The changing market and social dynamics in the short-stay accommodation sector.

Home sharing is helping to grow the visitor economy - creating economic opportunity for
hosts, especially in times of financial need, and supporting jobs and small businesses in
communities. The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to
help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and
shops so small businesses outside the traditional tourist hot-spots get a boost from local
tourism. According to a recent Deloitte Access Economics Report, Airbnb guests are now
a significant driver of the tourism economy, with a total contribution to Western
Australia’s GSP of $99.7 million in 2015-16, supporting over 780 jobs in addition to the
activities of hosts. In one year, guests using Airbnb spent $155.1 million in Western
Australia.

- Issues in the short-stay accommodation sector, particularly associated with emerging
business models utilising online booking platforms.

Online booking platforms such as Airbnb provide me with a trusted and secure online
marketplace to list my spare space and help future-proof the Western Australia visitor
economy. Online booking platforms allow ordinary Western Australians to share their
homes with travellers from around the world, providing more choice in more locations for



travellers. This is especially important for major events, with Airbnb hosts providing extra
accommodation capacity for visitors during peak times, and for areas where there is little
or no traditional accommodation available. 

- Approaches within Australian and international jurisdictions to ensure the appropriate
regulation of short-stay accommodation.

The planning frameworks in South Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales are good
model frameworks for the Committee to consider. A planning framework including
restrictive and lower caps would have a negative impact on home sharing. A costly and
cumbersome registration or licensing system, or a requirement to pay fees just to share
your own home would have a negative impact. In South Australia there are no fees and no
registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. Currently,
in Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only
required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only. To
maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. To maximise participation
in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and
comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the Economics and Industry Standing Committee to follow the lead of South
Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales as well as other cities around the world, which
have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

CC 
Economics and Industry Standing Committee members
Premier
Minister for Tourism
Minister for Planning
Opposition Leader
Shadow Minister for Tourism
Shadow Minister for Planning

Regards, 
Anthony Lynch 

, 



From: Alistair Gater
To: Committee, Economics & Industry Standing
Subject: Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation: I support the right to home share in WA
Date: Saturday, 15 December 2018 10:01:34 AM

Dear Economics and Industry Standing Committee,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across
Western Australia in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like
caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the
Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation.

Why do I host with Airbnb? [Here is my story]

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the
mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so
small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

Addressing the terms of reference:

- The forms and regulatory status of short-stay accommodation providers in regional and
metropolitan Western Australia, including existing powers available to local government
authorities.

Currently there is a confusing patchwork of regulations across Western Australian local
governments. Some Councils have clear, progressive laws that embrace home sharing,
whilst others have complex and costly approvals processes and others have no policy
framework at all. As a local host, this is generally confusing and it’s concerning that some
councils have threatened large fines against hosts who simply want to share their homes
responsibly and respectfully. Just like there are already in South Australia, Tasmania and
New South Wales, Western Australia also needs progressive rules and a clear, statewide
regulatory framework to provide clarity and certainty for hosts to share their homes
responsibly.

- The changing market and social dynamics in the short-stay accommodation sector.

Home sharing is helping to grow the visitor economy - creating economic opportunity for
hosts, especially in times of financial need, and supporting jobs and small businesses in
communities. The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to
help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and
shops so small businesses outside the traditional tourist hot-spots get a boost from local
tourism. According to a recent Deloitte Access Economics Report, Airbnb guests are now
a significant driver of the tourism economy, with a total contribution to Western
Australia’s GSP of $99.7 million in 2015-16, supporting over 780 jobs in addition to the
activities of hosts. In one year, guests using Airbnb spent $155.1 million in Western
Australia.

- Issues in the short-stay accommodation sector, particularly associated with emerging
business models utilising online booking platforms.

Online booking platforms such as Airbnb provide me with a trusted and secure online
marketplace to list my spare space and help future-proof the Western Australia visitor
economy. Online booking platforms allow ordinary Western Australians to share their
homes with travellers from around the world, providing more choice in more locations for



travellers. This is especially important for major events, with Airbnb hosts providing extra
accommodation capacity for visitors during peak times, and for areas where there is little
or no traditional accommodation available. 

- Approaches within Australian and international jurisdictions to ensure the appropriate
regulation of short-stay accommodation.

The planning frameworks in South Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales are good
model frameworks for the Committee to consider. A planning framework including
restrictive and lower caps would have a negative impact on home sharing. A costly and
cumbersome registration or licensing system, or a requirement to pay fees just to share
your own home would have a negative impact. In South Australia there are no fees and no
registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. Currently,
in Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only
required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only. To
maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. To maximise participation
in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and
comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the Economics and Industry Standing Committee to follow the lead of South
Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales as well as other cities around the world, which
have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

CC 
Economics and Industry Standing Committee members
Premier
Minister for Tourism
Minister for Planning
Opposition Leader
Shadow Minister for Tourism
Shadow Minister for Planning

Regards, 
Alistair Gater 

, 



From:
To:

Ms Elsa Rowe
Committee, Economics & Industry Standing

Subject: Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation: I support the right to home share in WA
Date: Saturday, 15 December 2018 10:07:01 AM

Dear Economics and Industry Standing Committee,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across
Western Australia in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like
caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the
Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation.

Why do I host with Airbnb? [Here is my story]

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the
mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so
small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

Addressing the terms of reference:

- The forms and regulatory status of short-stay accommodation providers in regional and
metropolitan Western Australia, including existing powers available to local government
authorities.

Currently there is a confusing patchwork of regulations across Western Australian local
governments. Some Councils have clear, progressive laws that embrace home sharing,
whilst others have complex and costly approvals processes and others have no policy
framework at all. As a local host, this is generally confusing and it’s concerning that some
councils have threatened large fines against hosts who simply want to share their homes
responsibly and respectfully. Just like there are already in South Australia, Tasmania and
New South Wales, Western Australia also needs progressive rules and a clear, statewide
regulatory framework to provide clarity and certainty for hosts to share their homes
responsibly.

- The changing market and social dynamics in the short-stay accommodation sector.

Home sharing is helping to grow the visitor economy - creating economic opportunity for
hosts, especially in times of financial need, and supporting jobs and small businesses in
communities. The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to
help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and
shops so small businesses outside the traditional tourist hot-spots get a boost from local
tourism. According to a recent Deloitte Access Economics Report, Airbnb guests are now
a significant driver of the tourism economy, with a total contribution to Western
Australia’s GSP of $99.7 million in 2015-16, supporting over 780 jobs in addition to the
activities of hosts. In one year, guests using Airbnb spent $155.1 million in Western
Australia.

- Issues in the short-stay accommodation sector, particularly associated with emerging
business models utilising online booking platforms.

Online booking platforms such as Airbnb provide me with a trusted and secure online
marketplace to list my spare space and help future-proof the Western Australia visitor
economy. Online booking platforms allow ordinary Western Australians to share their
homes with travellers from around the world, providing more choice in more locations for



travellers. This is especially important for major events, with Airbnb hosts providing extra
accommodation capacity for visitors during peak times, and for areas where there is little
or no traditional accommodation available. 

- Approaches within Australian and international jurisdictions to ensure the appropriate
regulation of short-stay accommodation.

The planning frameworks in South Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales are good
model frameworks for the Committee to consider. A planning framework including
restrictive and lower caps would have a negative impact on home sharing. A costly and
cumbersome registration or licensing system, or a requirement to pay fees just to share
your own home would have a negative impact. In South Australia there are no fees and no
registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. Currently,
in Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only
required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only. To
maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. To maximise participation
in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and
comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the Economics and Industry Standing Committee to follow the lead of South
Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales as well as other cities around the world, which
have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

CC 
Economics and Industry Standing Committee members
Premier
Minister for Tourism
Minister for Planning
Opposition Leader
Shadow Minister for Tourism
Shadow Minister for Planning

Regards, 
Ms Rowe 

, 



From: Ronael Humphris
To: Committee, Economics & Industry Standing
Subject: Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation: I support the right to home share in WA
Date: Saturday, 15 December 2018 10:34:45 AM

Dear Economics and Industry Standing Committee,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across
Western Australia in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like
caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the
Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation.

Why do I host with Airbnb? [Here is my story]

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the
mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so
small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

Addressing the terms of reference:

- The forms and regulatory status of short-stay accommodation providers in regional and
metropolitan Western Australia, including existing powers available to local government
authorities.

Currently there is a confusing patchwork of regulations across Western Australian local
governments. Some Councils have clear, progressive laws that embrace home sharing,
whilst others have complex and costly approvals processes and others have no policy
framework at all. As a local host, this is generally confusing and it’s concerning that some
councils have threatened large fines against hosts who simply want to share their homes
responsibly and respectfully. Just like there are already in South Australia, Tasmania and
New South Wales, Western Australia also needs progressive rules and a clear, statewide
regulatory framework to provide clarity and certainty for hosts to share their homes
responsibly.

- The changing market and social dynamics in the short-stay accommodation sector.

Home sharing is helping to grow the visitor economy - creating economic opportunity for
hosts, especially in times of financial need, and supporting jobs and small businesses in
communities. The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to
help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and
shops so small businesses outside the traditional tourist hot-spots get a boost from local
tourism. According to a recent Deloitte Access Economics Report, Airbnb guests are now
a significant driver of the tourism economy, with a total contribution to Western
Australia’s GSP of $99.7 million in 2015-16, supporting over 780 jobs in addition to the
activities of hosts. In one year, guests using Airbnb spent $155.1 million in Western
Australia.

- Issues in the short-stay accommodation sector, particularly associated with emerging
business models utilising online booking platforms.

Online booking platforms such as Airbnb provide me with a trusted and secure online
marketplace to list my spare space and help future-proof the Western Australia visitor
economy. Online booking platforms allow ordinary Western Australians to share their
homes with travellers from around the world, providing more choice in more locations for



travellers. This is especially important for major events, with Airbnb hosts providing extra
accommodation capacity for visitors during peak times, and for areas where there is little
or no traditional accommodation available. 

- Approaches within Australian and international jurisdictions to ensure the appropriate
regulation of short-stay accommodation.

The planning frameworks in South Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales are good
model frameworks for the Committee to consider. A planning framework including
restrictive and lower caps would have a negative impact on home sharing. A costly and
cumbersome registration or licensing system, or a requirement to pay fees just to share
your own home would have a negative impact. In South Australia there are no fees and no
registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. Currently,
in Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only
required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only. To
maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. To maximise participation
in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and
comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the Economics and Industry Standing Committee to follow the lead of South
Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales as well as other cities around the world, which
have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

CC 
Economics and Industry Standing Committee members
Premier
Minister for Tourism
Minister for Planning
Opposition Leader
Shadow Minister for Tourism
Shadow Minister for Planning

Regards, 
Ronael Humphris 

, 



From: Linda Davis
To: Committee, Economics & Industry Standing
Subject: Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation: I support the right to home share in WA
Date: Saturday, 15 December 2018 11:02:07 AM

Dear Economics and Industry Standing Committee,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across
Western Australia in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like
caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the
Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation.

Why do I host with Airbnb? [Here is my story]

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the
mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so
small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

Addressing the terms of reference:

- The forms and regulatory status of short-stay accommodation providers in regional and
metropolitan Western Australia, including existing powers available to local government
authorities.

Currently there is a confusing patchwork of regulations across Western Australian local
governments. Some Councils have clear, progressive laws that embrace home sharing,
whilst others have complex and costly approvals processes and others have no policy
framework at all. As a local host, this is generally confusing and it’s concerning that some
councils have threatened large fines against hosts who simply want to share their homes
responsibly and respectfully. Just like there are already in South Australia, Tasmania and
New South Wales, Western Australia also needs progressive rules and a clear, statewide
regulatory framework to provide clarity and certainty for hosts to share their homes
responsibly.

- The changing market and social dynamics in the short-stay accommodation sector.

Home sharing is helping to grow the visitor economy - creating economic opportunity for
hosts, especially in times of financial need, and supporting jobs and small businesses in
communities. The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to
help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and
shops so small businesses outside the traditional tourist hot-spots get a boost from local
tourism. According to a recent Deloitte Access Economics Report, Airbnb guests are now
a significant driver of the tourism economy, with a total contribution to Western
Australia’s GSP of $99.7 million in 2015-16, supporting over 780 jobs in addition to the
activities of hosts. In one year, guests using Airbnb spent $155.1 million in Western
Australia.

- Issues in the short-stay accommodation sector, particularly associated with emerging
business models utilising online booking platforms.

Online booking platforms such as Airbnb provide me with a trusted and secure online
marketplace to list my spare space and help future-proof the Western Australia visitor
economy. Online booking platforms allow ordinary Western Australians to share their
homes with travellers from around the world, providing more choice in more locations for



travellers. This is especially important for major events, with Airbnb hosts providing extra
accommodation capacity for visitors during peak times, and for areas where there is little
or no traditional accommodation available. 

- Approaches within Australian and international jurisdictions to ensure the appropriate
regulation of short-stay accommodation.

The planning frameworks in South Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales are good
model frameworks for the Committee to consider. A planning framework including
restrictive and lower caps would have a negative impact on home sharing. A costly and
cumbersome registration or licensing system, or a requirement to pay fees just to share
your own home would have a negative impact. In South Australia there are no fees and no
registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. Currently,
in Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only
required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only. To
maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. To maximise participation
in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and
comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the Economics and Industry Standing Committee to follow the lead of South
Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales as well as other cities around the world, which
have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

CC 
Economics and Industry Standing Committee members
Premier
Minister for Tourism
Minister for Planning
Opposition Leader
Shadow Minister for Tourism
Shadow Minister for Planning

Regards, 
Linda Davis 
6536 Winston Churchill Blvd
Mississauga, ON L5N 3W4 



From: Enzo mule
To: Committee, Economics & Industry Standing
Subject: Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation: I support the right to home share in WA
Date: Saturday, 15 December 2018 11:08:55 AM

Dear Economics and Industry Standing Committee,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across
Western Australia in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like
caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the
Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation.

Why do I host with Airbnb? [Here is my story]

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the
mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so
small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

Addressing the terms of reference:

- The forms and regulatory status of short-stay accommodation providers in regional and
metropolitan Western Australia, including existing powers available to local government
authorities.

Currently there is a confusing patchwork of regulations across Western Australian local
governments. Some Councils have clear, progressive laws that embrace home sharing,
whilst others have complex and costly approvals processes and others have no policy
framework at all. As a local host, this is generally confusing and it’s concerning that some
councils have threatened large fines against hosts who simply want to share their homes
responsibly and respectfully. Just like there are already in South Australia, Tasmania and
New South Wales, Western Australia also needs progressive rules and a clear, statewide
regulatory framework to provide clarity and certainty for hosts to share their homes
responsibly.

- The changing market and social dynamics in the short-stay accommodation sector.

Home sharing is helping to grow the visitor economy - creating economic opportunity for
hosts, especially in times of financial need, and supporting jobs and small businesses in
communities. The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to
help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and
shops so small businesses outside the traditional tourist hot-spots get a boost from local
tourism. According to a recent Deloitte Access Economics Report, Airbnb guests are now
a significant driver of the tourism economy, with a total contribution to Western
Australia’s GSP of $99.7 million in 2015-16, supporting over 780 jobs in addition to the
activities of hosts. In one year, guests using Airbnb spent $155.1 million in Western
Australia.

- Issues in the short-stay accommodation sector, particularly associated with emerging
business models utilising online booking platforms.

Online booking platforms such as Airbnb provide me with a trusted and secure online
marketplace to list my spare space and help future-proof the Western Australia visitor
economy. Online booking platforms allow ordinary Western Australians to share their
homes with travellers from around the world, providing more choice in more locations for



travellers. This is especially important for major events, with Airbnb hosts providing extra
accommodation capacity for visitors during peak times, and for areas where there is little
or no traditional accommodation available. 

- Approaches within Australian and international jurisdictions to ensure the appropriate
regulation of short-stay accommodation.

The planning frameworks in South Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales are good
model frameworks for the Committee to consider. A planning framework including
restrictive and lower caps would have a negative impact on home sharing. A costly and
cumbersome registration or licensing system, or a requirement to pay fees just to share
your own home would have a negative impact. In South Australia there are no fees and no
registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. Currently,
in Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only
required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only. To
maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. To maximise participation
in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and
comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the Economics and Industry Standing Committee to follow the lead of South
Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales as well as other cities around the world, which
have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

CC 
Economics and Industry Standing Committee members
Premier
Minister for Tourism
Minister for Planning
Opposition Leader
Shadow Minister for Tourism
Shadow Minister for Planning

Regards, 
Enzo mule 

, 



From: Rick Moffitt
To: Committee, Economics & Industry Standing
Subject: Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation: I support the right to home share in WA
Date: Saturday, 15 December 2018 1:12:10 PM

Dear Economics and Industry Standing Committee,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across
Western Australia in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like
caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the
Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation.

Why do I host with Airbnb? [Here is my story]

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the
mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so
small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

Addressing the terms of reference:

- The forms and regulatory status of short-stay accommodation providers in regional and
metropolitan Western Australia, including existing powers available to local government
authorities.

Currently there is a confusing patchwork of regulations across Western Australian local
governments. Some Councils have clear, progressive laws that embrace home sharing,
whilst others have complex and costly approvals processes and others have no policy
framework at all. As a local host, this is generally confusing and it’s concerning that some
councils have threatened large fines against hosts who simply want to share their homes
responsibly and respectfully. Just like there are already in South Australia, Tasmania and
New South Wales, Western Australia also needs progressive rules and a clear, statewide
regulatory framework to provide clarity and certainty for hosts to share their homes
responsibly.

- The changing market and social dynamics in the short-stay accommodation sector.

Home sharing is helping to grow the visitor economy - creating economic opportunity for
hosts, especially in times of financial need, and supporting jobs and small businesses in
communities. The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to
help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and
shops so small businesses outside the traditional tourist hot-spots get a boost from local
tourism. According to a recent Deloitte Access Economics Report, Airbnb guests are now
a significant driver of the tourism economy, with a total contribution to Western
Australia’s GSP of $99.7 million in 2015-16, supporting over 780 jobs in addition to the
activities of hosts. In one year, guests using Airbnb spent $155.1 million in Western
Australia.

- Issues in the short-stay accommodation sector, particularly associated with emerging
business models utilising online booking platforms.

Online booking platforms such as Airbnb provide me with a trusted and secure online
marketplace to list my spare space and help future-proof the Western Australia visitor
economy. Online booking platforms allow ordinary Western Australians to share their
homes with travellers from around the world, providing more choice in more locations for



travellers. This is especially important for major events, with Airbnb hosts providing extra
accommodation capacity for visitors during peak times, and for areas where there is little
or no traditional accommodation available. 

- Approaches within Australian and international jurisdictions to ensure the appropriate
regulation of short-stay accommodation.

The planning frameworks in South Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales are good
model frameworks for the Committee to consider. A planning framework including
restrictive and lower caps would have a negative impact on home sharing. A costly and
cumbersome registration or licensing system, or a requirement to pay fees just to share
your own home would have a negative impact. In South Australia there are no fees and no
registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. Currently,
in Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only
required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only. To
maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. To maximise participation
in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and
comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the Economics and Industry Standing Committee to follow the lead of South
Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales as well as other cities around the world, which
have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

CC 
Economics and Industry Standing Committee members
Premier
Minister for Tourism
Minister for Planning
Opposition Leader
Shadow Minister for Tourism
Shadow Minister for Planning

Regards, 
Rick Moffitt 
6030 Canada Dr
Pasadena, TX 77505 



From: Martin Glick
To: Committee, Economics & Industry Standing
Subject: Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation: I support the right to home share in WA
Date: Saturday, 15 December 2018 1:22:51 PM

Dear Economics and Industry Standing Committee,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across
Western Australia in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like
caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the
Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation.

Why do I host with Airbnb? [Here is my story]

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the
mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so
small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

Addressing the terms of reference:

- The forms and regulatory status of short-stay accommodation providers in regional and
metropolitan Western Australia, including existing powers available to local government
authorities.

Currently there is a confusing patchwork of regulations across Western Australian local
governments. Some Councils have clear, progressive laws that embrace home sharing,
whilst others have complex and costly approvals processes and others have no policy
framework at all. As a local host, this is generally confusing and it’s concerning that some
councils have threatened large fines against hosts who simply want to share their homes
responsibly and respectfully. Just like there are already in South Australia, Tasmania and
New South Wales, Western Australia also needs progressive rules and a clear, statewide
regulatory framework to provide clarity and certainty for hosts to share their homes
responsibly.

- The changing market and social dynamics in the short-stay accommodation sector.

Home sharing is helping to grow the visitor economy - creating economic opportunity for
hosts, especially in times of financial need, and supporting jobs and small businesses in
communities. The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to
help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and
shops so small businesses outside the traditional tourist hot-spots get a boost from local
tourism. According to a recent Deloitte Access Economics Report, Airbnb guests are now
a significant driver of the tourism economy, with a total contribution to Western
Australia’s GSP of $99.7 million in 2015-16, supporting over 780 jobs in addition to the
activities of hosts. In one year, guests using Airbnb spent $155.1 million in Western
Australia.

- Issues in the short-stay accommodation sector, particularly associated with emerging
business models utilising online booking platforms.

Online booking platforms such as Airbnb provide me with a trusted and secure online
marketplace to list my spare space and help future-proof the Western Australia visitor
economy. Online booking platforms allow ordinary Western Australians to share their
homes with travellers from around the world, providing more choice in more locations for



travellers. This is especially important for major events, with Airbnb hosts providing extra
accommodation capacity for visitors during peak times, and for areas where there is little
or no traditional accommodation available. 

- Approaches within Australian and international jurisdictions to ensure the appropriate
regulation of short-stay accommodation.

The planning frameworks in South Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales are good
model frameworks for the Committee to consider. A planning framework including
restrictive and lower caps would have a negative impact on home sharing. A costly and
cumbersome registration or licensing system, or a requirement to pay fees just to share
your own home would have a negative impact. In South Australia there are no fees and no
registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. Currently,
in Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only
required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only. To
maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. To maximise participation
in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and
comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the Economics and Industry Standing Committee to follow the lead of South
Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales as well as other cities around the world, which
have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

CC 
Economics and Industry Standing Committee members
Premier
Minister for Tourism
Minister for Planning
Opposition Leader
Shadow Minister for Tourism
Shadow Minister for Planning

Regards, 
Martin Glick 
Canada St
Dianella, WA 6059 



From: Nigel Leadbitter
To: Committee, Economics & Industry Standing
Subject: Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation: I support the right to home share in WA
Date: Saturday, 15 December 2018 2:25:08 PM

Dear Economics and Industry Standing Committee,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across
Western Australia in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like
caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the
Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation.

Why do I host with Airbnb? [Here is my story]

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the
mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so
small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

Addressing the terms of reference:

- The forms and regulatory status of short-stay accommodation providers in regional and
metropolitan Western Australia, including existing powers available to local government
authorities.

Currently there is a confusing patchwork of regulations across Western Australian local
governments. Some Councils have clear, progressive laws that embrace home sharing,
whilst others have complex and costly approvals processes and others have no policy
framework at all. As a local host, this is generally confusing and it’s concerning that some
councils have threatened large fines against hosts who simply want to share their homes
responsibly and respectfully. Just like there are already in South Australia, Tasmania and
New South Wales, Western Australia also needs progressive rules and a clear, statewide
regulatory framework to provide clarity and certainty for hosts to share their homes
responsibly.

- The changing market and social dynamics in the short-stay accommodation sector.

Home sharing is helping to grow the visitor economy - creating economic opportunity for
hosts, especially in times of financial need, and supporting jobs and small businesses in
communities. The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to
help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and
shops so small businesses outside the traditional tourist hot-spots get a boost from local
tourism. According to a recent Deloitte Access Economics Report, Airbnb guests are now
a significant driver of the tourism economy, with a total contribution to Western
Australia’s GSP of $99.7 million in 2015-16, supporting over 780 jobs in addition to the
activities of hosts. In one year, guests using Airbnb spent $155.1 million in Western
Australia.

- Issues in the short-stay accommodation sector, particularly associated with emerging
business models utilising online booking platforms.

Online booking platforms such as Airbnb provide me with a trusted and secure online
marketplace to list my spare space and help future-proof the Western Australia visitor
economy. Online booking platforms allow ordinary Western Australians to share their
homes with travellers from around the world, providing more choice in more locations for



travellers. This is especially important for major events, with Airbnb hosts providing extra
accommodation capacity for visitors during peak times, and for areas where there is little
or no traditional accommodation available. 

- Approaches within Australian and international jurisdictions to ensure the appropriate
regulation of short-stay accommodation.

The planning frameworks in South Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales are good
model frameworks for the Committee to consider. A planning framework including
restrictive and lower caps would have a negative impact on home sharing. A costly and
cumbersome registration or licensing system, or a requirement to pay fees just to share
your own home would have a negative impact. In South Australia there are no fees and no
registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. Currently,
in Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only
required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only. To
maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. To maximise participation
in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and
comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the Economics and Industry Standing Committee to follow the lead of South
Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales as well as other cities around the world, which
have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

CC 
Economics and Industry Standing Committee members
Premier
Minister for Tourism
Minister for Planning
Opposition Leader
Shadow Minister for Tourism
Shadow Minister for Planning

Regards, 
Nigel Leadbitter 
6210 Northwest Dr
Mississauga, ON L4V 1J6 



From: Jae Teakle
To: Committee, Economics & Industry Standing
Subject: Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation: I support the right to home share in WA
Date: Saturday, 15 December 2018 7:03:45 PM

Dear Economics and Industry Standing Committee,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across
Western Australia in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like
caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the
Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation.

Why do I host with Airbnb? [Here is my story]

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the
mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so
small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

Addressing the terms of reference:

- The forms and regulatory status of short-stay accommodation providers in regional and
metropolitan Western Australia, including existing powers available to local government
authorities.

Currently there is a confusing patchwork of regulations across Western Australian local
governments. Some Councils have clear, progressive laws that embrace home sharing,
whilst others have complex and costly approvals processes and others have no policy
framework at all. As a local host, this is generally confusing and it’s concerning that some
councils have threatened large fines against hosts who simply want to share their homes
responsibly and respectfully. Just like there are already in South Australia, Tasmania and
New South Wales, Western Australia also needs progressive rules and a clear, statewide
regulatory framework to provide clarity and certainty for hosts to share their homes
responsibly.

- The changing market and social dynamics in the short-stay accommodation sector.

Home sharing is helping to grow the visitor economy - creating economic opportunity for
hosts, especially in times of financial need, and supporting jobs and small businesses in
communities. The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to
help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and
shops so small businesses outside the traditional tourist hot-spots get a boost from local
tourism. According to a recent Deloitte Access Economics Report, Airbnb guests are now
a significant driver of the tourism economy, with a total contribution to Western
Australia’s GSP of $99.7 million in 2015-16, supporting over 780 jobs in addition to the
activities of hosts. In one year, guests using Airbnb spent $155.1 million in Western
Australia.

- Issues in the short-stay accommodation sector, particularly associated with emerging
business models utilising online booking platforms.

Online booking platforms such as Airbnb provide me with a trusted and secure online
marketplace to list my spare space and help future-proof the Western Australia visitor
economy. Online booking platforms allow ordinary Western Australians to share their
homes with travellers from around the world, providing more choice in more locations for



travellers. This is especially important for major events, with Airbnb hosts providing extra
accommodation capacity for visitors during peak times, and for areas where there is little
or no traditional accommodation available. 

- Approaches within Australian and international jurisdictions to ensure the appropriate
regulation of short-stay accommodation.

The planning frameworks in South Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales are good
model frameworks for the Committee to consider. A planning framework including
restrictive and lower caps would have a negative impact on home sharing. A costly and
cumbersome registration or licensing system, or a requirement to pay fees just to share
your own home would have a negative impact. In South Australia there are no fees and no
registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. Currently,
in Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only
required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only. To
maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. To maximise participation
in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and
comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the Economics and Industry Standing Committee to follow the lead of South
Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales as well as other cities around the world, which
have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

CC 
Economics and Industry Standing Committee members
Premier
Minister for Tourism
Minister for Planning
Opposition Leader
Shadow Minister for Tourism
Shadow Minister for Planning

Regards, 
Jae Teakle 

, 



From: Anna Whiteford
To: Committee, Economics & Industry Standing
Subject: Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation: I support the right to home share in WA
Date: Saturday, 15 December 2018 7:40:24 PM

Dear Economics and Industry Standing Committee,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across
Western Australia in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like
caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the
Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation.

Why do I host with Airbnb? [Here is my story]

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the
mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so
small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

Addressing the terms of reference:

- The forms and regulatory status of short-stay accommodation providers in regional and
metropolitan Western Australia, including existing powers available to local government
authorities.

Currently there is a confusing patchwork of regulations across Western Australian local
governments. Some Councils have clear, progressive laws that embrace home sharing,
whilst others have complex and costly approvals processes and others have no policy
framework at all. As a local host, this is generally confusing and it’s concerning that some
councils have threatened large fines against hosts who simply want to share their homes
responsibly and respectfully. Just like there are already in South Australia, Tasmania and
New South Wales, Western Australia also needs progressive rules and a clear, statewide
regulatory framework to provide clarity and certainty for hosts to share their homes
responsibly.

- The changing market and social dynamics in the short-stay accommodation sector.

Home sharing is helping to grow the visitor economy - creating economic opportunity for
hosts, especially in times of financial need, and supporting jobs and small businesses in
communities. The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to
help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and
shops so small businesses outside the traditional tourist hot-spots get a boost from local
tourism. According to a recent Deloitte Access Economics Report, Airbnb guests are now
a significant driver of the tourism economy, with a total contribution to Western
Australia’s GSP of $99.7 million in 2015-16, supporting over 780 jobs in addition to the
activities of hosts. In one year, guests using Airbnb spent $155.1 million in Western
Australia.

- Issues in the short-stay accommodation sector, particularly associated with emerging
business models utilising online booking platforms.

Online booking platforms such as Airbnb provide me with a trusted and secure online
marketplace to list my spare space and help future-proof the Western Australia visitor
economy. Online booking platforms allow ordinary Western Australians to share their
homes with travellers from around the world, providing more choice in more locations for



travellers. This is especially important for major events, with Airbnb hosts providing extra
accommodation capacity for visitors during peak times, and for areas where there is little
or no traditional accommodation available. 

- Approaches within Australian and international jurisdictions to ensure the appropriate
regulation of short-stay accommodation.

The planning frameworks in South Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales are good
model frameworks for the Committee to consider. A planning framework including
restrictive and lower caps would have a negative impact on home sharing. A costly and
cumbersome registration or licensing system, or a requirement to pay fees just to share
your own home would have a negative impact. In South Australia there are no fees and no
registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. Currently,
in Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only
required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only. To
maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. To maximise participation
in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and
comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the Economics and Industry Standing Committee to follow the lead of South
Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales as well as other cities around the world, which
have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

CC 
Economics and Industry Standing Committee members
Premier
Minister for Tourism
Minister for Planning
Opposition Leader
Shadow Minister for Tourism
Shadow Minister for Planning

Regards, 
Anna Whiteford 

, 



From: Rodney Trethewey
To: Committee, Economics & Industry Standing
Subject: Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation: I support the right to home share in WA
Date: Saturday, 15 December 2018 9:47:34 PM

Dear Economics and Industry Standing Committee,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across
Western Australia in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like
caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the
Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation.

Why do I host with Airbnb? [Here is my story]

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the
mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so
small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

Addressing the terms of reference:

- The forms and regulatory status of short-stay accommodation providers in regional and
metropolitan Western Australia, including existing powers available to local government
authorities.

Currently there is a confusing patchwork of regulations across Western Australian local
governments. Some Councils have clear, progressive laws that embrace home sharing,
whilst others have complex and costly approvals processes and others have no policy
framework at all. As a local host, this is generally confusing and it’s concerning that some
councils have threatened large fines against hosts who simply want to share their homes
responsibly and respectfully. Just like there are already in South Australia, Tasmania and
New South Wales, Western Australia also needs progressive rules and a clear, statewide
regulatory framework to provide clarity and certainty for hosts to share their homes
responsibly.

- The changing market and social dynamics in the short-stay accommodation sector.

Home sharing is helping to grow the visitor economy - creating economic opportunity for
hosts, especially in times of financial need, and supporting jobs and small businesses in
communities. The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to
help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and
shops so small businesses outside the traditional tourist hot-spots get a boost from local
tourism. According to a recent Deloitte Access Economics Report, Airbnb guests are now
a significant driver of the tourism economy, with a total contribution to Western
Australia’s GSP of $99.7 million in 2015-16, supporting over 780 jobs in addition to the
activities of hosts. In one year, guests using Airbnb spent $155.1 million in Western
Australia.

- Issues in the short-stay accommodation sector, particularly associated with emerging
business models utilising online booking platforms.

Online booking platforms such as Airbnb provide me with a trusted and secure online
marketplace to list my spare space and help future-proof the Western Australia visitor
economy. Online booking platforms allow ordinary Western Australians to share their
homes with travellers from around the world, providing more choice in more locations for



travellers. This is especially important for major events, with Airbnb hosts providing extra
accommodation capacity for visitors during peak times, and for areas where there is little
or no traditional accommodation available. 

- Approaches within Australian and international jurisdictions to ensure the appropriate
regulation of short-stay accommodation.

The planning frameworks in South Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales are good
model frameworks for the Committee to consider. A planning framework including
restrictive and lower caps would have a negative impact on home sharing. A costly and
cumbersome registration or licensing system, or a requirement to pay fees just to share
your own home would have a negative impact. In South Australia there are no fees and no
registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. Currently,
in Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only
required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only. To
maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. To maximise participation
in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and
comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the Economics and Industry Standing Committee to follow the lead of South
Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales as well as other cities around the world, which
have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

CC 
Economics and Industry Standing Committee members
Premier
Minister for Tourism
Minister for Planning
Opposition Leader
Shadow Minister for Tourism
Shadow Minister for Planning

Regards, 
Rodney Trethewey 
6430 Kennedy Rd
Mississauga, ON L5T 2Z5 



From: Gordon Roper
To: Committee, Economics & Industry Standing
Subject: Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation: I support the right to home share in WA
Date: Saturday, 15 December 2018 9:54:26 PM

Dear Economics and Industry Standing Committee,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across
Western Australia in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like
caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the
Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation.

Why do I host with Airbnb? [Here is my story]

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the
mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so
small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

Addressing the terms of reference:

- The forms and regulatory status of short-stay accommodation providers in regional and
metropolitan Western Australia, including existing powers available to local government
authorities.

Currently there is a confusing patchwork of regulations across Western Australian local
governments. Some Councils have clear, progressive laws that embrace home sharing,
whilst others have complex and costly approvals processes and others have no policy
framework at all. As a local host, this is generally confusing and it’s concerning that some
councils have threatened large fines against hosts who simply want to share their homes
responsibly and respectfully. Just like there are already in South Australia, Tasmania and
New South Wales, Western Australia also needs progressive rules and a clear, statewide
regulatory framework to provide clarity and certainty for hosts to share their homes
responsibly.

- The changing market and social dynamics in the short-stay accommodation sector.

Home sharing is helping to grow the visitor economy - creating economic opportunity for
hosts, especially in times of financial need, and supporting jobs and small businesses in
communities. The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to
help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and
shops so small businesses outside the traditional tourist hot-spots get a boost from local
tourism. According to a recent Deloitte Access Economics Report, Airbnb guests are now
a significant driver of the tourism economy, with a total contribution to Western
Australia’s GSP of $99.7 million in 2015-16, supporting over 780 jobs in addition to the
activities of hosts. In one year, guests using Airbnb spent $155.1 million in Western
Australia.

- Issues in the short-stay accommodation sector, particularly associated with emerging
business models utilising online booking platforms.

Online booking platforms such as Airbnb provide me with a trusted and secure online
marketplace to list my spare space and help future-proof the Western Australia visitor
economy. Online booking platforms allow ordinary Western Australians to share their
homes with travellers from around the world, providing more choice in more locations for



travellers. This is especially important for major events, with Airbnb hosts providing extra
accommodation capacity for visitors during peak times, and for areas where there is little
or no traditional accommodation available. 

- Approaches within Australian and international jurisdictions to ensure the appropriate
regulation of short-stay accommodation.

The planning frameworks in South Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales are good
model frameworks for the Committee to consider. A planning framework including
restrictive and lower caps would have a negative impact on home sharing. A costly and
cumbersome registration or licensing system, or a requirement to pay fees just to share
your own home would have a negative impact. In South Australia there are no fees and no
registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. Currently,
in Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only
required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only. To
maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. To maximise participation
in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and
comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the Economics and Industry Standing Committee to follow the lead of South
Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales as well as other cities around the world, which
have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

CC 
Economics and Industry Standing Committee members
Premier
Minister for Tourism
Minister for Planning
Opposition Leader
Shadow Minister for Tourism
Shadow Minister for Planning

Regards, 
Gordon Roper 

, 



From: Stephen Farmer
To: Committee, Economics & Industry Standing
Subject: Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation: I support the right to home share in WA
Date: Saturday, 15 December 2018 10:06:35 PM

Dear Economics and Industry Standing Committee,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across
Western Australia in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like
caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the
Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation.

Why do I host with Airbnb? [Here is my story]

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the
mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so
small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

Addressing the terms of reference:

- The forms and regulatory status of short-stay accommodation providers in regional and
metropolitan Western Australia, including existing powers available to local government
authorities.

Currently there is a confusing patchwork of regulations across Western Australian local
governments. Some Councils have clear, progressive laws that embrace home sharing,
whilst others have complex and costly approvals processes and others have no policy
framework at all. As a local host, this is generally confusing and it’s concerning that some
councils have threatened large fines against hosts who simply want to share their homes
responsibly and respectfully. Just like there are already in South Australia, Tasmania and
New South Wales, Western Australia also needs progressive rules and a clear, statewide
regulatory framework to provide clarity and certainty for hosts to share their homes
responsibly.

- The changing market and social dynamics in the short-stay accommodation sector.

Home sharing is helping to grow the visitor economy - creating economic opportunity for
hosts, especially in times of financial need, and supporting jobs and small businesses in
communities. The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to
help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and
shops so small businesses outside the traditional tourist hot-spots get a boost from local
tourism. According to a recent Deloitte Access Economics Report, Airbnb guests are now
a significant driver of the tourism economy, with a total contribution to Western
Australia’s GSP of $99.7 million in 2015-16, supporting over 780 jobs in addition to the
activities of hosts. In one year, guests using Airbnb spent $155.1 million in Western
Australia.

- Issues in the short-stay accommodation sector, particularly associated with emerging
business models utilising online booking platforms.

Online booking platforms such as Airbnb provide me with a trusted and secure online
marketplace to list my spare space and help future-proof the Western Australia visitor
economy. Online booking platforms allow ordinary Western Australians to share their
homes with travellers from around the world, providing more choice in more locations for



travellers. This is especially important for major events, with Airbnb hosts providing extra
accommodation capacity for visitors during peak times, and for areas where there is little
or no traditional accommodation available. 

- Approaches within Australian and international jurisdictions to ensure the appropriate
regulation of short-stay accommodation.

The planning frameworks in South Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales are good
model frameworks for the Committee to consider. A planning framework including
restrictive and lower caps would have a negative impact on home sharing. A costly and
cumbersome registration or licensing system, or a requirement to pay fees just to share
your own home would have a negative impact. In South Australia there are no fees and no
registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. Currently,
in Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only
required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only. To
maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. To maximise participation
in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and
comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the Economics and Industry Standing Committee to follow the lead of South
Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales as well as other cities around the world, which
have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

CC 
Economics and Industry Standing Committee members
Premier
Minister for Tourism
Minister for Planning
Opposition Leader
Shadow Minister for Tourism
Shadow Minister for Planning

Regards, 
Stephen Farmer 

, 



From: Zeus Dasraf
To: Committee, Economics & Industry Standing
Subject: Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation: I support the right to home share in WA
Date: Saturday, 15 December 2018 11:01:18 AM

Dear Economics and Industry Standing Committee,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across
Western Australia in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like
caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the
Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation.

Why do I host with Airbnb? [Here is my story]

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the
mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so
small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

Addressing the terms of reference:

- The forms and regulatory status of short-stay accommodation providers in regional and
metropolitan Western Australia, including existing powers available to local government
authorities.

Currently there is a confusing patchwork of regulations across Western Australian local
governments. Some Councils have clear, progressive laws that embrace home sharing,
whilst others have complex and costly approvals processes and others have no policy
framework at all. As a local host, this is generally confusing and it’s concerning that some
councils have threatened large fines against hosts who simply want to share their homes
responsibly and respectfully. Just like there are already in South Australia, Tasmania and
New South Wales, Western Australia also needs progressive rules and a clear, statewide
regulatory framework to provide clarity and certainty for hosts to share their homes
responsibly.

- The changing market and social dynamics in the short-stay accommodation sector.

Home sharing is helping to grow the visitor economy - creating economic opportunity for
hosts, especially in times of financial need, and supporting jobs and small businesses in
communities. The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to
help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and
shops so small businesses outside the traditional tourist hot-spots get a boost from local
tourism. According to a recent Deloitte Access Economics Report, Airbnb guests are now
a significant driver of the tourism economy, with a total contribution to Western
Australia’s GSP of $99.7 million in 2015-16, supporting over 780 jobs in addition to the
activities of hosts. In one year, guests using Airbnb spent $155.1 million in Western
Australia.

- Issues in the short-stay accommodation sector, particularly associated with emerging
business models utilising online booking platforms.

Online booking platforms such as Airbnb provide me with a trusted and secure online
marketplace to list my spare space and help future-proof the Western Australia visitor
economy. Online booking platforms allow ordinary Western Australians to share their
homes with travellers from around the world, providing more choice in more locations for



travellers. This is especially important for major events, with Airbnb hosts providing extra
accommodation capacity for visitors during peak times, and for areas where there is little
or no traditional accommodation available. 

- Approaches within Australian and international jurisdictions to ensure the appropriate
regulation of short-stay accommodation.

The planning frameworks in South Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales are good
model frameworks for the Committee to consider. A planning framework including
restrictive and lower caps would have a negative impact on home sharing. A costly and
cumbersome registration or licensing system, or a requirement to pay fees just to share
your own home would have a negative impact. In South Australia there are no fees and no
registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. Currently,
in Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only
required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only. To
maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. To maximise participation
in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and
comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the Economics and Industry Standing Committee to follow the lead of South
Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales as well as other cities around the world, which
have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

CC 
Economics and Industry Standing Committee members
Premier
Minister for Tourism
Minister for Planning
Opposition Leader
Shadow Minister for Tourism
Shadow Minister for Planning

Regards, 
Zeus Dasraf 
6111 Canada Dr
Pasadena, TX 77505 



From: Deonne Kingsford
To: Committee, Economics & Industry Standing
Subject: Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation: I support the right to home share in WA
Date: Saturday, 15 December 2018 11:32:37 PM

Dear Economics and Industry Standing Committee,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across
Western Australia in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like
caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the
Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation.

Why do I host with Airbnb? [Here is my story]

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the
mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so
small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

Addressing the terms of reference:

- The forms and regulatory status of short-stay accommodation providers in regional and
metropolitan Western Australia, including existing powers available to local government
authorities.

Currently there is a confusing patchwork of regulations across Western Australian local
governments. Some Councils have clear, progressive laws that embrace home sharing,
whilst others have complex and costly approvals processes and others have no policy
framework at all. As a local host, this is generally confusing and it’s concerning that some
councils have threatened large fines against hosts who simply want to share their homes
responsibly and respectfully. Just like there are already in South Australia, Tasmania and
New South Wales, Western Australia also needs progressive rules and a clear, statewide
regulatory framework to provide clarity and certainty for hosts to share their homes
responsibly.

- The changing market and social dynamics in the short-stay accommodation sector.

Home sharing is helping to grow the visitor economy - creating economic opportunity for
hosts, especially in times of financial need, and supporting jobs and small businesses in
communities. The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to
help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and
shops so small businesses outside the traditional tourist hot-spots get a boost from local
tourism. According to a recent Deloitte Access Economics Report, Airbnb guests are now
a significant driver of the tourism economy, with a total contribution to Western
Australia’s GSP of $99.7 million in 2015-16, supporting over 780 jobs in addition to the
activities of hosts. In one year, guests using Airbnb spent $155.1 million in Western
Australia.

- Issues in the short-stay accommodation sector, particularly associated with emerging
business models utilising online booking platforms.

Online booking platforms such as Airbnb provide me with a trusted and secure online
marketplace to list my spare space and help future-proof the Western Australia visitor
economy. Online booking platforms allow ordinary Western Australians to share their
homes with travellers from around the world, providing more choice in more locations for



travellers. This is especially important for major events, with Airbnb hosts providing extra
accommodation capacity for visitors during peak times, and for areas where there is little
or no traditional accommodation available. 

- Approaches within Australian and international jurisdictions to ensure the appropriate
regulation of short-stay accommodation.

The planning frameworks in South Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales are good
model frameworks for the Committee to consider. A planning framework including
restrictive and lower caps would have a negative impact on home sharing. A costly and
cumbersome registration or licensing system, or a requirement to pay fees just to share
your own home would have a negative impact. In South Australia there are no fees and no
registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. Currently,
in Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only
required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only. To
maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. To maximise participation
in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and
comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the Economics and Industry Standing Committee to follow the lead of South
Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales as well as other cities around the world, which
have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

CC 
Economics and Industry Standing Committee members
Premier
Minister for Tourism
Minister for Planning
Opposition Leader
Shadow Minister for Tourism
Shadow Minister for Planning

Regards, 
Deonne Kingsford 
6210 Northwest Dr
Mississauga, ON L4V 1J6 



From: Tom Ngo
To: Committee, Economics & Industry Standing
Subject: Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation: I support the right to home share in WA
Date: Saturday, 15 December 2018 9:32:20 AM

Dear Economics and Industry Standing Committee,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across
Western Australia in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like
caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the
Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation.

Why do I host with Airbnb? [Here is my story]

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the
mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so
small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

Addressing the terms of reference:

- The forms and regulatory status of short-stay accommodation providers in regional and
metropolitan Western Australia, including existing powers available to local government
authorities.

Currently there is a confusing patchwork of regulations across Western Australian local
governments. Some Councils have clear, progressive laws that embrace home sharing,
whilst others have complex and costly approvals processes and others have no policy
framework at all. As a local host, this is generally confusing and it’s concerning that some
councils have threatened large fines against hosts who simply want to share their homes
responsibly and respectfully. Just like there are already in South Australia, Tasmania and
New South Wales, Western Australia also needs progressive rules and a clear, statewide
regulatory framework to provide clarity and certainty for hosts to share their homes
responsibly.

- The changing market and social dynamics in the short-stay accommodation sector.

Home sharing is helping to grow the visitor economy - creating economic opportunity for
hosts, especially in times of financial need, and supporting jobs and small businesses in
communities. The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to
help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and
shops so small businesses outside the traditional tourist hot-spots get a boost from local
tourism. According to a recent Deloitte Access Economics Report, Airbnb guests are now
a significant driver of the tourism economy, with a total contribution to Western
Australia’s GSP of $99.7 million in 2015-16, supporting over 780 jobs in addition to the
activities of hosts. In one year, guests using Airbnb spent $155.1 million in Western
Australia.

- Issues in the short-stay accommodation sector, particularly associated with emerging
business models utilising online booking platforms.

Online booking platforms such as Airbnb provide me with a trusted and secure online
marketplace to list my spare space and help future-proof the Western Australia visitor
economy. Online booking platforms allow ordinary Western Australians to share their
homes with travellers from around the world, providing more choice in more locations for



travellers. This is especially important for major events, with Airbnb hosts providing extra
accommodation capacity for visitors during peak times, and for areas where there is little
or no traditional accommodation available. 

- Approaches within Australian and international jurisdictions to ensure the appropriate
regulation of short-stay accommodation.

The planning frameworks in South Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales are good
model frameworks for the Committee to consider. A planning framework including
restrictive and lower caps would have a negative impact on home sharing. A costly and
cumbersome registration or licensing system, or a requirement to pay fees just to share
your own home would have a negative impact. In South Australia there are no fees and no
registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. Currently,
in Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only
required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only. To
maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. To maximise participation
in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and
comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the Economics and Industry Standing Committee to follow the lead of South
Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales as well as other cities around the world, which
have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

CC 
Economics and Industry Standing Committee members
Premier
Minister for Tourism
Minister for Planning
Opposition Leader
Shadow Minister for Tourism
Shadow Minister for Planning

Regards, 
Tom Ngo 
2015 Fisher Dr
Peterborough, ON K9J 6X6 



From: David Darn
To: Committee, Economics & Industry Standing
Subject: Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation: I support the right to home share in WA
Date: Saturday, 15 December 2018 9:36:28 AM

Dear Economics and Industry Standing Committee,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across
Western Australia in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like
caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the
Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation.

Why do I host with Airbnb? [Here is my story]

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the
mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so
small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

Addressing the terms of reference:

- The forms and regulatory status of short-stay accommodation providers in regional and
metropolitan Western Australia, including existing powers available to local government
authorities.

Currently there is a confusing patchwork of regulations across Western Australian local
governments. Some Councils have clear, progressive laws that embrace home sharing,
whilst others have complex and costly approvals processes and others have no policy
framework at all. As a local host, this is generally confusing and it’s concerning that some
councils have threatened large fines against hosts who simply want to share their homes
responsibly and respectfully. Just like there are already in South Australia, Tasmania and
New South Wales, Western Australia also needs progressive rules and a clear, statewide
regulatory framework to provide clarity and certainty for hosts to share their homes
responsibly.

- The changing market and social dynamics in the short-stay accommodation sector.

Home sharing is helping to grow the visitor economy - creating economic opportunity for
hosts, especially in times of financial need, and supporting jobs and small businesses in
communities. The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to
help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and
shops so small businesses outside the traditional tourist hot-spots get a boost from local
tourism. According to a recent Deloitte Access Economics Report, Airbnb guests are now
a significant driver of the tourism economy, with a total contribution to Western
Australia’s GSP of $99.7 million in 2015-16, supporting over 780 jobs in addition to the
activities of hosts. In one year, guests using Airbnb spent $155.1 million in Western
Australia.

- Issues in the short-stay accommodation sector, particularly associated with emerging
business models utilising online booking platforms.

Online booking platforms such as Airbnb provide me with a trusted and secure online
marketplace to list my spare space and help future-proof the Western Australia visitor
economy. Online booking platforms allow ordinary Western Australians to share their
homes with travellers from around the world, providing more choice in more locations for



travellers. This is especially important for major events, with Airbnb hosts providing extra
accommodation capacity for visitors during peak times, and for areas where there is little
or no traditional accommodation available. 

- Approaches within Australian and international jurisdictions to ensure the appropriate
regulation of short-stay accommodation.

The planning frameworks in South Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales are good
model frameworks for the Committee to consider. A planning framework including
restrictive and lower caps would have a negative impact on home sharing. A costly and
cumbersome registration or licensing system, or a requirement to pay fees just to share
your own home would have a negative impact. In South Australia there are no fees and no
registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. Currently,
in Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only
required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only. To
maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. To maximise participation
in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and
comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the Economics and Industry Standing Committee to follow the lead of South
Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales as well as other cities around the world, which
have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

CC 
Economics and Industry Standing Committee members
Premier
Minister for Tourism
Minister for Planning
Opposition Leader
Shadow Minister for Tourism
Shadow Minister for Planning

Regards, 
David Darn 
6175 York Regional Rd 7
Vaughan, ON L4H 0P6 



From: Andrew Marsh
To: Committee, Economics & Industry Standing
Subject: Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation: I support the right to home share in WA
Date: Saturday, 15 December 2018 9:28:40 AM

Dear Economics and Industry Standing Committee,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across
Western Australia in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like
caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the
Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation.

Why do I host with Airbnb? [Here is my story]

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the
mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so
small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

Addressing the terms of reference:

- The forms and regulatory status of short-stay accommodation providers in regional and
metropolitan Western Australia, including existing powers available to local government
authorities.

Currently there is a confusing patchwork of regulations across Western Australian local
governments. Some Councils have clear, progressive laws that embrace home sharing,
whilst others have complex and costly approvals processes and others have no policy
framework at all. As a local host, this is generally confusing and it’s concerning that some
councils have threatened large fines against hosts who simply want to share their homes
responsibly and respectfully. Just like there are already in South Australia, Tasmania and
New South Wales, Western Australia also needs progressive rules and a clear, statewide
regulatory framework to provide clarity and certainty for hosts to share their homes
responsibly.

- The changing market and social dynamics in the short-stay accommodation sector.

Home sharing is helping to grow the visitor economy - creating economic opportunity for
hosts, especially in times of financial need, and supporting jobs and small businesses in
communities. The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to
help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and
shops so small businesses outside the traditional tourist hot-spots get a boost from local
tourism. According to a recent Deloitte Access Economics Report, Airbnb guests are now
a significant driver of the tourism economy, with a total contribution to Western
Australia’s GSP of $99.7 million in 2015-16, supporting over 780 jobs in addition to the
activities of hosts. In one year, guests using Airbnb spent $155.1 million in Western
Australia.

- Issues in the short-stay accommodation sector, particularly associated with emerging
business models utilising online booking platforms.

Online booking platforms such as Airbnb provide me with a trusted and secure online
marketplace to list my spare space and help future-proof the Western Australia visitor
economy. Online booking platforms allow ordinary Western Australians to share their
homes with travellers from around the world, providing more choice in more locations for



travellers. This is especially important for major events, with Airbnb hosts providing extra
accommodation capacity for visitors during peak times, and for areas where there is little
or no traditional accommodation available. 

- Approaches within Australian and international jurisdictions to ensure the appropriate
regulation of short-stay accommodation.

The planning frameworks in South Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales are good
model frameworks for the Committee to consider. A planning framework including
restrictive and lower caps would have a negative impact on home sharing. A costly and
cumbersome registration or licensing system, or a requirement to pay fees just to share
your own home would have a negative impact. In South Australia there are no fees and no
registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. Currently,
in Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only
required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only. To
maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. To maximise participation
in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and
comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the Economics and Industry Standing Committee to follow the lead of South
Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales as well as other cities around the world, which
have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

CC 
Economics and Industry Standing Committee members
Premier
Minister for Tourism
Minister for Planning
Opposition Leader
Shadow Minister for Tourism
Shadow Minister for Planning

Regards, 
Andrew Marsh 
6003 Canada Dr
Pasadena, TX 77505 



From: Anthony Lynch
To: Committee, Economics & Industry Standing
Subject: Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation: I support the right to home share in WA
Date: Saturday, 15 December 2018 9:37:21 AM

Dear Economics and Industry Standing Committee,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across
Western Australia in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like
caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the
Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation.

Why do I host with Airbnb? [Here is my story]

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the
mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so
small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

Addressing the terms of reference:

- The forms and regulatory status of short-stay accommodation providers in regional and
metropolitan Western Australia, including existing powers available to local government
authorities.

Currently there is a confusing patchwork of regulations across Western Australian local
governments. Some Councils have clear, progressive laws that embrace home sharing,
whilst others have complex and costly approvals processes and others have no policy
framework at all. As a local host, this is generally confusing and it’s concerning that some
councils have threatened large fines against hosts who simply want to share their homes
responsibly and respectfully. Just like there are already in South Australia, Tasmania and
New South Wales, Western Australia also needs progressive rules and a clear, statewide
regulatory framework to provide clarity and certainty for hosts to share their homes
responsibly.

- The changing market and social dynamics in the short-stay accommodation sector.

Home sharing is helping to grow the visitor economy - creating economic opportunity for
hosts, especially in times of financial need, and supporting jobs and small businesses in
communities. The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to
help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and
shops so small businesses outside the traditional tourist hot-spots get a boost from local
tourism. According to a recent Deloitte Access Economics Report, Airbnb guests are now
a significant driver of the tourism economy, with a total contribution to Western
Australia’s GSP of $99.7 million in 2015-16, supporting over 780 jobs in addition to the
activities of hosts. In one year, guests using Airbnb spent $155.1 million in Western
Australia.

- Issues in the short-stay accommodation sector, particularly associated with emerging
business models utilising online booking platforms.

Online booking platforms such as Airbnb provide me with a trusted and secure online
marketplace to list my spare space and help future-proof the Western Australia visitor
economy. Online booking platforms allow ordinary Western Australians to share their
homes with travellers from around the world, providing more choice in more locations for



travellers. This is especially important for major events, with Airbnb hosts providing extra
accommodation capacity for visitors during peak times, and for areas where there is little
or no traditional accommodation available. 

- Approaches within Australian and international jurisdictions to ensure the appropriate
regulation of short-stay accommodation.

The planning frameworks in South Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales are good
model frameworks for the Committee to consider. A planning framework including
restrictive and lower caps would have a negative impact on home sharing. A costly and
cumbersome registration or licensing system, or a requirement to pay fees just to share
your own home would have a negative impact. In South Australia there are no fees and no
registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. Currently,
in Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only
required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only. To
maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. To maximise participation
in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and
comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the Economics and Industry Standing Committee to follow the lead of South
Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales as well as other cities around the world, which
have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

CC 
Economics and Industry Standing Committee members
Premier
Minister for Tourism
Minister for Planning
Opposition Leader
Shadow Minister for Tourism
Shadow Minister for Planning

Regards, 
Anthony Lynch 

, 



From: Virginie CARBONATTO
To: Committee, Economics & Industry Standing
Subject: Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation: I support the right to home share in WA
Date: Saturday, 15 December 2018 1:14:31 PM

Dear Economics and Industry Standing Committee,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across
Western Australia in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like
caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the
Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation.

Why do I host with Airbnb? [Here is my story]

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the
mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so
small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

Addressing the terms of reference:

- The forms and regulatory status of short-stay accommodation providers in regional and
metropolitan Western Australia, including existing powers available to local government
authorities.

Currently there is a confusing patchwork of regulations across Western Australian local
governments. Some Councils have clear, progressive laws that embrace home sharing,
whilst others have complex and costly approvals processes and others have no policy
framework at all. As a local host, this is generally confusing and it’s concerning that some
councils have threatened large fines against hosts who simply want to share their homes
responsibly and respectfully. Just like there are already in South Australia, Tasmania and
New South Wales, Western Australia also needs progressive rules and a clear, statewide
regulatory framework to provide clarity and certainty for hosts to share their homes
responsibly.

- The changing market and social dynamics in the short-stay accommodation sector.

Home sharing is helping to grow the visitor economy - creating economic opportunity for
hosts, especially in times of financial need, and supporting jobs and small businesses in
communities. The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to
help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and
shops so small businesses outside the traditional tourist hot-spots get a boost from local
tourism. According to a recent Deloitte Access Economics Report, Airbnb guests are now
a significant driver of the tourism economy, with a total contribution to Western
Australia’s GSP of $99.7 million in 2015-16, supporting over 780 jobs in addition to the
activities of hosts. In one year, guests using Airbnb spent $155.1 million in Western
Australia.

- Issues in the short-stay accommodation sector, particularly associated with emerging
business models utilising online booking platforms.

Online booking platforms such as Airbnb provide me with a trusted and secure online
marketplace to list my spare space and help future-proof the Western Australia visitor
economy. Online booking platforms allow ordinary Western Australians to share their
homes with travellers from around the world, providing more choice in more locations for



travellers. This is especially important for major events, with Airbnb hosts providing extra
accommodation capacity for visitors during peak times, and for areas where there is little
or no traditional accommodation available. 

- Approaches within Australian and international jurisdictions to ensure the appropriate
regulation of short-stay accommodation.

The planning frameworks in South Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales are good
model frameworks for the Committee to consider. A planning framework including
restrictive and lower caps would have a negative impact on home sharing. A costly and
cumbersome registration or licensing system, or a requirement to pay fees just to share
your own home would have a negative impact. In South Australia there are no fees and no
registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. Currently,
in Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only
required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only. To
maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. To maximise participation
in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and
comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the Economics and Industry Standing Committee to follow the lead of South
Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales as well as other cities around the world, which
have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

CC 
Economics and Industry Standing Committee members
Premier
Minister for Tourism
Minister for Planning
Opposition Leader
Shadow Minister for Tourism
Shadow Minister for Planning

Regards, 
Virginie CARBONATTO 

, 



From: Michael cowen
To: Committee, Economics & Industry Standing
Subject: Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation: I support the right to home share in WA
Date: Saturday, 15 December 2018 10:03:05 AM

Dear Economics and Industry Standing Committee,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across
Western Australia in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like
caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the
Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation.

Why do I host with Airbnb? [Here is my story]

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the
mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so
small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

Addressing the terms of reference:

- The forms and regulatory status of short-stay accommodation providers in regional and
metropolitan Western Australia, including existing powers available to local government
authorities.

Currently there is a confusing patchwork of regulations across Western Australian local
governments. Some Councils have clear, progressive laws that embrace home sharing,
whilst others have complex and costly approvals processes and others have no policy
framework at all. As a local host, this is generally confusing and it’s concerning that some
councils have threatened large fines against hosts who simply want to share their homes
responsibly and respectfully. Just like there are already in South Australia, Tasmania and
New South Wales, Western Australia also needs progressive rules and a clear, statewide
regulatory framework to provide clarity and certainty for hosts to share their homes
responsibly.

- The changing market and social dynamics in the short-stay accommodation sector.

Home sharing is helping to grow the visitor economy - creating economic opportunity for
hosts, especially in times of financial need, and supporting jobs and small businesses in
communities. The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to
help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and
shops so small businesses outside the traditional tourist hot-spots get a boost from local
tourism. According to a recent Deloitte Access Economics Report, Airbnb guests are now
a significant driver of the tourism economy, with a total contribution to Western
Australia’s GSP of $99.7 million in 2015-16, supporting over 780 jobs in addition to the
activities of hosts. In one year, guests using Airbnb spent $155.1 million in Western
Australia.

- Issues in the short-stay accommodation sector, particularly associated with emerging
business models utilising online booking platforms.

Online booking platforms such as Airbnb provide me with a trusted and secure online
marketplace to list my spare space and help future-proof the Western Australia visitor
economy. Online booking platforms allow ordinary Western Australians to share their
homes with travellers from around the world, providing more choice in more locations for



travellers. This is especially important for major events, with Airbnb hosts providing extra
accommodation capacity for visitors during peak times, and for areas where there is little
or no traditional accommodation available. 

- Approaches within Australian and international jurisdictions to ensure the appropriate
regulation of short-stay accommodation.

The planning frameworks in South Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales are good
model frameworks for the Committee to consider. A planning framework including
restrictive and lower caps would have a negative impact on home sharing. A costly and
cumbersome registration or licensing system, or a requirement to pay fees just to share
your own home would have a negative impact. In South Australia there are no fees and no
registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. Currently,
in Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only
required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only. To
maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. To maximise participation
in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and
comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the Economics and Industry Standing Committee to follow the lead of South
Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales as well as other cities around the world, which
have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

CC 
Economics and Industry Standing Committee members
Premier
Minister for Tourism
Minister for Planning
Opposition Leader
Shadow Minister for Tourism
Shadow Minister for Planning

Regards, 
Michael cowen 

, 



From: Colin Henley
To: Committee, Economics & Industry Standing
Subject: Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation: I support the right to home share in WA
Date: Saturday, 15 December 2018 3:11:30 PM

Dear Economics and Industry Standing Committee,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across
Western Australia in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like
caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the
Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation.

Why do I host with Airbnb? [Here is my story]

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the
mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so
small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

Addressing the terms of reference:

- The forms and regulatory status of short-stay accommodation providers in regional and
metropolitan Western Australia, including existing powers available to local government
authorities.

Currently there is a confusing patchwork of regulations across Western Australian local
governments. Some Councils have clear, progressive laws that embrace home sharing,
whilst others have complex and costly approvals processes and others have no policy
framework at all. As a local host, this is generally confusing and it’s concerning that some
councils have threatened large fines against hosts who simply want to share their homes
responsibly and respectfully. Just like there are already in South Australia, Tasmania and
New South Wales, Western Australia also needs progressive rules and a clear, statewide
regulatory framework to provide clarity and certainty for hosts to share their homes
responsibly.

- The changing market and social dynamics in the short-stay accommodation sector.

Home sharing is helping to grow the visitor economy - creating economic opportunity for
hosts, especially in times of financial need, and supporting jobs and small businesses in
communities. The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to
help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and
shops so small businesses outside the traditional tourist hot-spots get a boost from local
tourism. According to a recent Deloitte Access Economics Report, Airbnb guests are now
a significant driver of the tourism economy, with a total contribution to Western
Australia’s GSP of $99.7 million in 2015-16, supporting over 780 jobs in addition to the
activities of hosts. In one year, guests using Airbnb spent $155.1 million in Western
Australia.

- Issues in the short-stay accommodation sector, particularly associated with emerging
business models utilising online booking platforms.

Online booking platforms such as Airbnb provide me with a trusted and secure online
marketplace to list my spare space and help future-proof the Western Australia visitor
economy. Online booking platforms allow ordinary Western Australians to share their
homes with travellers from around the world, providing more choice in more locations for



travellers. This is especially important for major events, with Airbnb hosts providing extra
accommodation capacity for visitors during peak times, and for areas where there is little
or no traditional accommodation available. 

- Approaches within Australian and international jurisdictions to ensure the appropriate
regulation of short-stay accommodation.

The planning frameworks in South Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales are good
model frameworks for the Committee to consider. A planning framework including
restrictive and lower caps would have a negative impact on home sharing. A costly and
cumbersome registration or licensing system, or a requirement to pay fees just to share
your own home would have a negative impact. In South Australia there are no fees and no
registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. Currently,
in Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only
required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only. To
maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. To maximise participation
in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and
comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the Economics and Industry Standing Committee to follow the lead of South
Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales as well as other cities around the world, which
have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

CC 
Economics and Industry Standing Committee members
Premier
Minister for Tourism
Minister for Planning
Opposition Leader
Shadow Minister for Tourism
Shadow Minister for Planning

Regards, 
Colin Henley 

, 



From: Michelle Fricker
To: Committee, Economics & Industry Standing
Subject: Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation: I support the right to home share in WA
Date: Saturday, 15 December 2018 7:53:26 PM

Dear Economics and Industry Standing Committee,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across
Western Australia in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like
caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the
Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation.

Why do I host with Airbnb? [Here is my story]

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the
mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so
small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

Addressing the terms of reference:

- The forms and regulatory status of short-stay accommodation providers in regional and
metropolitan Western Australia, including existing powers available to local government
authorities.

Currently there is a confusing patchwork of regulations across Western Australian local
governments. Some Councils have clear, progressive laws that embrace home sharing,
whilst others have complex and costly approvals processes and others have no policy
framework at all. As a local host, this is generally confusing and it’s concerning that some
councils have threatened large fines against hosts who simply want to share their homes
responsibly and respectfully. Just like there are already in South Australia, Tasmania and
New South Wales, Western Australia also needs progressive rules and a clear, statewide
regulatory framework to provide clarity and certainty for hosts to share their homes
responsibly.

- The changing market and social dynamics in the short-stay accommodation sector.

Home sharing is helping to grow the visitor economy - creating economic opportunity for
hosts, especially in times of financial need, and supporting jobs and small businesses in
communities. The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to
help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and
shops so small businesses outside the traditional tourist hot-spots get a boost from local
tourism. According to a recent Deloitte Access Economics Report, Airbnb guests are now
a significant driver of the tourism economy, with a total contribution to Western
Australia’s GSP of $99.7 million in 2015-16, supporting over 780 jobs in addition to the
activities of hosts. In one year, guests using Airbnb spent $155.1 million in Western
Australia.

- Issues in the short-stay accommodation sector, particularly associated with emerging
business models utilising online booking platforms.

Online booking platforms such as Airbnb provide me with a trusted and secure online
marketplace to list my spare space and help future-proof the Western Australia visitor
economy. Online booking platforms allow ordinary Western Australians to share their
homes with travellers from around the world, providing more choice in more locations for



travellers. This is especially important for major events, with Airbnb hosts providing extra
accommodation capacity for visitors during peak times, and for areas where there is little
or no traditional accommodation available. 

- Approaches within Australian and international jurisdictions to ensure the appropriate
regulation of short-stay accommodation.

The planning frameworks in South Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales are good
model frameworks for the Committee to consider. A planning framework including
restrictive and lower caps would have a negative impact on home sharing. A costly and
cumbersome registration or licensing system, or a requirement to pay fees just to share
your own home would have a negative impact. In South Australia there are no fees and no
registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. Currently,
in Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only
required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only. To
maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. To maximise participation
in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and
comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the Economics and Industry Standing Committee to follow the lead of South
Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales as well as other cities around the world, which
have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

CC 
Economics and Industry Standing Committee members
Premier
Minister for Tourism
Minister for Planning
Opposition Leader
Shadow Minister for Tourism
Shadow Minister for Planning

Regards, 
Michelle Fricker 

, 



From: William Fricker
To: Committee, Economics & Industry Standing
Subject: Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation: I support the right to home share in WA
Date: Saturday, 15 December 2018 7:47:40 PM

Dear Economics and Industry Standing Committee,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across
Western Australia in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like
caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the
Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation.

Why do I host with Airbnb? [Here is my story]

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the
mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so
small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

Addressing the terms of reference:

- The forms and regulatory status of short-stay accommodation providers in regional and
metropolitan Western Australia, including existing powers available to local government
authorities.

Currently there is a confusing patchwork of regulations across Western Australian local
governments. Some Councils have clear, progressive laws that embrace home sharing,
whilst others have complex and costly approvals processes and others have no policy
framework at all. As a local host, this is generally confusing and it’s concerning that some
councils have threatened large fines against hosts who simply want to share their homes
responsibly and respectfully. Just like there are already in South Australia, Tasmania and
New South Wales, Western Australia also needs progressive rules and a clear, statewide
regulatory framework to provide clarity and certainty for hosts to share their homes
responsibly.

- The changing market and social dynamics in the short-stay accommodation sector.

Home sharing is helping to grow the visitor economy - creating economic opportunity for
hosts, especially in times of financial need, and supporting jobs and small businesses in
communities. The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to
help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and
shops so small businesses outside the traditional tourist hot-spots get a boost from local
tourism. According to a recent Deloitte Access Economics Report, Airbnb guests are now
a significant driver of the tourism economy, with a total contribution to Western
Australia’s GSP of $99.7 million in 2015-16, supporting over 780 jobs in addition to the
activities of hosts. In one year, guests using Airbnb spent $155.1 million in Western
Australia.

- Issues in the short-stay accommodation sector, particularly associated with emerging
business models utilising online booking platforms.

Online booking platforms such as Airbnb provide me with a trusted and secure online
marketplace to list my spare space and help future-proof the Western Australia visitor
economy. Online booking platforms allow ordinary Western Australians to share their
homes with travellers from around the world, providing more choice in more locations for



travellers. This is especially important for major events, with Airbnb hosts providing extra
accommodation capacity for visitors during peak times, and for areas where there is little
or no traditional accommodation available. 

- Approaches within Australian and international jurisdictions to ensure the appropriate
regulation of short-stay accommodation.

The planning frameworks in South Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales are good
model frameworks for the Committee to consider. A planning framework including
restrictive and lower caps would have a negative impact on home sharing. A costly and
cumbersome registration or licensing system, or a requirement to pay fees just to share
your own home would have a negative impact. In South Australia there are no fees and no
registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. Currently,
in Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only
required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only. To
maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. To maximise participation
in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and
comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the Economics and Industry Standing Committee to follow the lead of South
Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales as well as other cities around the world, which
have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

CC 
Economics and Industry Standing Committee members
Premier
Minister for Tourism
Minister for Planning
Opposition Leader
Shadow Minister for Tourism
Shadow Minister for Planning

Regards, 
William Fricker 

, 



From: Joyce Keyes
To: Committee, Economics & Industry Standing
Subject: Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation: I support the right to home share in WA
Date: Saturday, 15 December 2018 11:26:24 AM

Dear Economics and Industry Standing Committee,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across
Western Australia in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like
caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the
Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation.

Why do I host with Airbnb? [Here is my story]

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the
mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so
small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

Addressing the terms of reference:

- The forms and regulatory status of short-stay accommodation providers in regional and
metropolitan Western Australia, including existing powers available to local government
authorities.

Currently there is a confusing patchwork of regulations across Western Australian local
governments. Some Councils have clear, progressive laws that embrace home sharing,
whilst others have complex and costly approvals processes and others have no policy
framework at all. As a local host, this is generally confusing and it’s concerning that some
councils have threatened large fines against hosts who simply want to share their homes
responsibly and respectfully. Just like there are already in South Australia, Tasmania and
New South Wales, Western Australia also needs progressive rules and a clear, statewide
regulatory framework to provide clarity and certainty for hosts to share their homes
responsibly.

- The changing market and social dynamics in the short-stay accommodation sector.

Home sharing is helping to grow the visitor economy - creating economic opportunity for
hosts, especially in times of financial need, and supporting jobs and small businesses in
communities. The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to
help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and
shops so small businesses outside the traditional tourist hot-spots get a boost from local
tourism. According to a recent Deloitte Access Economics Report, Airbnb guests are now
a significant driver of the tourism economy, with a total contribution to Western
Australia’s GSP of $99.7 million in 2015-16, supporting over 780 jobs in addition to the
activities of hosts. In one year, guests using Airbnb spent $155.1 million in Western
Australia.

- Issues in the short-stay accommodation sector, particularly associated with emerging
business models utilising online booking platforms.

Online booking platforms such as Airbnb provide me with a trusted and secure online
marketplace to list my spare space and help future-proof the Western Australia visitor
economy. Online booking platforms allow ordinary Western Australians to share their
homes with travellers from around the world, providing more choice in more locations for



travellers. This is especially important for major events, with Airbnb hosts providing extra
accommodation capacity for visitors during peak times, and for areas where there is little
or no traditional accommodation available. 

- Approaches within Australian and international jurisdictions to ensure the appropriate
regulation of short-stay accommodation.

The planning frameworks in South Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales are good
model frameworks for the Committee to consider. A planning framework including
restrictive and lower caps would have a negative impact on home sharing. A costly and
cumbersome registration or licensing system, or a requirement to pay fees just to share
your own home would have a negative impact. In South Australia there are no fees and no
registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. Currently,
in Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only
required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only. To
maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. To maximise participation
in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and
comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the Economics and Industry Standing Committee to follow the lead of South
Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales as well as other cities around the world, which
have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

CC 
Economics and Industry Standing Committee members
Premier
Minister for Tourism
Minister for Planning
Opposition Leader
Shadow Minister for Tourism
Shadow Minister for Planning

Regards, 
Joyce Keyes 

, 



From: Joanne McLeod
To: Committee, Economics & Industry Standing
Subject: Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation: I support the right to home share in WA
Date: Saturday, 15 December 2018 4:04:18 PM

Dear Economics and Industry Standing Committee,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across
Western Australia in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like
caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the
Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation.

Why do I host with Airbnb? [Here is my story]

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the
mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so
small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

Addressing the terms of reference:

- The forms and regulatory status of short-stay accommodation providers in regional and
metropolitan Western Australia, including existing powers available to local government
authorities.

Currently there is a confusing patchwork of regulations across Western Australian local
governments. Some Councils have clear, progressive laws that embrace home sharing,
whilst others have complex and costly approvals processes and others have no policy
framework at all. As a local host, this is generally confusing and it’s concerning that some
councils have threatened large fines against hosts who simply want to share their homes
responsibly and respectfully. Just like there are already in South Australia, Tasmania and
New South Wales, Western Australia also needs progressive rules and a clear, statewide
regulatory framework to provide clarity and certainty for hosts to share their homes
responsibly.

- The changing market and social dynamics in the short-stay accommodation sector.

Home sharing is helping to grow the visitor economy - creating economic opportunity for
hosts, especially in times of financial need, and supporting jobs and small businesses in
communities. The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to
help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and
shops so small businesses outside the traditional tourist hot-spots get a boost from local
tourism. According to a recent Deloitte Access Economics Report, Airbnb guests are now
a significant driver of the tourism economy, with a total contribution to Western
Australia’s GSP of $99.7 million in 2015-16, supporting over 780 jobs in addition to the
activities of hosts. In one year, guests using Airbnb spent $155.1 million in Western
Australia.

- Issues in the short-stay accommodation sector, particularly associated with emerging
business models utilising online booking platforms.

Online booking platforms such as Airbnb provide me with a trusted and secure online
marketplace to list my spare space and help future-proof the Western Australia visitor
economy. Online booking platforms allow ordinary Western Australians to share their
homes with travellers from around the world, providing more choice in more locations for



travellers. This is especially important for major events, with Airbnb hosts providing extra
accommodation capacity for visitors during peak times, and for areas where there is little
or no traditional accommodation available. 

- Approaches within Australian and international jurisdictions to ensure the appropriate
regulation of short-stay accommodation.

The planning frameworks in South Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales are good
model frameworks for the Committee to consider. A planning framework including
restrictive and lower caps would have a negative impact on home sharing. A costly and
cumbersome registration or licensing system, or a requirement to pay fees just to share
your own home would have a negative impact. In South Australia there are no fees and no
registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. Currently,
in Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only
required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only. To
maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. To maximise participation
in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and
comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the Economics and Industry Standing Committee to follow the lead of South
Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales as well as other cities around the world, which
have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

CC 
Economics and Industry Standing Committee members
Premier
Minister for Tourism
Minister for Planning
Opposition Leader
Shadow Minister for Tourism
Shadow Minister for Planning

Regards, 
Joanne McLeod 
100 King St W
Toronto, ON M5X 1E2 



From: Jack Frater
To: Committee, Economics & Industry Standing
Subject: Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation: I support the right to home share in WA
Date: Saturday, 15 December 2018 9:34:55 AM

Dear Economics and Industry Standing Committee,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across
Western Australia in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like
caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the
Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation.

Why do I host with Airbnb? [Here is my story]

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the
mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so
small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

Addressing the terms of reference:

- The forms and regulatory status of short-stay accommodation providers in regional and
metropolitan Western Australia, including existing powers available to local government
authorities.

Currently there is a confusing patchwork of regulations across Western Australian local
governments. Some Councils have clear, progressive laws that embrace home sharing,
whilst others have complex and costly approvals processes and others have no policy
framework at all. As a local host, this is generally confusing and it’s concerning that some
councils have threatened large fines against hosts who simply want to share their homes
responsibly and respectfully. Just like there are already in South Australia, Tasmania and
New South Wales, Western Australia also needs progressive rules and a clear, statewide
regulatory framework to provide clarity and certainty for hosts to share their homes
responsibly.

- The changing market and social dynamics in the short-stay accommodation sector.

Home sharing is helping to grow the visitor economy - creating economic opportunity for
hosts, especially in times of financial need, and supporting jobs and small businesses in
communities. The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to
help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and
shops so small businesses outside the traditional tourist hot-spots get a boost from local
tourism. According to a recent Deloitte Access Economics Report, Airbnb guests are now
a significant driver of the tourism economy, with a total contribution to Western
Australia’s GSP of $99.7 million in 2015-16, supporting over 780 jobs in addition to the
activities of hosts. In one year, guests using Airbnb spent $155.1 million in Western
Australia.

- Issues in the short-stay accommodation sector, particularly associated with emerging
business models utilising online booking platforms.

Online booking platforms such as Airbnb provide me with a trusted and secure online
marketplace to list my spare space and help future-proof the Western Australia visitor
economy. Online booking platforms allow ordinary Western Australians to share their
homes with travellers from around the world, providing more choice in more locations for



travellers. This is especially important for major events, with Airbnb hosts providing extra
accommodation capacity for visitors during peak times, and for areas where there is little
or no traditional accommodation available. 

- Approaches within Australian and international jurisdictions to ensure the appropriate
regulation of short-stay accommodation.

The planning frameworks in South Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales are good
model frameworks for the Committee to consider. A planning framework including
restrictive and lower caps would have a negative impact on home sharing. A costly and
cumbersome registration or licensing system, or a requirement to pay fees just to share
your own home would have a negative impact. In South Australia there are no fees and no
registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. Currently,
in Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only
required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only. To
maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. To maximise participation
in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and
comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the Economics and Industry Standing Committee to follow the lead of South
Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales as well as other cities around the world, which
have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

CC 
Economics and Industry Standing Committee members
Premier
Minister for Tourism
Minister for Planning
Opposition Leader
Shadow Minister for Tourism
Shadow Minister for Planning

Regards, 
Jack Frater 
6019 Canada Dr
Pasadena, TX 77505 



From: Jared Marriott
To: Committee, Economics & Industry Standing
Subject: Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation: I support the right to home share in WA
Date: Saturday, 15 December 2018 2:41:43 PM

Dear Economics and Industry Standing Committee,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across
Western Australia in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like
caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the
Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation.

Why do I host with Airbnb? [Here is my story]

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the
mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so
small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

Addressing the terms of reference:

- The forms and regulatory status of short-stay accommodation providers in regional and
metropolitan Western Australia, including existing powers available to local government
authorities.

Currently there is a confusing patchwork of regulations across Western Australian local
governments. Some Councils have clear, progressive laws that embrace home sharing,
whilst others have complex and costly approvals processes and others have no policy
framework at all. As a local host, this is generally confusing and it’s concerning that some
councils have threatened large fines against hosts who simply want to share their homes
responsibly and respectfully. Just like there are already in South Australia, Tasmania and
New South Wales, Western Australia also needs progressive rules and a clear, statewide
regulatory framework to provide clarity and certainty for hosts to share their homes
responsibly.

- The changing market and social dynamics in the short-stay accommodation sector.

Home sharing is helping to grow the visitor economy - creating economic opportunity for
hosts, especially in times of financial need, and supporting jobs and small businesses in
communities. The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to
help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and
shops so small businesses outside the traditional tourist hot-spots get a boost from local
tourism. According to a recent Deloitte Access Economics Report, Airbnb guests are now
a significant driver of the tourism economy, with a total contribution to Western
Australia’s GSP of $99.7 million in 2015-16, supporting over 780 jobs in addition to the
activities of hosts. In one year, guests using Airbnb spent $155.1 million in Western
Australia.

- Issues in the short-stay accommodation sector, particularly associated with emerging
business models utilising online booking platforms.

Online booking platforms such as Airbnb provide me with a trusted and secure online
marketplace to list my spare space and help future-proof the Western Australia visitor
economy. Online booking platforms allow ordinary Western Australians to share their
homes with travellers from around the world, providing more choice in more locations for



travellers. This is especially important for major events, with Airbnb hosts providing extra
accommodation capacity for visitors during peak times, and for areas where there is little
or no traditional accommodation available. 

- Approaches within Australian and international jurisdictions to ensure the appropriate
regulation of short-stay accommodation.

The planning frameworks in South Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales are good
model frameworks for the Committee to consider. A planning framework including
restrictive and lower caps would have a negative impact on home sharing. A costly and
cumbersome registration or licensing system, or a requirement to pay fees just to share
your own home would have a negative impact. In South Australia there are no fees and no
registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. Currently,
in Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only
required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only. To
maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. To maximise participation
in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and
comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the Economics and Industry Standing Committee to follow the lead of South
Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales as well as other cities around the world, which
have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

CC 
Economics and Industry Standing Committee members
Premier
Minister for Tourism
Minister for Planning
Opposition Leader
Shadow Minister for Tourism
Shadow Minister for Planning

Regards, 
Jared Marriott 
6209 Bathurst St
Toronto, ON M2R 2A5 



From: Mina Rezkalla
To: Committee, Economics & Industry Standing
Subject: Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation: I support the right to home share in WA
Date: Saturday, 15 December 2018 9:12:16 AM

Dear Economics and Industry Standing Committee,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across
Western Australia in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like
caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the
Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation.

Why do I host with Airbnb? [Here is my story]

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the
mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so
small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

Addressing the terms of reference:

- The forms and regulatory status of short-stay accommodation providers in regional and
metropolitan Western Australia, including existing powers available to local government
authorities.

Currently there is a confusing patchwork of regulations across Western Australian local
governments. Some Councils have clear, progressive laws that embrace home sharing,
whilst others have complex and costly approvals processes and others have no policy
framework at all. As a local host, this is generally confusing and it’s concerning that some
councils have threatened large fines against hosts who simply want to share their homes
responsibly and respectfully. Just like there are already in South Australia, Tasmania and
New South Wales, Western Australia also needs progressive rules and a clear, statewide
regulatory framework to provide clarity and certainty for hosts to share their homes
responsibly.

- The changing market and social dynamics in the short-stay accommodation sector.

Home sharing is helping to grow the visitor economy - creating economic opportunity for
hosts, especially in times of financial need, and supporting jobs and small businesses in
communities. The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to
help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and
shops so small businesses outside the traditional tourist hot-spots get a boost from local
tourism. According to a recent Deloitte Access Economics Report, Airbnb guests are now
a significant driver of the tourism economy, with a total contribution to Western
Australia’s GSP of $99.7 million in 2015-16, supporting over 780 jobs in addition to the
activities of hosts. In one year, guests using Airbnb spent $155.1 million in Western
Australia.

- Issues in the short-stay accommodation sector, particularly associated with emerging
business models utilising online booking platforms.

Online booking platforms such as Airbnb provide me with a trusted and secure online
marketplace to list my spare space and help future-proof the Western Australia visitor
economy. Online booking platforms allow ordinary Western Australians to share their
homes with travellers from around the world, providing more choice in more locations for



travellers. This is especially important for major events, with Airbnb hosts providing extra
accommodation capacity for visitors during peak times, and for areas where there is little
or no traditional accommodation available. 

- Approaches within Australian and international jurisdictions to ensure the appropriate
regulation of short-stay accommodation.

The planning frameworks in South Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales are good
model frameworks for the Committee to consider. A planning framework including
restrictive and lower caps would have a negative impact on home sharing. A costly and
cumbersome registration or licensing system, or a requirement to pay fees just to share
your own home would have a negative impact. In South Australia there are no fees and no
registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. Currently,
in Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only
required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only. To
maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. To maximise participation
in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and
comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the Economics and Industry Standing Committee to follow the lead of South
Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales as well as other cities around the world, which
have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

CC 
Economics and Industry Standing Committee members
Premier
Minister for Tourism
Minister for Planning
Opposition Leader
Shadow Minister for Tourism
Shadow Minister for Planning

Regards, 
Mina Rezkalla 
Canada Dr
Pasadena, TX 77505 



From: Tracy Munckton
To: Committee, Economics & Industry Standing
Subject: Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation: I support the right to home share in WA
Date: Sunday, 16 December 2018 8:10:26 AM

Dear Economics and Industry Standing Committee,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across
Western Australia in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like
caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the
Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation.

Why do I host with Airbnb? [Here is my story]

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the
mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so
small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

Addressing the terms of reference:

- The forms and regulatory status of short-stay accommodation providers in regional and
metropolitan Western Australia, including existing powers available to local government
authorities.

Currently there is a confusing patchwork of regulations across Western Australian local
governments. Some Councils have clear, progressive laws that embrace home sharing,
whilst others have complex and costly approvals processes and others have no policy
framework at all. As a local host, this is generally confusing and it’s concerning that some
councils have threatened large fines against hosts who simply want to share their homes
responsibly and respectfully. Just like there are already in South Australia, Tasmania and
New South Wales, Western Australia also needs progressive rules and a clear, statewide
regulatory framework to provide clarity and certainty for hosts to share their homes
responsibly.

- The changing market and social dynamics in the short-stay accommodation sector.

Home sharing is helping to grow the visitor economy - creating economic opportunity for
hosts, especially in times of financial need, and supporting jobs and small businesses in
communities. The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to
help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and
shops so small businesses outside the traditional tourist hot-spots get a boost from local
tourism. According to a recent Deloitte Access Economics Report, Airbnb guests are now
a significant driver of the tourism economy, with a total contribution to Western
Australia’s GSP of $99.7 million in 2015-16, supporting over 780 jobs in addition to the
activities of hosts. In one year, guests using Airbnb spent $155.1 million in Western
Australia.

- Issues in the short-stay accommodation sector, particularly associated with emerging
business models utilising online booking platforms.

Online booking platforms such as Airbnb provide me with a trusted and secure online
marketplace to list my spare space and help future-proof the Western Australia visitor
economy. Online booking platforms allow ordinary Western Australians to share their
homes with travellers from around the world, providing more choice in more locations for



travellers. This is especially important for major events, with Airbnb hosts providing extra
accommodation capacity for visitors during peak times, and for areas where there is little
or no traditional accommodation available. 

- Approaches within Australian and international jurisdictions to ensure the appropriate
regulation of short-stay accommodation.

The planning frameworks in South Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales are good
model frameworks for the Committee to consider. A planning framework including
restrictive and lower caps would have a negative impact on home sharing. A costly and
cumbersome registration or licensing system, or a requirement to pay fees just to share
your own home would have a negative impact. In South Australia there are no fees and no
registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. Currently,
in Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only
required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only. To
maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. To maximise participation
in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and
comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the Economics and Industry Standing Committee to follow the lead of South
Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales as well as other cities around the world, which
have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

CC 
Economics and Industry Standing Committee members
Premier
Minister for Tourism
Minister for Planning
Opposition Leader
Shadow Minister for Tourism
Shadow Minister for Planning

Regards, 
Tracy Munckton 

, 



From: Ross Moody
To: Committee, Economics & Industry Standing
Subject: Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation: I support the right to home share in WA
Date: Monday, 17 December 2018 11:20:14 AM

Dear Economics and Industry Standing Committee,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across
Western Australia in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like
caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the
Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation.

Why do I host with Airbnb? Long term rental returns are so low they hardly cover costs let
alone the interest rate on my loan. 

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the
mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so
small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

Addressing the terms of reference:

- The forms and regulatory status of short-stay accommodation providers in regional and
metropolitan Western Australia, including existing powers available to local government
authorities.

Currently there is a confusing patchwork of regulations across Western Australian local
governments. Some Councils have clear, progressive laws that embrace home sharing,
whilst others have complex and costly approvals processes and others have no policy
framework at all. As a local host, this is generally confusing and it’s concerning that some
councils have threatened large fines against hosts who simply want to share their homes
responsibly and respectfully. Just like there are already in South Australia, Tasmania and
New South Wales, Western Australia also needs progressive rules and a clear, statewide
regulatory framework to provide clarity and certainty for hosts to share their homes
responsibly.

- The changing market and social dynamics in the short-stay accommodation sector.

Home sharing is helping to grow the visitor economy - creating economic opportunity for
hosts, especially in times of financial need, and supporting jobs and small businesses in
communities. The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to
help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and
shops so small businesses outside the traditional tourist hot-spots get a boost from local
tourism. According to a recent Deloitte Access Economics Report, Airbnb guests are now
a significant driver of the tourism economy, with a total contribution to Western
Australia’s GSP of $99.7 million in 2015-16, supporting over 780 jobs in addition to the
activities of hosts. In one year, guests using Airbnb spent $155.1 million in Western
Australia.

- Issues in the short-stay accommodation sector, particularly associated with emerging
business models utilising online booking platforms.

Online booking platforms such as Airbnb provide me with a trusted and secure online
marketplace to list my spare space and help future-proof the Western Australia visitor
economy. Online booking platforms allow ordinary Western Australians to share their



homes with travellers from around the world, providing more choice in more locations for
travellers. This is especially important for major events, with Airbnb hosts providing extra
accommodation capacity for visitors during peak times, and for areas where there is little
or no traditional accommodation available. 

- Approaches within Australian and international jurisdictions to ensure the appropriate
regulation of short-stay accommodation.

The planning frameworks in South Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales are good
model frameworks for the Committee to consider. A planning framework including
restrictive and lower caps would have a negative impact on home sharing. A costly and
cumbersome registration or licensing system, or a requirement to pay fees just to share
your own home would have a negative impact. In South Australia there are no fees and no
registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. Currently,
in Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only
required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only. To
maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. To maximise participation
in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and
comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the Economics and Industry Standing Committee to follow the lead of South
Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales as well as other cities around the world, which
have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

CC 
Economics and Industry Standing Committee members
Premier
Minister for Tourism
Minister for Planning
Opposition Leader
Shadow Minister for Tourism
Shadow Minister for Planning

Regards, 
Ross Moody 
6210 Northwest Dr
Mississauga, ON L4V 1J6 



From: Anthony Gaynor
To: Committee, Economics & Industry Standing
Subject: Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation: I support the right to home share in WA
Date: Monday, 17 December 2018 12:23:00 PM

Dear Economics and Industry Standing Committee,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across
Western Australia in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like
caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the
Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation.

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the
mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so
small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

Addressing the terms of reference:

- The forms and regulatory status of short-stay accommodation providers in regional and
metropolitan Western Australia, including existing powers available to local government
authorities.

Currently there is a confusing patchwork of regulations across Western Australian local
governments. Some Councils have clear, progressive laws that embrace home sharing,
whilst others have complex and costly approvals processes and others have no policy
framework at all. As a local host, this is generally confusing and it’s concerning that some
councils have threatened large fines against hosts who simply want to share their homes
responsibly and respectfully. Just like there are already in South Australia, Tasmania and
New South Wales, Western Australia also needs progressive rules and a clear, statewide
regulatory framework to provide clarity and certainty for hosts to share their homes
responsibly.

- The changing market and social dynamics in the short-stay accommodation sector.

Home sharing is helping to grow the visitor economy - creating economic opportunity for
hosts, especially in times of financial need, and supporting jobs and small businesses in
communities. The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to
help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and
shops so small businesses outside the traditional tourist hot-spots get a boost from local
tourism. According to a recent Deloitte Access Economics Report, Airbnb guests are now
a significant driver of the tourism economy, with a total contribution to Western
Australia’s GSP of $99.7 million in 2015-16, supporting over 780 jobs in addition to the
activities of hosts. In one year, guests using Airbnb spent $155.1 million in Western
Australia.

- Issues in the short-stay accommodation sector, particularly associated with emerging
business models utilising online booking platforms.

Online booking platforms such as Airbnb provide me with a trusted and secure online
marketplace to list my spare space and help future-proof the Western Australia visitor
economy. Online booking platforms allow ordinary Western Australians to share their
homes with travellers from around the world, providing more choice in more locations for
travellers. This is especially important for major events, with Airbnb hosts providing extra
accommodation capacity for visitors during peak times, and for areas where there is little



or no traditional accommodation available. 

- Approaches within Australian and international jurisdictions to ensure the appropriate
regulation of short-stay accommodation.

The planning frameworks in South Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales are good
model frameworks for the Committee to consider. A planning framework including
restrictive and lower caps would have a negative impact on home sharing. A costly and
cumbersome registration or licensing system, or a requirement to pay fees just to share
your own home would have a negative impact. In South Australia there are no fees and no
registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. Currently,
in Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only
required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only. To
maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. To maximise participation
in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and
comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the Economics and Industry Standing Committee to follow the lead of South
Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales as well as other cities around the world, which
have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

CC 
Economics and Industry Standing Committee members
Premier
Minister for Tourism
Minister for Planning
Opposition Leader
Shadow Minister for Tourism
Shadow Minister for Planning

Regards, 
Anthony Gaynor 

, 



From: John Wholagan
To: Committee, Economics & Industry Standing
Subject: Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation: I support the right to home share in WA
Date: Monday, 17 December 2018 12:29:28 PM

Dear Economics and Industry Standing Committee,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across
Western Australia in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like
caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the
Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation.

Why do I host with Airbnb? 
I use Airbnb becouse they organize a professional and world wide platform. It gives me
simple and proficient management of my facilities. I am registered with local government
and agree all home sharing should be .

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the
mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so
small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

Addressing the terms of reference:

- The forms and regulatory status of short-stay accommodation providers in regional and
metropolitan Western Australia, including existing powers available to local government
authorities.

Currently there is a confusing patchwork of regulations across Western Australian local
governments. Some Councils have clear, progressive laws that embrace home sharing,
whilst others have complex and costly approvals processes and others have no policy
framework at all. As a local host, this is generally confusing and it’s concerning that some
councils have threatened large fines against hosts who simply want to share their homes
responsibly and respectfully. Just like there are already in South Australia, Tasmania and
New South Wales, Western Australia also needs progressive rules and a clear, statewide
regulatory framework to provide clarity and certainty for hosts to share their homes
responsibly.

- The changing market and social dynamics in the short-stay accommodation sector.

Home sharing is helping to grow the visitor economy - creating economic opportunity for
hosts, especially in times of financial need, and supporting jobs and small businesses in
communities. The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to
help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and
shops so small businesses outside the traditional tourist hot-spots get a boost from local
tourism. According to a recent Deloitte Access Economics Report, Airbnb guests are now
a significant driver of the tourism economy, with a total contribution to Western
Australia’s GSP of $99.7 million in 2015-16, supporting over 780 jobs in addition to the
activities of hosts. In one year, guests using Airbnb spent $155.1 million in Western
Australia.

- Issues in the short-stay accommodation sector, particularly associated with emerging
business models utilising online booking platforms.

Online booking platforms such as Airbnb provide me with a trusted and secure online



marketplace to list my spare space and help future-proof the Western Australia visitor
economy. Online booking platforms allow ordinary Western Australians to share their
homes with travellers from around the world, providing more choice in more locations for
travellers. This is especially important for major events, with Airbnb hosts providing extra
accommodation capacity for visitors during peak times, and for areas where there is little
or no traditional accommodation available. 

- Approaches within Australian and international jurisdictions to ensure the appropriate
regulation of short-stay accommodation.

The planning frameworks in South Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales are good
model frameworks for the Committee to consider. A planning framework including
restrictive and lower caps would have a negative impact on home sharing. A costly and
cumbersome registration or licensing system, or a requirement to pay fees just to share
your own home would have a negative impact. In South Australia there are no fees and no
registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. Currently,
in Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only
required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only. To
maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. To maximise participation
in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and
comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the Economics and Industry Standing Committee to follow the lead of South
Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales as well as other cities around the world, which
have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

CC 
Economics and Industry Standing Committee members
Premier
Minister for Tourism
Minister for Planning
Opposition Leader
Shadow Minister for Tourism
Shadow Minister for Planning

Regards, 
John Wholagan 

, 



From: Christopher Churchouse
To: Committee, Economics & Industry Standing
Subject: Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation: I support the right to home share in WA
Date: Monday, 17 December 2018 12:54:38 PM

Dear Economics and Industry Standing Committee,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across
Western Australia in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like
caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the
Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation.

Why do I host with Airbnb? I live alone with limited opportunity to expand my social
network and minimal income. Airbnb opens my social community and allows me to feel
that I am able to socially interact with people. I live in my home and share a private room
to guests and offer an amazing service to recommend attractions, places to eat and visit,
local attractions and how to best travel through the state. 

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the
mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so
small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

Addressing the terms of reference:

- The forms and regulatory status of short-stay accommodation providers in regional and
metropolitan Western Australia, including existing powers available to local government
authorities.

Currently there is a confusing patchwork of regulations across Western Australian local
governments. Some Councils have clear, progressive laws that embrace home sharing,
whilst others have complex and costly approvals processes and others have no policy
framework at all. As a local host, this is generally confusing and it’s concerning that some
councils have threatened large fines against hosts who simply want to share their homes
responsibly and respectfully. Just like there are already in South Australia, Tasmania and
New South Wales, Western Australia also needs progressive rules and a clear, statewide
regulatory framework to provide clarity and certainty for hosts to share their homes
responsibly.

- The changing market and social dynamics in the short-stay accommodation sector.

Home sharing is helping to grow the visitor economy - creating economic opportunity for
hosts, especially in times of financial need, and supporting jobs and small businesses in
communities. The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to
help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and
shops so small businesses outside the traditional tourist hot-spots get a boost from local
tourism. According to a recent Deloitte Access Economics Report, Airbnb guests are now
a significant driver of the tourism economy, with a total contribution to Western
Australia’s GSP of $99.7 million in 2015-16, supporting over 780 jobs in addition to the
activities of hosts. In one year, guests using Airbnb spent $155.1 million in Western
Australia.

- Issues in the short-stay accommodation sector, particularly associated with emerging
business models utilising online booking platforms.



Online booking platforms such as Airbnb provide me with a trusted and secure online
marketplace to list my spare space and help future-proof the Western Australia visitor
economy. Online booking platforms allow ordinary Western Australians to share their
homes with travellers from around the world, providing more choice in more locations for
travellers. This is especially important for major events, with Airbnb hosts providing extra
accommodation capacity for visitors during peak times, and for areas where there is little
or no traditional accommodation available. 

- Approaches within Australian and international jurisdictions to ensure the appropriate
regulation of short-stay accommodation.

The planning frameworks in South Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales are good
model frameworks for the Committee to consider. A planning framework including
restrictive and lower caps would have a negative impact on home sharing. A costly and
cumbersome registration or licensing system, or a requirement to pay fees just to share
your own home would have a negative impact. In South Australia there are no fees and no
registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. Currently,
in Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only
required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only. To
maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. To maximise participation
in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and
comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the Economics and Industry Standing Committee to follow the lead of South
Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales as well as other cities around the world, which
have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

CC 
Economics and Industry Standing Committee members
Premier
Minister for Tourism
Minister for Planning
Opposition Leader
Shadow Minister for Tourism
Shadow Minister for Planning

Regards, 
Christopher Churchouse 
6050 Diefenbaker Avenue
Regina, SK S4N 7L2 



From: Steven Wilson
To: Committee, Economics & Industry Standing
Subject: Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation: I support the right to home share in WA
Date: Monday, 17 December 2018 12:56:15 PM

Dear Economics and Industry Standing Committee,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across
Western Australia in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like
caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the
Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation.

Why do I host with Airbnb?
I live alone in my home and need both cash for which I declare to tax and company, since
my wife left. I used AirBnB myselfin the past and loved the personal touch and homely
feel, rather than a dull over priced hotel room.

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the
mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so
small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

Addressing the terms of reference:

- The forms and regulatory status of short-stay accommodation providers in regional and
metropolitan Western Australia, including existing powers available to local government
authorities.

Currently there is a confusing patchwork of regulations across Western Australian local
governments. Some Councils have clear, progressive laws that embrace home sharing,
whilst others have complex and costly approvals processes and others have no policy
framework at all. As a local host, this is generally confusing and it’s concerning that some
councils have threatened large fines against hosts who simply want to share their homes
responsibly and respectfully. Just like there are already in South Australia, Tasmania and
New South Wales, Western Australia also needs progressive rules and a clear, statewide
regulatory framework to provide clarity and certainty for hosts to share their homes
responsibly.

- The changing market and social dynamics in the short-stay accommodation sector.

Home sharing is helping to grow the visitor economy - creating economic opportunity for
hosts, especially in times of financial need, and supporting jobs and small businesses in
communities. The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to
help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and
shops so small businesses outside the traditional tourist hot-spots get a boost from local
tourism. According to a recent Deloitte Access Economics Report, Airbnb guests are now
a significant driver of the tourism economy, with a total contribution to Western
Australia’s GSP of $99.7 million in 2015-16, supporting over 780 jobs in addition to the
activities of hosts. In one year, guests using Airbnb spent $155.1 million in Western
Australia.

- Issues in the short-stay accommodation sector, particularly associated with emerging
business models utilising online booking platforms.

Online booking platforms such as Airbnb provide me with a trusted and secure online



marketplace to list my spare space and help future-proof the Western Australia visitor
economy. Online booking platforms allow ordinary Western Australians to share their
homes with travellers from around the world, providing more choice in more locations for
travellers. This is especially important for major events, with Airbnb hosts providing extra
accommodation capacity for visitors during peak times, and for areas where there is little
or no traditional accommodation available. 

- Approaches within Australian and international jurisdictions to ensure the appropriate
regulation of short-stay accommodation.

The planning frameworks in South Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales are good
model frameworks for the Committee to consider. A planning framework including
restrictive and lower caps would have a negative impact on home sharing. A costly and
cumbersome registration or licensing system, or a requirement to pay fees just to share
your own home would have a negative impact. In South Australia there are no fees and no
registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. Currently,
in Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only
required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only. To
maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. To maximise participation
in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and
comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the Economics and Industry Standing Committee to follow the lead of South
Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales as well as other cities around the world, which
have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

CC 
Economics and Industry Standing Committee members
Premier
Minister for Tourism
Minister for Planning
Opposition Leader
Shadow Minister for Tourism
Shadow Minister for Planning

Regards, 
Steven Wilson 

, 



From: Roberto de Sousa
To: Committee, Economics & Industry Standing
Subject: Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation: I support the right to home share in WA
Date: Monday, 17 December 2018 1:06:38 PM

Dear Economics and Industry Standing Committee,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across
Western Australia in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like
caps and costly registration processes. People need a reasonably priced option for
accommodation; for guests as well as hosts.
Please accept this as a formal submission to the Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation.

Why do I host with Airbnb? Being a host allows me to build on being a member of my
local community. I enjoy meeting new people and recommending local shops and cafes.
Extra business for local suburban communities build local community and the amenities
around. This decentralises major centers that are over populated and busy.

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the
mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so
small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

Addressing the terms of reference:

- The forms and regulatory status of short-stay accommodation providers in regional and
metropolitan Western Australia, including existing powers available to local government
authorities.

Currently there is a confusing patchwork of regulations across Western Australian local
governments. Some Councils have clear, progressive laws that embrace home sharing,
whilst others have complex and costly approvals processes and others have no policy
framework at all. As a local host, this is generally confusing and it’s concerning that some
councils have threatened large fines against hosts who simply want to share their homes
responsibly and respectfully. Just like there are already in South Australia, Tasmania and
New South Wales, Western Australia also needs progressive rules and a clear, statewide
regulatory framework to provide clarity and certainty for hosts to share their homes
responsibly.

- The changing market and social dynamics in the short-stay accommodation sector.

Home sharing is helping to grow the visitor economy - creating economic opportunity for
hosts, especially in times of financial need, and supporting jobs and small businesses in
communities. The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to
help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and
shops so small businesses outside the traditional tourist hot-spots get a boost from local
tourism. According to a recent Deloitte Access Economics Report, Airbnb guests are now
a significant driver of the tourism economy, with a total contribution to Western
Australia’s GSP of $99.7 million in 2015-16, supporting over 780 jobs in addition to the
activities of hosts. In one year, guests using Airbnb spent $155.1 million in Western
Australia.

- Issues in the short-stay accommodation sector, particularly associated with emerging
business models utilising online booking platforms.



Online booking platforms such as Airbnb provide me with a trusted and secure online
marketplace to list my spare space and help future-proof the Western Australia visitor
economy. Online booking platforms allow ordinary Western Australians to share their
homes with travellers from around the world, providing more choice in more locations for
travellers. This is especially important for major events, with Airbnb hosts providing extra
accommodation capacity for visitors during peak times, and for areas where there is little
or no traditional accommodation available. 

- Approaches within Australian and international jurisdictions to ensure the appropriate
regulation of short-stay accommodation.

The planning frameworks in South Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales are good
model frameworks for the Committee to consider. A planning framework including
restrictive and lower caps would have a negative impact on home sharing. A costly and
cumbersome registration or licensing system, or a requirement to pay fees just to share
your own home would have a negative impact. In South Australia there are no fees and no
registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. Currently,
in Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only
required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only. To
maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. To maximise participation
in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and
comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the Economics and Industry Standing Committee to follow the lead of South
Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales as well as other cities around the world, which
have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

CC 
Economics and Industry Standing Committee members
Premier
Minister for Tourism
Minister for Planning
Opposition Leader
Shadow Minister for Tourism
Shadow Minister for Planning

Regards, 
Roberto de Sousa 

, 



From: Michelle De Ronchi
To: Committee, Economics & Industry Standing
Subject: Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation: I support the right to home share in WA
Date: Monday, 17 December 2018 3:08:16 PM

Dear Economics and Industry Standing Committee,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across
Western Australia in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like
caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the
Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation.

Why do I host with Airbnb? 
We have a family friendly holiday home at Peppy Beach, families enjoy self catering,
family friendly properties that offer great value. We attract a number of international
guests who get to enjoy the south west from our property and spend valuable dollars in
local businesses etc.

Airbnb assist with screening guests and also help ensure owners can accurately list
property features and identity any safety concerns (stairs so parents can make a decision on
property suitabilty) etc.

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the
mortgage and the bills. Without accessing guest contributions I would need to sell the
property as I already subsidise $22k PA to cover costs, without the additional $10k income
I receive it would absolutely not be viable. I also recommend my favourite cafes,
restaurants, wineries and shops so small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

Addressing the terms of reference:

- The forms and regulatory status of short-stay accommodation providers in regional and
metropolitan Western Australia, including existing powers available to local government
authorities.

Currently there is a confusing patchwork of regulations across Western Australian local
governments. Some Councils have clear, progressive laws that embrace home sharing,
whilst others have complex and costly approvals processes and others have no policy
framework at all. As a local host, this is generally confusing and it’s concerning that some
councils have threatened large fines against hosts who simply want to share their homes
responsibly and respectfully. Just like there are already in South Australia, Tasmania and
New South Wales, Western Australia also needs progressive rules and a clear, statewide
regulatory framework to provide clarity and certainty for hosts to share their homes
responsibly.

- The changing market and social dynamics in the short-stay accommodation sector.

Home sharing is helping to grow the visitor economy - creating economic opportunity for
hosts, especially in times of financial need, and supporting jobs and small businesses in
communities. The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to
help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and
shops so small businesses outside the traditional tourist hot-spots get a boost from local
tourism. According to a recent Deloitte Access Economics Report, Airbnb guests are now
a significant driver of the tourism economy, with a total contribution to Western
Australia’s GSP of $99.7 million in 2015-16, supporting over 780 jobs in addition to the



activities of hosts. In one year, guests using Airbnb spent $155.1 million in Western
Australia.

- Issues in the short-stay accommodation sector, particularly associated with emerging
business models utilising online booking platforms.

Online booking platforms such as Airbnb provide me with a trusted and secure online
marketplace to list my spare space and help future-proof the Western Australia visitor
economy. Online booking platforms allow ordinary Western Australians to share their
homes with travellers from around the world, providing more choice in more locations for
travellers. This is especially important for major events, with Airbnb hosts providing extra
accommodation capacity for visitors during peak times, and for areas where there is little
or no traditional accommodation available. 

- Approaches within Australian and international jurisdictions to ensure the appropriate
regulation of short-stay accommodation.

The planning frameworks in South Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales are good
model frameworks for the Committee to consider. A planning framework including
restrictive and lower caps would have a negative impact on home sharing. A costly and
cumbersome registration or licensing system, or a requirement to pay fees just to share
your own home would have a negative impact. In South Australia there are no fees and no
registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. Currently,
in Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only
required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only. To
maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. To maximise participation
in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and
comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the Economics and Industry Standing Committee to follow the lead of South
Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales as well as other cities around the world, which
have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

CC 
Economics and Industry Standing Committee members
Premier
Minister for Tourism
Minister for Planning
Opposition Leader
Shadow Minister for Tourism
Shadow Minister for Planning

Regards, 
Michelle De Ronchi 
6271 Glengate St
Niagara Falls, ON L2E 5S4 



From: Kieran Hollis
To: Committee, Economics & Industry Standing
Subject: Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation: I support the right to home share in WA
Date: Monday, 17 December 2018 4:21:30 PM

Dear Economics and Industry Standing Committee,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across
Western Australia in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like
caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the
Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation.

Why do I host with Airbnb?

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the
mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so
small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

Addressing the terms of reference:

- The forms and regulatory status of short-stay accommodation providers in regional and
metropolitan Western Australia, including existing powers available to local government
authorities.

Currently there is a confusing patchwork of regulations across Western Australian local
governments. Some Councils have clear, progressive laws that embrace home sharing,
whilst others have complex and costly approvals processes and others have no policy
framework at all. As a local host, this is generally confusing and it’s concerning that some
councils have threatened large fines against hosts who simply want to share their homes
responsibly and respectfully. Just like there are already in South Australia, Tasmania and
New South Wales, Western Australia also needs progressive rules and a clear, statewide
regulatory framework to provide clarity and certainty for hosts to share their homes
responsibly.

- The changing market and social dynamics in the short-stay accommodation sector.

Home sharing is helping to grow the visitor economy - creating economic opportunity for
hosts, especially in times of financial need, and supporting jobs and small businesses in
communities. The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to
help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and
shops so small businesses outside the traditional tourist hot-spots get a boost from local
tourism. According to a recent Deloitte Access Economics Report, Airbnb guests are now
a significant driver of the tourism economy, with a total contribution to Western
Australia’s GSP of $99.7 million in 2015-16, supporting over 780 jobs in addition to the
activities of hosts. In one year, guests using Airbnb spent $155.1 million in Western
Australia.

- Issues in the short-stay accommodation sector, particularly associated with emerging
business models utilising online booking platforms.

Online booking platforms such as Airbnb provide me with a trusted and secure online
marketplace to list my spare space and help future-proof the Western Australia visitor
economy. Online booking platforms allow ordinary Western Australians to share their
homes with travellers from around the world, providing more choice in more locations for



travellers. This is especially important for major events, with Airbnb hosts providing extra
accommodation capacity for visitors during peak times, and for areas where there is little
or no traditional accommodation available. 

- Approaches within Australian and international jurisdictions to ensure the appropriate
regulation of short-stay accommodation.

The planning frameworks in South Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales are good
model frameworks for the Committee to consider. A planning framework including
restrictive and lower caps would have a negative impact on home sharing. A costly and
cumbersome registration or licensing system, or a requirement to pay fees just to share
your own home would have a negative impact. In South Australia there are no fees and no
registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. Currently,
in Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only
required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only. To
maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. To maximise participation
in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and
comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the Economics and Industry Standing Committee to follow the lead of South
Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales as well as other cities around the world, which
have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

CC 
Economics and Industry Standing Committee members
Premier
Minister for Tourism
Minister for Planning
Opposition Leader
Shadow Minister for Tourism
Shadow Minister for Planning

Regards, 
Kieran Hollis 
6707 Boul St-Laurent
Montréal, QC H2S 3C8 



From: Andy Ayling
To: Committee, Economics & Industry Standing
Subject: Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation: I support the right to home share in WA
Date: Tuesday, 18 December 2018 7:35:00 AM

Dear Economics and Industry Standing Committee,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across
Western Australia in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like
caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the
Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation.

Why do I host with Airbnb? [Here is my story]

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the
mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so
small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

Addressing the terms of reference:

- The forms and regulatory status of short-stay accommodation providers in regional and
metropolitan Western Australia, including existing powers available to local government
authorities.

Currently there is a confusing patchwork of regulations across Western Australian local
governments. Some Councils have clear, progressive laws that embrace home sharing,
whilst others have complex and costly approvals processes and others have no policy
framework at all. As a local host, this is generally confusing and it’s concerning that some
councils have threatened large fines against hosts who simply want to share their homes
responsibly and respectfully. Just like there are already in South Australia, Tasmania and
New South Wales, Western Australia also needs progressive rules and a clear, statewide
regulatory framework to provide clarity and certainty for hosts to share their homes
responsibly.

- The changing market and social dynamics in the short-stay accommodation sector.

Home sharing is helping to grow the visitor economy - creating economic opportunity for
hosts, especially in times of financial need, and supporting jobs and small businesses in
communities. The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to
help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and
shops so small businesses outside the traditional tourist hot-spots get a boost from local
tourism. According to a recent Deloitte Access Economics Report, Airbnb guests are now
a significant driver of the tourism economy, with a total contribution to Western
Australia’s GSP of $99.7 million in 2015-16, supporting over 780 jobs in addition to the
activities of hosts. In one year, guests using Airbnb spent $155.1 million in Western
Australia.

- Issues in the short-stay accommodation sector, particularly associated with emerging
business models utilising online booking platforms.

Online booking platforms such as Airbnb provide me with a trusted and secure online
marketplace to list my spare space and help future-proof the Western Australia visitor
economy. Online booking platforms allow ordinary Western Australians to share their
homes with travellers from around the world, providing more choice in more locations for



travellers. This is especially important for major events, with Airbnb hosts providing extra
accommodation capacity for visitors during peak times, and for areas where there is little
or no traditional accommodation available. 

- Approaches within Australian and international jurisdictions to ensure the appropriate
regulation of short-stay accommodation.

The planning frameworks in South Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales are good
model frameworks for the Committee to consider. A planning framework including
restrictive and lower caps would have a negative impact on home sharing. A costly and
cumbersome registration or licensing system, or a requirement to pay fees just to share
your own home would have a negative impact. In South Australia there are no fees and no
registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. Currently,
in Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only
required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only. To
maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. To maximise participation
in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and
comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the Economics and Industry Standing Committee to follow the lead of South
Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales as well as other cities around the world, which
have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

CC 
Economics and Industry Standing Committee members
Premier
Minister for Tourism
Minister for Planning
Opposition Leader
Shadow Minister for Tourism
Shadow Minister for Planning

Regards, 
Andy Ayling 

, 



From: Sue-Ellen Herwig
To: Committee, Economics & Industry Standing
Subject: Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation: I support the right to home share in WA
Date: Wednesday, 26 December 2018 8:42:36 AM

Dear Economics and Industry Standing Committee,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across
Western Australia in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like
caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the
Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation.

Why do I host with Airbnb? [Here is my story]

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the
mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so
small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

Addressing the terms of reference:

- The forms and regulatory status of short-stay accommodation providers in regional and
metropolitan Western Australia, including existing powers available to local government
authorities.

Currently there is a confusing patchwork of regulations across Western Australian local
governments. Some Councils have clear, progressive laws that embrace home sharing,
whilst others have complex and costly approvals processes and others have no policy
framework at all. As a local host, this is generally confusing and it’s concerning that some
councils have threatened large fines against hosts who simply want to share their homes
responsibly and respectfully. Just like there are already in South Australia, Tasmania and
New South Wales, Western Australia also needs progressive rules and a clear, statewide
regulatory framework to provide clarity and certainty for hosts to share their homes
responsibly.

- The changing market and social dynamics in the short-stay accommodation sector.

Home sharing is helping to grow the visitor economy - creating economic opportunity for
hosts, especially in times of financial need, and supporting jobs and small businesses in
communities. The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to
help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and
shops so small businesses outside the traditional tourist hot-spots get a boost from local
tourism. According to a recent Deloitte Access Economics Report, Airbnb guests are now
a significant driver of the tourism economy, with a total contribution to Western
Australia’s GSP of $99.7 million in 2015-16, supporting over 780 jobs in addition to the
activities of hosts. In one year, guests using Airbnb spent $155.1 million in Western
Australia.

- Issues in the short-stay accommodation sector, particularly associated with emerging
business models utilising online booking platforms.

Online booking platforms such as Airbnb provide me with a trusted and secure online
marketplace to list my spare space and help future-proof the Western Australia visitor
economy. Online booking platforms allow ordinary Western Australians to share their
homes with travellers from around the world, providing more choice in more locations for



travellers. This is especially important for major events, with Airbnb hosts providing extra
accommodation capacity for visitors during peak times, and for areas where there is little
or no traditional accommodation available. 

- Approaches within Australian and international jurisdictions to ensure the appropriate
regulation of short-stay accommodation.

The planning frameworks in South Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales are good
model frameworks for the Committee to consider. A planning framework including
restrictive and lower caps would have a negative impact on home sharing. A costly and
cumbersome registration or licensing system, or a requirement to pay fees just to share
your own home would have a negative impact. In South Australia there are no fees and no
registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. Currently,
in Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only
required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only. To
maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. To maximise participation
in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and
comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the Economics and Industry Standing Committee to follow the lead of South
Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales as well as other cities around the world, which
have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

CC 
Economics and Industry Standing Committee members
Premier
Minister for Tourism
Minister for Planning
Opposition Leader
Shadow Minister for Tourism
Shadow Minister for Planning

Regards, 
Sue-Ellen Herwig 

, 



From: Lisa White
To: Committee, Economics & Industry Standing
Subject: Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation: I support the right to home share in WA
Date: Friday, 4 January 2019 11:00:34 AM

Dear Economics and Industry Standing Committee,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across
Western Australia in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like
caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the
Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation.

Why do I host with Airbnb? It is an amazing opportunity to meet and connect with people
from all over the world and to offer them a unique, personal and affordable experience that
they would not get by staying in a hotel or other such formal /impersonal accommodation.
We have made many new friends and learnt much about other people, cultures and ways of
life.
I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a boost
from local tourism.
Currently there is a confusing patchwork of regulations across Western Australian local
governments. Some Councils have clear, progressive laws that embrace home sharing,
whilst others have complex and costly approvals processes and others have no policy
framework at all. As a local host, this is generally confusing and it’s concerning that some
councils have threatened large fines against hosts who simply want to share their homes
responsibly and respectfully. Just like there are already in South Australia, Tasmania and
New South Wales, Western Australia also needs progressive rules and a clear, statewide
regulatory framework to provide clarity and certainty for hosts to share their homes
responsibly.
Home sharing is helping to grow the visitor economy - creating economic opportunity for
hosts, especially in times of financial need, and supporting jobs and small businesses in
communities. . According to a recent Deloitte Access Economics Report, Airbnb guests
are now a significant driver of the tourism economy, with a total contribution to Western
Australia’s GSP of $99.7 million in 2015-16, supporting over 780 jobs in addition to the
activities of hosts. In one year, guests using Airbnb spent $155.1 million in Western
Australia.

Online booking platforms such as Airbnb provide me with a trusted and secure online
marketplace to list my spare space and help future-proof the Western Australia visitor
economy. Online booking platforms allow ordinary Western Australians to share their
homes with travellers from around the world, providing more choice in more locations for
travellers. This is especially important for major events, with Airbnb hosts providing extra
accommodation capacity for visitors during peak times, and for areas where there is little
or no traditional accommodation available. 
The planning frameworks in South Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales are good
model frameworks for the Committee to consider. A planning framework including
restrictive and lower caps would have a negative impact on home sharing. A costly and
cumbersome registration or licensing system, or a requirement to pay fees just to share
your own home would have a negative impact. In South Australia there are no fees and no
registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. Currently,
in Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only
required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only. To
maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. To maximise participation
in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and



comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the Economics and Industry Standing Committee to follow the lead of South
Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales as well as other cities around the world, which
have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Regards, 
Lisa White 

, 



From: Lynn Simpson
To: Committee, Economics & Industry Standing
Subject: Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation: I support the right to home share in WA
Date: Saturday, 15 December 2018 10:42:49 AM

Dear Economics and Industry Standing Committee,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across
Western Australia in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like
caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the
Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation.

Why do I host with Airbnb? [Here is my story]

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the
mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so
small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

Addressing the terms of reference:

- The forms and regulatory status of short-stay accommodation providers in regional and
metropolitan Western Australia, including existing powers available to local government
authorities.

Currently there is a confusing patchwork of regulations across Western Australian local
governments. Some Councils have clear, progressive laws that embrace home sharing,
whilst others have complex and costly approvals processes and others have no policy
framework at all. As a local host, this is generally confusing and it’s concerning that some
councils have threatened large fines against hosts who simply want to share their homes
responsibly and respectfully. Just like there are already in South Australia, Tasmania and
New South Wales, Western Australia also needs progressive rules and a clear, statewide
regulatory framework to provide clarity and certainty for hosts to share their homes
responsibly.

- The changing market and social dynamics in the short-stay accommodation sector.

Home sharing is helping to grow the visitor economy - creating economic opportunity for
hosts, especially in times of financial need, and supporting jobs and small businesses in
communities. The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to
help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and
shops so small businesses outside the traditional tourist hot-spots get a boost from local
tourism. According to a recent Deloitte Access Economics Report, Airbnb guests are now
a significant driver of the tourism economy, with a total contribution to Western
Australia’s GSP of $99.7 million in 2015-16, supporting over 780 jobs in addition to the
activities of hosts. In one year, guests using Airbnb spent $155.1 million in Western
Australia.

- Issues in the short-stay accommodation sector, particularly associated with emerging
business models utilising online booking platforms.

Online booking platforms such as Airbnb provide me with a trusted and secure online
marketplace to list my spare space and help future-proof the Western Australia visitor
economy. Online booking platforms allow ordinary Western Australians to share their
homes with travellers from around the world, providing more choice in more locations for



travellers. This is especially important for major events, with Airbnb hosts providing extra
accommodation capacity for visitors during peak times, and for areas where there is little
or no traditional accommodation available. 

- Approaches within Australian and international jurisdictions to ensure the appropriate
regulation of short-stay accommodation.

The planning frameworks in South Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales are good
model frameworks for the Committee to consider. A planning framework including
restrictive and lower caps would have a negative impact on home sharing. A costly and
cumbersome registration or licensing system, or a requirement to pay fees just to share
your own home would have a negative impact. In South Australia there are no fees and no
registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. Currently,
in Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only
required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only. To
maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. To maximise participation
in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and
comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the Economics and Industry Standing Committee to follow the lead of South
Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales as well as other cities around the world, which
have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

CC 
Economics and Industry Standing Committee members
Premier
Minister for Tourism
Minister for Planning
Opposition Leader
Shadow Minister for Tourism
Shadow Minister for Planning

Regards, 
Lynn Simpson 

, 



From: Melissa Beswick
To: Committee, Economics & Industry Standing
Subject: Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation: I support the right to home share in WA
Date: Wednesday, 23 January 2019 12:28:13 PM

Dear Economics and Industry Standing Committee,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across
Western Australia in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like
caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the
Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation.

Why do I host with Airbnb? [Here is my story]

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the
mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so
small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

Addressing the terms of reference:

- The forms and regulatory status of short-stay accommodation providers in regional and
metropolitan Western Australia, including existing powers available to local government
authorities.

Currently there is a confusing patchwork of regulations across Western Australian local
governments. Some Councils have clear, progressive laws that embrace home sharing,
whilst others have complex and costly approvals processes and others have no policy
framework at all. As a local host, this is generally confusing and it’s concerning that some
councils have threatened large fines against hosts who simply want to share their homes
responsibly and respectfully. Just like there are already in South Australia, Tasmania and
New South Wales, Western Australia also needs progressive rules and a clear, statewide
regulatory framework to provide clarity and certainty for hosts to share their homes
responsibly.

- The changing market and social dynamics in the short-stay accommodation sector.

Home sharing is helping to grow the visitor economy - creating economic opportunity for
hosts, especially in times of financial need, and supporting jobs and small businesses in
communities. The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to
help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and
shops so small businesses outside the traditional tourist hot-spots get a boost from local
tourism. According to a recent Deloitte Access Economics Report, Airbnb guests are now
a significant driver of the tourism economy, with a total contribution to Western
Australia’s GSP of $99.7 million in 2015-16, supporting over 780 jobs in addition to the
activities of hosts. In one year, guests using Airbnb spent $155.1 million in Western
Australia.

- Issues in the short-stay accommodation sector, particularly associated with emerging
business models utilising online booking platforms.

Online booking platforms such as Airbnb provide me with a trusted and secure online
marketplace to list my spare space and help future-proof the Western Australia visitor
economy. Online booking platforms allow ordinary Western Australians to share their
homes with travellers from around the world, providing more choice in more locations for



travellers. This is especially important for major events, with Airbnb hosts providing extra
accommodation capacity for visitors during peak times, and for areas where there is little
or no traditional accommodation available. 

- Approaches within Australian and international jurisdictions to ensure the appropriate
regulation of short-stay accommodation.

The planning frameworks in South Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales are good
model frameworks for the Committee to consider. A planning framework including
restrictive and lower caps would have a negative impact on home sharing. A costly and
cumbersome registration or licensing system, or a requirement to pay fees just to share
your own home would have a negative impact. In South Australia there are no fees and no
registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. Currently,
in Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only
required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only. To
maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. To maximise participation
in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and
comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the Economics and Industry Standing Committee to follow the lead of South
Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales as well as other cities around the world, which
have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

CC 
Economics and Industry Standing Committee members
Premier
Minister for Tourism
Minister for Planning
Opposition Leader
Shadow Minister for Tourism
Shadow Minister for Planning

Regards, 
Melissa Beswick 
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From: Juyoung Yang
To: Committee, Economics & Industry Standing
Subject: Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation: I support the right to home share in WA
Date: Saturday, 15 December 2018 11:16:20 PM

Dear Economics and Industry Standing Committee,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across
Western Australia in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like
caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the
Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation.

Why do I host with Airbnb? [Here is my story]

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the
mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so
small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

Addressing the terms of reference:

- The forms and regulatory status of short-stay accommodation providers in regional and
metropolitan Western Australia, including existing powers available to local government
authorities.

Currently there is a confusing patchwork of regulations across Western Australian local
governments. Some Councils have clear, progressive laws that embrace home sharing,
whilst others have complex and costly approvals processes and others have no policy
framework at all. As a local host, this is generally confusing and it’s concerning that some
councils have threatened large fines against hosts who simply want to share their homes
responsibly and respectfully. Just like there are already in South Australia, Tasmania and
New South Wales, Western Australia also needs progressive rules and a clear, statewide
regulatory framework to provide clarity and certainty for hosts to share their homes
responsibly.

- The changing market and social dynamics in the short-stay accommodation sector.

Home sharing is helping to grow the visitor economy - creating economic opportunity for
hosts, especially in times of financial need, and supporting jobs and small businesses in
communities. The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to
help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and
shops so small businesses outside the traditional tourist hot-spots get a boost from local
tourism. According to a recent Deloitte Access Economics Report, Airbnb guests are now
a significant driver of the tourism economy, with a total contribution to Western
Australia’s GSP of $99.7 million in 2015-16, supporting over 780 jobs in addition to the
activities of hosts. In one year, guests using Airbnb spent $155.1 million in Western
Australia.

- Issues in the short-stay accommodation sector, particularly associated with emerging
business models utilising online booking platforms.

Online booking platforms such as Airbnb provide me with a trusted and secure online
marketplace to list my spare space and help future-proof the Western Australia visitor
economy. Online booking platforms allow ordinary Western Australians to share their
homes with travellers from around the world, providing more choice in more locations for



travellers. This is especially important for major events, with Airbnb hosts providing extra
accommodation capacity for visitors during peak times, and for areas where there is little
or no traditional accommodation available. 

- Approaches within Australian and international jurisdictions to ensure the appropriate
regulation of short-stay accommodation.

The planning frameworks in South Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales are good
model frameworks for the Committee to consider. A planning framework including
restrictive and lower caps would have a negative impact on home sharing. A costly and
cumbersome registration or licensing system, or a requirement to pay fees just to share
your own home would have a negative impact. In South Australia there are no fees and no
registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. Currently,
in Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only
required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only. To
maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. To maximise participation
in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and
comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the Economics and Industry Standing Committee to follow the lead of South
Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales as well as other cities around the world, which
have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

CC 
Economics and Industry Standing Committee members
Premier
Minister for Tourism
Minister for Planning
Opposition Leader
Shadow Minister for Tourism
Shadow Minister for Planning

Regards, 
Juyoung Yang 

, 



From: Marina Hayes
To: Committee, Economics & Industry Standing
Subject: Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation: I support the right to home share in WA
Date: Wednesday, 23 January 2019 7:01:36 PM

Dear Economics and Industry Standing Committee,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across
Western Australia in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like
caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the
Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation.

Why do I host with Airbnb? [Here is my story]

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the
mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so
small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

Addressing the terms of reference:

- The forms and regulatory status of short-stay accommodation providers in regional and
metropolitan Western Australia, including existing powers available to local government
authorities.

Currently there is a confusing patchwork of regulations across Western Australian local
governments. Some Councils have clear, progressive laws that embrace home sharing,
whilst others have complex and costly approvals processes and others have no policy
framework at all. As a local host, this is generally confusing and it’s concerning that some
councils have threatened large fines against hosts who simply want to share their homes
responsibly and respectfully. Just like there are already in South Australia, Tasmania and
New South Wales, Western Australia also needs progressive rules and a clear, statewide
regulatory framework to provide clarity and certainty for hosts to share their homes
responsibly.

- The changing market and social dynamics in the short-stay accommodation sector.

Home sharing is helping to grow the visitor economy - creating economic opportunity for
hosts, especially in times of financial need, and supporting jobs and small businesses in
communities. The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to
help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and
shops so small businesses outside the traditional tourist hot-spots get a boost from local
tourism. According to a recent Deloitte Access Economics Report, Airbnb guests are now
a significant driver of the tourism economy, with a total contribution to Western
Australia’s GSP of $99.7 million in 2015-16, supporting over 780 jobs in addition to the
activities of hosts. In one year, guests using Airbnb spent $155.1 million in Western
Australia.

- Issues in the short-stay accommodation sector, particularly associated with emerging
business models utilising online booking platforms.

Online booking platforms such as Airbnb provide me with a trusted and secure online
marketplace to list my spare space and help future-proof the Western Australia visitor
economy. Online booking platforms allow ordinary Western Australians to share their
homes with travellers from around the world, providing more choice in more locations for



travellers. This is especially important for major events, with Airbnb hosts providing extra
accommodation capacity for visitors during peak times, and for areas where there is little
or no traditional accommodation available. 

- Approaches within Australian and international jurisdictions to ensure the appropriate
regulation of short-stay accommodation.

The planning frameworks in South Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales are good
model frameworks for the Committee to consider. A planning framework including
restrictive and lower caps would have a negative impact on home sharing. A costly and
cumbersome registration or licensing system, or a requirement to pay fees just to share
your own home would have a negative impact. In South Australia there are no fees and no
registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. Currently,
in Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only
required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only. To
maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. To maximise participation
in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and
comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the Economics and Industry Standing Committee to follow the lead of South
Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales as well as other cities around the world, which
have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

CC 
Economics and Industry Standing Committee members
Premier
Minister for Tourism
Minister for Planning
Opposition Leader
Shadow Minister for Tourism
Shadow Minister for Planning

Regards, 
Marina Hayes 
6100 Avenue Royalmount
Montréal, QC H4P 2R2 



From: Jenny Stuart-Hill
To: Committee, Economics & Industry Standing
Subject: Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation: I support the right to home share in WA
Date: Saturday, 15 December 2018 1:28:29 PM

Dear Economics and Industry Standing Committee,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across
Western Australia in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like
caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the
Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation.

Why do I host with Airbnb? [Here is my story]

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the
mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so
small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

Addressing the terms of reference:

- The forms and regulatory status of short-stay accommodation providers in regional and
metropolitan Western Australia, including existing powers available to local government
authorities.

Currently there is a confusing patchwork of regulations across Western Australian local
governments. Some Councils have clear, progressive laws that embrace home sharing,
whilst others have complex and costly approvals processes and others have no policy
framework at all. As a local host, this is generally confusing and it’s concerning that some
councils have threatened large fines against hosts who simply want to share their homes
responsibly and respectfully. Just like there are already in South Australia, Tasmania and
New South Wales, Western Australia also needs progressive rules and a clear, statewide
regulatory framework to provide clarity and certainty for hosts to share their homes
responsibly.

- The changing market and social dynamics in the short-stay accommodation sector.

Home sharing is helping to grow the visitor economy - creating economic opportunity for
hosts, especially in times of financial need, and supporting jobs and small businesses in
communities. The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to
help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and
shops so small businesses outside the traditional tourist hot-spots get a boost from local
tourism. According to a recent Deloitte Access Economics Report, Airbnb guests are now
a significant driver of the tourism economy, with a total contribution to Western
Australia’s GSP of $99.7 million in 2015-16, supporting over 780 jobs in addition to the
activities of hosts. In one year, guests using Airbnb spent $155.1 million in Western
Australia.

- Issues in the short-stay accommodation sector, particularly associated with emerging
business models utilising online booking platforms.

Online booking platforms such as Airbnb provide me with a trusted and secure online
marketplace to list my spare space and help future-proof the Western Australia visitor
economy. Online booking platforms allow ordinary Western Australians to share their
homes with travellers from around the world, providing more choice in more locations for



travellers. This is especially important for major events, with Airbnb hosts providing extra
accommodation capacity for visitors during peak times, and for areas where there is little
or no traditional accommodation available. 

- Approaches within Australian and international jurisdictions to ensure the appropriate
regulation of short-stay accommodation.

The planning frameworks in South Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales are good
model frameworks for the Committee to consider. A planning framework including
restrictive and lower caps would have a negative impact on home sharing. A costly and
cumbersome registration or licensing system, or a requirement to pay fees just to share
your own home would have a negative impact. In South Australia there are no fees and no
registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. Currently,
in Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only
required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only. To
maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. To maximise participation
in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and
comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the Economics and Industry Standing Committee to follow the lead of South
Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales as well as other cities around the world, which
have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

CC 
Economics and Industry Standing Committee members
Premier
Minister for Tourism
Minister for Planning
Opposition Leader
Shadow Minister for Tourism
Shadow Minister for Planning

Regards, 
Jenny Stuart-Hill 
6210 Northwest Dr
Mississauga, ON L4V 1J6 



From: Wendy Lucas
To: Committee, Economics & Industry Standing
Subject: Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation: I support the right to home share in WA
Date: Sunday, 16 December 2018 7:39:09 PM

Dear Economics and Industry Standing Committee,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across
Western Australia in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like
caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the
Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation.

Why do I host with Airbnb? [Here is my story]

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the
mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so
small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

Addressing the terms of reference:

- The forms and regulatory status of short-stay accommodation providers in regional and
metropolitan Western Australia, including existing powers available to local government
authorities.

Currently there is a confusing patchwork of regulations across Western Australian local
governments. Some Councils have clear, progressive laws that embrace home sharing,
whilst others have complex and costly approvals processes and others have no policy
framework at all. As a local host, this is generally confusing and it’s concerning that some
councils have threatened large fines against hosts who simply want to share their homes
responsibly and respectfully. Just like there are already in South Australia, Tasmania and
New South Wales, Western Australia also needs progressive rules and a clear, statewide
regulatory framework to provide clarity and certainty for hosts to share their homes
responsibly.

- The changing market and social dynamics in the short-stay accommodation sector.

Home sharing is helping to grow the visitor economy - creating economic opportunity for
hosts, especially in times of financial need, and supporting jobs and small businesses in
communities. The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to
help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and
shops so small businesses outside the traditional tourist hot-spots get a boost from local
tourism. According to a recent Deloitte Access Economics Report, Airbnb guests are now
a significant driver of the tourism economy, with a total contribution to Western
Australia’s GSP of $99.7 million in 2015-16, supporting over 780 jobs in addition to the
activities of hosts. In one year, guests using Airbnb spent $155.1 million in Western
Australia.

- Issues in the short-stay accommodation sector, particularly associated with emerging
business models utilising online booking platforms.

Online booking platforms such as Airbnb provide me with a trusted and secure online
marketplace to list my spare space and help future-proof the Western Australia visitor
economy. Online booking platforms allow ordinary Western Australians to share their
homes with travellers from around the world, providing more choice in more locations for



travellers. This is especially important for major events, with Airbnb hosts providing extra
accommodation capacity for visitors during peak times, and for areas where there is little
or no traditional accommodation available. 

- Approaches within Australian and international jurisdictions to ensure the appropriate
regulation of short-stay accommodation.

The planning frameworks in South Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales are good
model frameworks for the Committee to consider. A planning framework including
restrictive and lower caps would have a negative impact on home sharing. A costly and
cumbersome registration or licensing system, or a requirement to pay fees just to share
your own home would have a negative impact. In South Australia there are no fees and no
registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. Currently,
in Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only
required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only. To
maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. To maximise participation
in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and
comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the Economics and Industry Standing Committee to follow the lead of South
Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales as well as other cities around the world, which
have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

CC 
Economics and Industry Standing Committee members
Premier
Minister for Tourism
Minister for Planning
Opposition Leader
Shadow Minister for Tourism
Shadow Minister for Planning

Regards, 
Wendy Lucas 

, 



From: Robyn Lee
To: Committee, Economics & Industry Standing
Subject: Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation: I support the right to home share in WA
Date: Wednesday, 23 January 2019 12:59:38 PM

Dear Economics and Industry Standing Committee,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across
Western Australia in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like
caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the
Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation.

Why do I host with Airbnb? [Here is my story]

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the
mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so
small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

Addressing the terms of reference:

- The forms and regulatory status of short-stay accommodation providers in regional and
metropolitan Western Australia, including existing powers available to local government
authorities.

Currently there is a confusing patchwork of regulations across Western Australian local
governments. Some Councils have clear, progressive laws that embrace home sharing,
whilst others have complex and costly approvals processes and others have no policy
framework at all. As a local host, this is generally confusing and it’s concerning that some
councils have threatened large fines against hosts who simply want to share their homes
responsibly and respectfully. Just like there are already in South Australia, Tasmania and
New South Wales, Western Australia also needs progressive rules and a clear, statewide
regulatory framework to provide clarity and certainty for hosts to share their homes
responsibly.

- The changing market and social dynamics in the short-stay accommodation sector.

Home sharing is helping to grow the visitor economy - creating economic opportunity for
hosts, especially in times of financial need, and supporting jobs and small businesses in
communities. The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to
help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and
shops so small businesses outside the traditional tourist hot-spots get a boost from local
tourism. According to a recent Deloitte Access Economics Report, Airbnb guests are now
a significant driver of the tourism economy, with a total contribution to Western
Australia’s GSP of $99.7 million in 2015-16, supporting over 780 jobs in addition to the
activities of hosts. In one year, guests using Airbnb spent $155.1 million in Western
Australia.

- Issues in the short-stay accommodation sector, particularly associated with emerging
business models utilising online booking platforms.

Online booking platforms such as Airbnb provide me with a trusted and secure online
marketplace to list my spare space and help future-proof the Western Australia visitor
economy. Online booking platforms allow ordinary Western Australians to share their
homes with travellers from around the world, providing more choice in more locations for



travellers. This is especially important for major events, with Airbnb hosts providing extra
accommodation capacity for visitors during peak times, and for areas where there is little
or no traditional accommodation available. 

- Approaches within Australian and international jurisdictions to ensure the appropriate
regulation of short-stay accommodation.

The planning frameworks in South Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales are good
model frameworks for the Committee to consider. A planning framework including
restrictive and lower caps would have a negative impact on home sharing. A costly and
cumbersome registration or licensing system, or a requirement to pay fees just to share
your own home would have a negative impact. In South Australia there are no fees and no
registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. Currently,
in Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only
required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only. To
maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. To maximise participation
in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and
comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the Economics and Industry Standing Committee to follow the lead of South
Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales as well as other cities around the world, which
have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

CC 
Economics and Industry Standing Committee members
Premier
Minister for Tourism
Minister for Planning
Opposition Leader
Shadow Minister for Tourism
Shadow Minister for Planning

Regards, 
Robyn Lee 

, 



From: Jim Charette
To: Committee, Economics & Industry Standing
Subject: Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation: I support the right to home share in WA
Date: Sunday, 16 December 2018 9:29:53 AM

Dear Economics and Industry Standing Committee,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across
Western Australia in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like
caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the
Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation.

Why do I host with Airbnb? [Here is my story]

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the
mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so
small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

Addressing the terms of reference:

- The forms and regulatory status of short-stay accommodation providers in regional and
metropolitan Western Australia, including existing powers available to local government
authorities.

Currently there is a confusing patchwork of regulations across Western Australian local
governments. Some Councils have clear, progressive laws that embrace home sharing,
whilst others have complex and costly approvals processes and others have no policy
framework at all. As a local host, this is generally confusing and it’s concerning that some
councils have threatened large fines against hosts who simply want to share their homes
responsibly and respectfully. Just like there are already in South Australia, Tasmania and
New South Wales, Western Australia also needs progressive rules and a clear, statewide
regulatory framework to provide clarity and certainty for hosts to share their homes
responsibly.

- The changing market and social dynamics in the short-stay accommodation sector.

Home sharing is helping to grow the visitor economy - creating economic opportunity for
hosts, especially in times of financial need, and supporting jobs and small businesses in
communities. The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to
help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and
shops so small businesses outside the traditional tourist hot-spots get a boost from local
tourism. According to a recent Deloitte Access Economics Report, Airbnb guests are now
a significant driver of the tourism economy, with a total contribution to Western
Australia’s GSP of $99.7 million in 2015-16, supporting over 780 jobs in addition to the
activities of hosts. In one year, guests using Airbnb spent $155.1 million in Western
Australia.

- Issues in the short-stay accommodation sector, particularly associated with emerging
business models utilising online booking platforms.

Online booking platforms such as Airbnb provide me with a trusted and secure online
marketplace to list my spare space and help future-proof the Western Australia visitor
economy. Online booking platforms allow ordinary Western Australians to share their
homes with travellers from around the world, providing more choice in more locations for



travellers. This is especially important for major events, with Airbnb hosts providing extra
accommodation capacity for visitors during peak times, and for areas where there is little
or no traditional accommodation available. 

- Approaches within Australian and international jurisdictions to ensure the appropriate
regulation of short-stay accommodation.

The planning frameworks in South Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales are good
model frameworks for the Committee to consider. A planning framework including
restrictive and lower caps would have a negative impact on home sharing. A costly and
cumbersome registration or licensing system, or a requirement to pay fees just to share
your own home would have a negative impact. In South Australia there are no fees and no
registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. Currently,
in Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only
required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only. To
maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. To maximise participation
in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and
comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the Economics and Industry Standing Committee to follow the lead of South
Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales as well as other cities around the world, which
have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

CC 
Economics and Industry Standing Committee members
Premier
Minister for Tourism
Minister for Planning
Opposition Leader
Shadow Minister for Tourism
Shadow Minister for Planning

Regards, 
Jim Charette 

, 



From: Helen Howitt
To: Committee, Economics & Industry Standing
Subject: Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation: I support the right to home share in WA
Date: Saturday, 15 December 2018 5:21:24 PM

Dear Economics and Industry Standing Committee,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across
Western Australia in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like
caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the
Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation.

Why do I host with Airbnb? [Here is my story]

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the
mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so
small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

Addressing the terms of reference:

- The forms and regulatory status of short-stay accommodation providers in regional and
metropolitan Western Australia, including existing powers available to local government
authorities.

Currently there is a confusing patchwork of regulations across Western Australian local
governments. Some Councils have clear, progressive laws that embrace home sharing,
whilst others have complex and costly approvals processes and others have no policy
framework at all. As a local host, this is generally confusing and it’s concerning that some
councils have threatened large fines against hosts who simply want to share their homes
responsibly and respectfully. Just like there are already in South Australia, Tasmania and
New South Wales, Western Australia also needs progressive rules and a clear, statewide
regulatory framework to provide clarity and certainty for hosts to share their homes
responsibly.

- The changing market and social dynamics in the short-stay accommodation sector.

Home sharing is helping to grow the visitor economy - creating economic opportunity for
hosts, especially in times of financial need, and supporting jobs and small businesses in
communities. The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to
help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and
shops so small businesses outside the traditional tourist hot-spots get a boost from local
tourism. According to a recent Deloitte Access Economics Report, Airbnb guests are now
a significant driver of the tourism economy, with a total contribution to Western
Australia’s GSP of $99.7 million in 2015-16, supporting over 780 jobs in addition to the
activities of hosts. In one year, guests using Airbnb spent $155.1 million in Western
Australia.

- Issues in the short-stay accommodation sector, particularly associated with emerging
business models utilising online booking platforms.

Online booking platforms such as Airbnb provide me with a trusted and secure online
marketplace to list my spare space and help future-proof the Western Australia visitor
economy. Online booking platforms allow ordinary Western Australians to share their
homes with travellers from around the world, providing more choice in more locations for



travellers. This is especially important for major events, with Airbnb hosts providing extra
accommodation capacity for visitors during peak times, and for areas where there is little
or no traditional accommodation available. 

- Approaches within Australian and international jurisdictions to ensure the appropriate
regulation of short-stay accommodation.

The planning frameworks in South Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales are good
model frameworks for the Committee to consider. A planning framework including
restrictive and lower caps would have a negative impact on home sharing. A costly and
cumbersome registration or licensing system, or a requirement to pay fees just to share
your own home would have a negative impact. In South Australia there are no fees and no
registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. Currently,
in Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only
required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only. To
maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. To maximise participation
in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and
comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the Economics and Industry Standing Committee to follow the lead of South
Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales as well as other cities around the world, which
have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

CC 
Economics and Industry Standing Committee members
Premier
Minister for Tourism
Minister for Planning
Opposition Leader
Shadow Minister for Tourism
Shadow Minister for Planning

Regards, 
Helen Howitt 

, 



From: Dean Siomoin
To: Committee, Economics & Industry Standing
Subject: Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation: I support the right to home share in WA
Date: Saturday, 15 December 2018 9:08:32 AM

Dear Economics and Industry Standing Committee,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across
Western Australia in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like
caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the
Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation.

Why do I host with Airbnb? [Here is my story]

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the
mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so
small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

Addressing the terms of reference:

- The forms and regulatory status of short-stay accommodation providers in regional and
metropolitan Western Australia, including existing powers available to local government
authorities.

Currently there is a confusing patchwork of regulations across Western Australian local
governments. Some Councils have clear, progressive laws that embrace home sharing,
whilst others have complex and costly approvals processes and others have no policy
framework at all. As a local host, this is generally confusing and it’s concerning that some
councils have threatened large fines against hosts who simply want to share their homes
responsibly and respectfully. Just like there are already in South Australia, Tasmania and
New South Wales, Western Australia also needs progressive rules and a clear, statewide
regulatory framework to provide clarity and certainty for hosts to share their homes
responsibly.

- The changing market and social dynamics in the short-stay accommodation sector.

Home sharing is helping to grow the visitor economy - creating economic opportunity for
hosts, especially in times of financial need, and supporting jobs and small businesses in
communities. The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to
help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and
shops so small businesses outside the traditional tourist hot-spots get a boost from local
tourism. According to a recent Deloitte Access Economics Report, Airbnb guests are now
a significant driver of the tourism economy, with a total contribution to Western
Australia’s GSP of $99.7 million in 2015-16, supporting over 780 jobs in addition to the
activities of hosts. In one year, guests using Airbnb spent $155.1 million in Western
Australia.

- Issues in the short-stay accommodation sector, particularly associated with emerging
business models utilising online booking platforms.

Online booking platforms such as Airbnb provide me with a trusted and secure online
marketplace to list my spare space and help future-proof the Western Australia visitor
economy. Online booking platforms allow ordinary Western Australians to share their
homes with travellers from around the world, providing more choice in more locations for



travellers. This is especially important for major events, with Airbnb hosts providing extra
accommodation capacity for visitors during peak times, and for areas where there is little
or no traditional accommodation available. 

- Approaches within Australian and international jurisdictions to ensure the appropriate
regulation of short-stay accommodation.

The planning frameworks in South Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales are good
model frameworks for the Committee to consider. A planning framework including
restrictive and lower caps would have a negative impact on home sharing. A costly and
cumbersome registration or licensing system, or a requirement to pay fees just to share
your own home would have a negative impact. In South Australia there are no fees and no
registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. Currently,
in Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only
required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only. To
maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. To maximise participation
in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and
comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the Economics and Industry Standing Committee to follow the lead of South
Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales as well as other cities around the world, which
have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

CC 
Economics and Industry Standing Committee members
Premier
Minister for Tourism
Minister for Planning
Opposition Leader
Shadow Minister for Tourism
Shadow Minister for Planning

Regards, 
Dean Siomoin 
6019 Canada Dr
Pasadena, TX 77505 



From: Sheryl Second
To: Committee, Economics & Industry Standing
Subject: Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation: I support the right to home share in WA
Date: Saturday, 15 December 2018 9:34:48 AM

Dear Economics and Industry Standing Committee,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across
Western Australia in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like
caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the
Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation.

Why do I host with Airbnb? [Here is my story]

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the
mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so
small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

Addressing the terms of reference:

- The forms and regulatory status of short-stay accommodation providers in regional and
metropolitan Western Australia, including existing powers available to local government
authorities.

Currently there is a confusing patchwork of regulations across Western Australian local
governments. Some Councils have clear, progressive laws that embrace home sharing,
whilst others have complex and costly approvals processes and others have no policy
framework at all. As a local host, this is generally confusing and it’s concerning that some
councils have threatened large fines against hosts who simply want to share their homes
responsibly and respectfully. Just like there are already in South Australia, Tasmania and
New South Wales, Western Australia also needs progressive rules and a clear, statewide
regulatory framework to provide clarity and certainty for hosts to share their homes
responsibly.

- The changing market and social dynamics in the short-stay accommodation sector.

Home sharing is helping to grow the visitor economy - creating economic opportunity for
hosts, especially in times of financial need, and supporting jobs and small businesses in
communities. The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to
help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and
shops so small businesses outside the traditional tourist hot-spots get a boost from local
tourism. According to a recent Deloitte Access Economics Report, Airbnb guests are now
a significant driver of the tourism economy, with a total contribution to Western
Australia’s GSP of $99.7 million in 2015-16, supporting over 780 jobs in addition to the
activities of hosts. In one year, guests using Airbnb spent $155.1 million in Western
Australia.

- Issues in the short-stay accommodation sector, particularly associated with emerging
business models utilising online booking platforms.

Online booking platforms such as Airbnb provide me with a trusted and secure online
marketplace to list my spare space and help future-proof the Western Australia visitor
economy. Online booking platforms allow ordinary Western Australians to share their
homes with travellers from around the world, providing more choice in more locations for



travellers. This is especially important for major events, with Airbnb hosts providing extra
accommodation capacity for visitors during peak times, and for areas where there is little
or no traditional accommodation available. 

- Approaches within Australian and international jurisdictions to ensure the appropriate
regulation of short-stay accommodation.

The planning frameworks in South Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales are good
model frameworks for the Committee to consider. A planning framework including
restrictive and lower caps would have a negative impact on home sharing. A costly and
cumbersome registration or licensing system, or a requirement to pay fees just to share
your own home would have a negative impact. In South Australia there are no fees and no
registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. Currently,
in Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only
required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only. To
maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. To maximise participation
in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and
comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the Economics and Industry Standing Committee to follow the lead of South
Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales as well as other cities around the world, which
have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

CC 
Economics and Industry Standing Committee members
Premier
Minister for Tourism
Minister for Planning
Opposition Leader
Shadow Minister for Tourism
Shadow Minister for Planning

Regards, 
Sheryl Second 

, 



From: Alison McPharlin
To: Committee, Economics & Industry Standing
Subject: Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation: I support the right to home share in WA
Date: Saturday, 15 December 2018 11:04:41 AM

Dear Economics and Industry Standing Committee,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across
Western Australia in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like
caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the
Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation.

Why do I host with Airbnb? [Here is my story]

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the
mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so
small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

Addressing the terms of reference:

- The forms and regulatory status of short-stay accommodation providers in regional and
metropolitan Western Australia, including existing powers available to local government
authorities.

Currently there is a confusing patchwork of regulations across Western Australian local
governments. Some Councils have clear, progressive laws that embrace home sharing,
whilst others have complex and costly approvals processes and others have no policy
framework at all. As a local host, this is generally confusing and it’s concerning that some
councils have threatened large fines against hosts who simply want to share their homes
responsibly and respectfully. Just like there are already in South Australia, Tasmania and
New South Wales, Western Australia also needs progressive rules and a clear, statewide
regulatory framework to provide clarity and certainty for hosts to share their homes
responsibly.

- The changing market and social dynamics in the short-stay accommodation sector.

Home sharing is helping to grow the visitor economy - creating economic opportunity for
hosts, especially in times of financial need, and supporting jobs and small businesses in
communities. The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to
help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and
shops so small businesses outside the traditional tourist hot-spots get a boost from local
tourism. According to a recent Deloitte Access Economics Report, Airbnb guests are now
a significant driver of the tourism economy, with a total contribution to Western
Australia’s GSP of $99.7 million in 2015-16, supporting over 780 jobs in addition to the
activities of hosts. In one year, guests using Airbnb spent $155.1 million in Western
Australia.

- Issues in the short-stay accommodation sector, particularly associated with emerging
business models utilising online booking platforms.

Online booking platforms such as Airbnb provide me with a trusted and secure online
marketplace to list my spare space and help future-proof the Western Australia visitor
economy. Online booking platforms allow ordinary Western Australians to share their
homes with travellers from around the world, providing more choice in more locations for



travellers. This is especially important for major events, with Airbnb hosts providing extra
accommodation capacity for visitors during peak times, and for areas where there is little
or no traditional accommodation available. 

- Approaches within Australian and international jurisdictions to ensure the appropriate
regulation of short-stay accommodation.

The planning frameworks in South Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales are good
model frameworks for the Committee to consider. A planning framework including
restrictive and lower caps would have a negative impact on home sharing. A costly and
cumbersome registration or licensing system, or a requirement to pay fees just to share
your own home would have a negative impact. In South Australia there are no fees and no
registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. Currently,
in Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only
required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only. To
maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. To maximise participation
in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and
comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the Economics and Industry Standing Committee to follow the lead of South
Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales as well as other cities around the world, which
have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

CC 
Economics and Industry Standing Committee members
Premier
Minister for Tourism
Minister for Planning
Opposition Leader
Shadow Minister for Tourism
Shadow Minister for Planning

Regards, 
Alison McPharlin 

, 



From: Skye Bairstow
To: Committee, Economics & Industry Standing
Subject: Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation: I support the right to home share in WA
Date: Thursday, 20 December 2018 10:02:45 AM

Dear Economics and Industry Standing Committee,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across
Western Australia in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like
caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the
Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation.

Why do I host with Airbnb? Because I enjoy offering Australian’s choice and affordable
options for their travel. If people want room service and the facilities hotels offer they can
choose those options. If they want to have a home away from home they should have that
choice also. I love being able to offer personalized service.

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the
mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so
small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

Addressing the terms of reference:

- The forms and regulatory status of short-stay accommodation providers in regional and
metropolitan Western Australia, including existing powers available to local government
authorities.

Currently there is a confusing patchwork of regulations across Western Australian local
governments. Some Councils have clear, progressive laws that embrace home sharing,
whilst others have complex and costly approvals processes and others have no policy
framework at all. As a local host, this is generally confusing and it’s concerning that some
councils have threatened large fines against hosts who simply want to share their homes
responsibly and respectfully. Just like there are already in South Australia, Tasmania and
New South Wales, Western Australia also needs progressive rules and a clear, statewide
regulatory framework to provide clarity and certainty for hosts to share their homes
responsibly.

- The changing market and social dynamics in the short-stay accommodation sector.

Home sharing is helping to grow the visitor economy - creating economic opportunity for
hosts, especially in times of financial need, and supporting jobs and small businesses in
communities. The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to
help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and
shops so small businesses outside the traditional tourist hot-spots get a boost from local
tourism. According to a recent Deloitte Access Economics Report, Airbnb guests are now
a significant driver of the tourism economy, with a total contribution to Western
Australia’s GSP of $99.7 million in 2015-16, supporting over 780 jobs in addition to the
activities of hosts. In one year, guests using Airbnb spent $155.1 million in Western
Australia.

- Issues in the short-stay accommodation sector, particularly associated with emerging
business models utilising online booking platforms.

Online booking platforms such as Airbnb provide me with a trusted and secure online
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marketplace to list my spare space and help future-proof the Western Australia visitor
economy. Online booking platforms allow ordinary Western Australians to share their
homes with travellers from around the world, providing more choice in more locations for
travellers. This is especially important for major events, with Airbnb hosts providing extra
accommodation capacity for visitors during peak times, and for areas where there is little
or no traditional accommodation available. 

- Approaches within Australian and international jurisdictions to ensure the appropriate
regulation of short-stay accommodation.

The planning frameworks in South Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales are good
model frameworks for the Committee to consider. A planning framework including
restrictive and lower caps would have a negative impact on home sharing. A costly and
cumbersome registration or licensing system, or a requirement to pay fees just to share
your own home would have a negative impact. In South Australia there are no fees and no
registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. Currently,
in Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only
required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only. To
maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. To maximise participation
in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and
comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the Economics and Industry Standing Committee to follow the lead of South
Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales as well as other cities around the world, which
have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

CC 
Economics and Industry Standing Committee members
Premier
Minister for Tourism
Minister for Planning
Opposition Leader
Shadow Minister for Tourism
Shadow Minister for Planning

Regards, 
Skye Bairstow 
6016 Yonge St
Toronto, ON M2M 3W2 



From: Julie Baschiera
To: Committee, Economics & Industry Standing
Subject: Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation: I support the right to home share in WA
Date: Saturday, 15 December 2018 10:35:41 AM

Dear Economics and Industry Standing Committee,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across
Western Australia in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like
caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the
Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation.

Why do I host with Airbnb? [Here is my story]

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the
mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so
small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

Addressing the terms of reference:

- The forms and regulatory status of short-stay accommodation providers in regional and
metropolitan Western Australia, including existing powers available to local government
authorities.

Currently there is a confusing patchwork of regulations across Western Australian local
governments. Some Councils have clear, progressive laws that embrace home sharing,
whilst others have complex and costly approvals processes and others have no policy
framework at all. As a local host, this is generally confusing and it’s concerning that some
councils have threatened large fines against hosts who simply want to share their homes
responsibly and respectfully. Just like there are already in South Australia, Tasmania and
New South Wales, Western Australia also needs progressive rules and a clear, statewide
regulatory framework to provide clarity and certainty for hosts to share their homes
responsibly.

- The changing market and social dynamics in the short-stay accommodation sector.

Home sharing is helping to grow the visitor economy - creating economic opportunity for
hosts, especially in times of financial need, and supporting jobs and small businesses in
communities. The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to
help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and
shops so small businesses outside the traditional tourist hot-spots get a boost from local
tourism. According to a recent Deloitte Access Economics Report, Airbnb guests are now
a significant driver of the tourism economy, with a total contribution to Western
Australia’s GSP of $99.7 million in 2015-16, supporting over 780 jobs in addition to the
activities of hosts. In one year, guests using Airbnb spent $155.1 million in Western
Australia.

- Issues in the short-stay accommodation sector, particularly associated with emerging
business models utilising online booking platforms.

Online booking platforms such as Airbnb provide me with a trusted and secure online
marketplace to list my spare space and help future-proof the Western Australia visitor
economy. Online booking platforms allow ordinary Western Australians to share their
homes with travellers from around the world, providing more choice in more locations for



travellers. This is especially important for major events, with Airbnb hosts providing extra
accommodation capacity for visitors during peak times, and for areas where there is little
or no traditional accommodation available. 

- Approaches within Australian and international jurisdictions to ensure the appropriate
regulation of short-stay accommodation.

The planning frameworks in South Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales are good
model frameworks for the Committee to consider. A planning framework including
restrictive and lower caps would have a negative impact on home sharing. A costly and
cumbersome registration or licensing system, or a requirement to pay fees just to share
your own home would have a negative impact. In South Australia there are no fees and no
registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. Currently,
in Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only
required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only. To
maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. To maximise participation
in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and
comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the Economics and Industry Standing Committee to follow the lead of South
Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales as well as other cities around the world, which
have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

CC 
Economics and Industry Standing Committee members
Premier
Minister for Tourism
Minister for Planning
Opposition Leader
Shadow Minister for Tourism
Shadow Minister for Planning

Regards, 
Julie Baschiera 
6725 Trans-Canada Hwy
Peterborough, ON K9J 6Z9 



From: Patricia low
To: Committee, Economics & Industry Standing
Subject: Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation: I support the right to home share in WA
Date: Saturday, 15 December 2018 10:00:41 AM

Dear Economics and Industry Standing Committee,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across
Western Australia in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like
caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the
Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation.

Why do I host with Airbnb? [Here is my story]

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the
mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so
small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

Addressing the terms of reference:

- The forms and regulatory status of short-stay accommodation providers in regional and
metropolitan Western Australia, including existing powers available to local government
authorities.

Currently there is a confusing patchwork of regulations across Western Australian local
governments. Some Councils have clear, progressive laws that embrace home sharing,
whilst others have complex and costly approvals processes and others have no policy
framework at all. As a local host, this is generally confusing and it’s concerning that some
councils have threatened large fines against hosts who simply want to share their homes
responsibly and respectfully. Just like there are already in South Australia, Tasmania and
New South Wales, Western Australia also needs progressive rules and a clear, statewide
regulatory framework to provide clarity and certainty for hosts to share their homes
responsibly.

- The changing market and social dynamics in the short-stay accommodation sector.

Home sharing is helping to grow the visitor economy - creating economic opportunity for
hosts, especially in times of financial need, and supporting jobs and small businesses in
communities. The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to
help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and
shops so small businesses outside the traditional tourist hot-spots get a boost from local
tourism. According to a recent Deloitte Access Economics Report, Airbnb guests are now
a significant driver of the tourism economy, with a total contribution to Western
Australia’s GSP of $99.7 million in 2015-16, supporting over 780 jobs in addition to the
activities of hosts. In one year, guests using Airbnb spent $155.1 million in Western
Australia.

- Issues in the short-stay accommodation sector, particularly associated with emerging
business models utilising online booking platforms.

Online booking platforms such as Airbnb provide me with a trusted and secure online
marketplace to list my spare space and help future-proof the Western Australia visitor
economy. Online booking platforms allow ordinary Western Australians to share their
homes with travellers from around the world, providing more choice in more locations for
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travellers. This is especially important for major events, with Airbnb hosts providing extra
accommodation capacity for visitors during peak times, and for areas where there is little
or no traditional accommodation available. 

- Approaches within Australian and international jurisdictions to ensure the appropriate
regulation of short-stay accommodation.

The planning frameworks in South Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales are good
model frameworks for the Committee to consider. A planning framework including
restrictive and lower caps would have a negative impact on home sharing. A costly and
cumbersome registration or licensing system, or a requirement to pay fees just to share
your own home would have a negative impact. In South Australia there are no fees and no
registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. Currently,
in Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only
required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only. To
maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. To maximise participation
in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and
comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the Economics and Industry Standing Committee to follow the lead of South
Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales as well as other cities around the world, which
have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

CC 
Economics and Industry Standing Committee members
Premier
Minister for Tourism
Minister for Planning
Opposition Leader
Shadow Minister for Tourism
Shadow Minister for Planning

Regards, 
Patricia low 
6155 North St
Halifax, NS B3K 4P0 



From: Victor ferreira
To: Shaw, Jessica
Subject: Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation: I support the right to home share in WA
Date: Monday, 17 December 2018 12:14:30 PM

Dear Economics and Industry Standing Committee,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across
Western Australia in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like
caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the
Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation.

Why do I host with Airbnb? Since I lost my job this platform had provided me the means
to pay my mortgage and my bills. Without this I would of been bankrupt and not able to
look after my family. We live in a democracy where we have the freedom of choice. This
is what our foundation is built on, the freedom to choose in life. Some people like hotels
and others like homes.

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the
mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so
small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

Addressing the terms of reference:

- The forms and regulatory status of short-stay accommodation providers in regional and
metropolitan Western Australia, including existing powers available to local government
authorities.

Currently there is a confusing patchwork of regulations across Western Australian local
governments. Some Councils have clear, progressive laws that embrace home sharing,
whilst others have complex and costly approvals processes and others have no policy
framework at all. As a local host, this is generally confusing and it’s concerning that some
councils have threatened large fines against hosts who simply want to share their homes
responsibly and respectfully. Just like there are already in South Australia, Tasmania and
New South Wales, Western Australia also needs progressive rules and a clear, statewide
regulatory framework to provide clarity and certainty for hosts to share their homes
responsibly.

- The changing market and social dynamics in the short-stay accommodation sector.

Home sharing is helping to grow the visitor economy - creating economic opportunity for
hosts, especially in times of financial need, and supporting jobs and small businesses in
communities. The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to
help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and
shops so small businesses outside the traditional tourist hot-spots get a boost from local
tourism. According to a recent Deloitte Access Economics Report, Airbnb guests are now
a significant driver of the tourism economy, with a total contribution to Western
Australia’s GSP of $99.7 million in 2015-16, supporting over 780 jobs in addition to the
activities of hosts. In one year, guests using Airbnb spent $155.1 million in Western
Australia.

- Issues in the short-stay accommodation sector, particularly associated with emerging
business models utilising online booking platforms.



Online booking platforms such as Airbnb provide me with a trusted and secure online
marketplace to list my spare space and help future-proof the Western Australia visitor
economy. Online booking platforms allow ordinary Western Australians to share their
homes with travellers from around the world, providing more choice in more locations for
travellers. This is especially important for major events, with Airbnb hosts providing extra
accommodation capacity for visitors during peak times, and for areas where there is little
or no traditional accommodation available. 

- Approaches within Australian and international jurisdictions to ensure the appropriate
regulation of short-stay accommodation.

The planning frameworks in South Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales are good
model frameworks for the Committee to consider. A planning framework including
restrictive and lower caps would have a negative impact on home sharing. A costly and
cumbersome registration or licensing system, or a requirement to pay fees just to share
your own home would have a negative impact. In South Australia there are no fees and no
registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. Currently,
in Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only
required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only. To
maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. To maximise participation
in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and
comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the Economics and Industry Standing Committee to follow the lead of South
Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales as well as other cities around the world, which
have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

CC 
Economics and Industry Standing Committee members
Premier
Minister for Tourism
Minister for Planning
Opposition Leader
Shadow Minister for Tourism
Shadow Minister for Planning

Regards, 
Victor ferreira 
100 King St W
Toronto, ON M5X 1E2 



From: Brent Morris
To: Shaw, Jessica
Subject: Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation: I support the right to home share in WA
Date: Thursday, 20 December 2018 12:03:54 PM

Dear Economics and Industry Standing Committee,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across
Western Australia in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like
caps and costly registration processes.

We find that sharing our personal houses and bungalows etc, is normally just a small part
of an overseas guests' holiday. This is a great way for them to experience the local way of
life, and really get a feel of the local community. It is good for the local economics too, as
people seem to shop at the smaller businesses and seek out the more local attractions.

Please accept this as a formal submission to the Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation.

Why do I host with Airbnb? [Here is my story]

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the
mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so
small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

Addressing the terms of reference:

- The forms and regulatory status of short-stay accommodation providers in regional and
metropolitan Western Australia, including existing powers available to local government
authorities.

Currently there is a confusing patchwork of regulations across Western Australian local
governments. Some Councils have clear, progressive laws that embrace home sharing,
whilst others have complex and costly approvals processes and others have no policy
framework at all. As a local host, this is generally confusing and it’s concerning that some
councils have threatened large fines against hosts who simply want to share their homes
responsibly and respectfully. Just like there are already in South Australia, Tasmania and
New South Wales, Western Australia also needs progressive rules and a clear, statewide
regulatory framework to provide clarity and certainty for hosts to share their homes
responsibly.

- The changing market and social dynamics in the short-stay accommodation sector.

Home sharing is helping to grow the visitor economy - creating economic opportunity for
hosts, especially in times of financial need, and supporting jobs and small businesses in
communities. The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to
help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and
shops so small businesses outside the traditional tourist hot-spots get a boost from local
tourism. According to a recent Deloitte Access Economics Report, Airbnb guests are now
a significant driver of the tourism economy, with a total contribution to Western
Australia’s GSP of $99.7 million in 2015-16, supporting over 780 jobs in addition to the
activities of hosts. In one year, guests using Airbnb spent $155.1 million in Western
Australia.

- Issues in the short-stay accommodation sector, particularly associated with emerging
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business models utilising online booking platforms.

Online booking platforms such as Airbnb provide me with a trusted and secure online
marketplace to list my spare space and help future-proof the Western Australia visitor
economy. Online booking platforms allow ordinary Western Australians to share their
homes with travellers from around the world, providing more choice in more locations for
travellers. This is especially important for major events, with Airbnb hosts providing extra
accommodation capacity for visitors during peak times, and for areas where there is little
or no traditional accommodation available. 

- Approaches within Australian and international jurisdictions to ensure the appropriate
regulation of short-stay accommodation.

The planning frameworks in South Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales are good
model frameworks for the Committee to consider. A planning framework including
restrictive and lower caps would have a negative impact on home sharing. A costly and
cumbersome registration or licensing system, or a requirement to pay fees just to share
your own home would have a negative impact. In South Australia there are no fees and no
registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. Currently,
in Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only
required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only. To
maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. To maximise participation
in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and
comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the Economics and Industry Standing Committee to follow the lead of South
Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales as well as other cities around the world, which
have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

CC 
Economics and Industry Standing Committee members
Premier
Minister for Tourism
Minister for Planning
Opposition Leader
Shadow Minister for Tourism
Shadow Minister for Planning

Regards, 
Brent Morris 
6210 Canada Dr
Pasadena, TX 77505 



From: Penny Simpson
To: Shaw, Jessica
Subject: Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation: I support the right to home share in WA
Date: Monday, 17 December 2018 2:30:40 PM

Dear Economics and Industry Standing Committee,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across
Western Australia in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like
caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the
Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation.

Why do I host with Airbnb? We live in a regional area and have purchased a property to
use when we stay in Perth. It makes sense for us to offset the cost by renting to holiday
makers; the neighbours prefer to have the house occupied rather than vacant; and our
guests make an important contribution to the local economy. 

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the
mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so
small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

Addressing the terms of reference:

- The forms and regulatory status of short-stay accommodation providers in regional and
metropolitan Western Australia, including existing powers available to local government
authorities.

Currently there is a confusing patchwork of regulations across Western Australian local
governments. Some Councils have clear, progressive laws that embrace home sharing,
whilst others have complex and costly approvals processes and others have no policy
framework at all. As a local host, this is generally confusing and it’s concerning that some
councils have threatened large fines against hosts who simply want to share their homes
responsibly and respectfully. Just like there are already in South Australia, Tasmania and
New South Wales, Western Australia also needs progressive rules and a clear, statewide
regulatory framework to provide clarity and certainty for hosts to share their homes
responsibly.

- The changing market and social dynamics in the short-stay accommodation sector.

Home sharing is helping to grow the visitor economy - creating economic opportunity for
hosts, especially in times of financial need, and supporting jobs and small businesses in
communities. The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to
help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and
shops so small businesses outside the traditional tourist hot-spots get a boost from local
tourism. According to a recent Deloitte Access Economics Report, Airbnb guests are now
a significant driver of the tourism economy, with a total contribution to Western
Australia’s GSP of $99.7 million in 2015-16, supporting over 780 jobs in addition to the
activities of hosts. In one year, guests using Airbnb spent $155.1 million in Western
Australia.

- Issues in the short-stay accommodation sector, particularly associated with emerging
business models utilising online booking platforms.

Online booking platforms such as Airbnb provide me with a trusted and secure online
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marketplace to list my spare space and help future-proof the Western Australia visitor
economy. Online booking platforms allow ordinary Western Australians to share their
homes with travellers from around the world, providing more choice in more locations for
travellers. This is especially important for major events, with Airbnb hosts providing extra
accommodation capacity for visitors during peak times, and for areas where there is little
or no traditional accommodation available. 

- Approaches within Australian and international jurisdictions to ensure the appropriate
regulation of short-stay accommodation.

The planning frameworks in South Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales are good
model frameworks for the Committee to consider. A planning framework including
restrictive and lower caps would have a negative impact on home sharing. A costly and
cumbersome registration or licensing system, or a requirement to pay fees just to share
your own home would have a negative impact. In South Australia there are no fees and no
registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. Currently,
in Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only
required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only. To
maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. To maximise participation
in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and
comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the Economics and Industry Standing Committee to follow the lead of South
Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales as well as other cities around the world, which
have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

CC 
Economics and Industry Standing Committee members
Premier
Minister for Tourism
Minister for Planning
Opposition Leader
Shadow Minister for Tourism
Shadow Minister for Planning

Regards, 
Penny Simpson 

, 



From: Nicholas McMahon
To: Shaw, Jessica
Subject: Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation: I support the right to home share in WA
Date: Thursday, 20 December 2018 11:51:53 AM

Dear Economics and Industry Standing Committee,

Hi My home sleeps 12 people - 6 adults and 6 kids, it fills the gap on large families or
families with relatives visiting from overseas looking for large accommodation.
I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across
Western Australia in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like
caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the
Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation.

Why do I host with Airbnb? [Here is my story]

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the
mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so
small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

Addressing the terms of reference:

- The forms and regulatory status of short-stay accommodation providers in regional and
metropolitan Western Australia, including existing powers available to local government
authorities.

Currently there is a confusing patchwork of regulations across Western Australian local
governments. Some Councils have clear, progressive laws that embrace home sharing,
whilst others have complex and costly approvals processes and others have no policy
framework at all. As a local host, this is generally confusing and it’s concerning that some
councils have threatened large fines against hosts who simply want to share their homes
responsibly and respectfully. Just like there are already in South Australia, Tasmania and
New South Wales, Western Australia also needs progressive rules and a clear, statewide
regulatory framework to provide clarity and certainty for hosts to share their homes
responsibly.

- The changing market and social dynamics in the short-stay accommodation sector.

Home sharing is helping to grow the visitor economy - creating economic opportunity for
hosts, especially in times of financial need, and supporting jobs and small businesses in
communities. The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to
help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and
shops so small businesses outside the traditional tourist hot-spots get a boost from local
tourism. According to a recent Deloitte Access Economics Report, Airbnb guests are now
a significant driver of the tourism economy, with a total contribution to Western
Australia’s GSP of $99.7 million in 2015-16, supporting over 780 jobs in addition to the
activities of hosts. In one year, guests using Airbnb spent $155.1 million in Western
Australia.

- Issues in the short-stay accommodation sector, particularly associated with emerging
business models utilising online booking platforms.

Online booking platforms such as Airbnb provide me with a trusted and secure online
marketplace to list my spare space and help future-proof the Western Australia visitor



economy. Online booking platforms allow ordinary Western Australians to share their
homes with travellers from around the world, providing more choice in more locations for
travellers. This is especially important for major events, with Airbnb hosts providing extra
accommodation capacity for visitors during peak times, and for areas where there is little
or no traditional accommodation available. 

- Approaches within Australian and international jurisdictions to ensure the appropriate
regulation of short-stay accommodation.

The planning frameworks in South Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales are good
model frameworks for the Committee to consider. A planning framework including
restrictive and lower caps would have a negative impact on home sharing. A costly and
cumbersome registration or licensing system, or a requirement to pay fees just to share
your own home would have a negative impact. In South Australia there are no fees and no
registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. Currently,
in Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only
required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only. To
maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. To maximise participation
in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and
comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the Economics and Industry Standing Committee to follow the lead of South
Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales as well as other cities around the world, which
have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

CC 
Economics and Industry Standing Committee members
Premier
Minister for Tourism
Minister for Planning
Opposition Leader
Shadow Minister for Tourism
Shadow Minister for Planning

Regards, 
Nicholas McMahon 

, 



From: Robert Ramsay
To: Shaw, Jessica
Subject: Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation: I support the right to home share in WA
Date: Monday, 17 December 2018 11:02:18 AM

Dear Economics and Industry Standing Committee,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across
Western Australia in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like
caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the
Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation.

Why do I host with Airbnb? [We have great pleasure in providing our guests with the real
Australian beach front Australian lifestyle in an area where there is no hotel provision. We
have invested an enormous amount of money and fulfilled all required planning
requirements with the local shire which took us 7 months to obtain.

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the
mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so
small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

Addressing the terms of reference:

- The forms and regulatory status of short-stay accommodation providers in regional and
metropolitan Western Australia, including existing powers available to local government
authorities.

Currently there is a confusing patchwork of regulations across Western Australian local
governments. Some Councils have clear, progressive laws that embrace home sharing,
whilst others have complex and costly approvals processes and others have no policy
framework at all. As a local host, this is generally confusing and it’s concerning that some
councils have threatened large fines against hosts who simply want to share their homes
responsibly and respectfully. Just like there are already in South Australia, Tasmania and
New South Wales, Western Australia also needs progressive rules and a clear, statewide
regulatory framework to provide clarity and certainty for hosts to share their homes
responsibly.

- The changing market and social dynamics in the short-stay accommodation sector.

Home sharing is helping to grow the visitor economy - creating economic opportunity for
hosts, especially in times of financial need, and supporting jobs and small businesses in
communities. The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to
help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and
shops so small businesses outside the traditional tourist hot-spots get a boost from local
tourism. According to a recent Deloitte Access Economics Report, Airbnb guests are now
a significant driver of the tourism economy, with a total contribution to Western
Australia’s GSP of $99.7 million in 2015-16, supporting over 780 jobs in addition to the
activities of hosts. In one year, guests using Airbnb spent $155.1 million in Western
Australia.

- Issues in the short-stay accommodation sector, particularly associated with emerging
business models utilising online booking platforms.

Online booking platforms such as Airbnb provide me with a trusted and secure online



marketplace to list my spare space and help future-proof the Western Australia visitor
economy. Online booking platforms allow ordinary Western Australians to share their
homes with travellers from around the world, providing more choice in more locations for
travellers. This is especially important for major events, with Airbnb hosts providing extra
accommodation capacity for visitors during peak times, and for areas where there is little
or no traditional accommodation available. 

- Approaches within Australian and international jurisdictions to ensure the appropriate
regulation of short-stay accommodation.

The planning frameworks in South Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales are good
model frameworks for the Committee to consider. A planning framework including
restrictive and lower caps would have a negative impact on home sharing. A costly and
cumbersome registration or licensing system, or a requirement to pay fees just to share
your own home would have a negative impact. In South Australia there are no fees and no
registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. Currently,
in Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only
required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only. To
maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. To maximise participation
in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and
comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the Economics and Industry Standing Committee to follow the lead of South
Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales as well as other cities around the world, which
have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

CC 
Economics and Industry Standing Committee members
Premier
Minister for Tourism
Minister for Planning
Opposition Leader
Shadow Minister for Tourism
Shadow Minister for Planning

Regards, 
Robert Ramsay 
6030 Canada Dr
Pasadena, TX 77505 



From: Laxmi Rana
To: Shaw, Jessica
Subject: Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation: I support the right to home share in WA
Date: Sunday, 16 December 2018 6:59:24 PM

Dear Economics and Industry Standing Committee,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across
Western Australia in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like
caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the
Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation.

Why do I host with Airbnb? [Here is my story]

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the
mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so
small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

Addressing the terms of reference:

- The forms and regulatory status of short-stay accommodation providers in regional and
metropolitan Western Australia, including existing powers available to local government
authorities.

Currently there is a confusing patchwork of regulations across Western Australian local
governments. Some Councils have clear, progressive laws that embrace home sharing,
whilst others have complex and costly approvals processes and others have no policy
framework at all. As a local host, this is generally confusing and it’s concerning that some
councils have threatened large fines against hosts who simply want to share their homes
responsibly and respectfully. Just like there are already in South Australia, Tasmania and
New South Wales, Western Australia also needs progressive rules and a clear, statewide
regulatory framework to provide clarity and certainty for hosts to share their homes
responsibly.

- The changing market and social dynamics in the short-stay accommodation sector.

Home sharing is helping to grow the visitor economy - creating economic opportunity for
hosts, especially in times of financial need, and supporting jobs and small businesses in
communities. The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to
help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and
shops so small businesses outside the traditional tourist hot-spots get a boost from local
tourism. According to a recent Deloitte Access Economics Report, Airbnb guests are now
a significant driver of the tourism economy, with a total contribution to Western
Australia’s GSP of $99.7 million in 2015-16, supporting over 780 jobs in addition to the
activities of hosts. In one year, guests using Airbnb spent $155.1 million in Western
Australia.

- Issues in the short-stay accommodation sector, particularly associated with emerging
business models utilising online booking platforms.

Online booking platforms such as Airbnb provide me with a trusted and secure online
marketplace to list my spare space and help future-proof the Western Australia visitor
economy. Online booking platforms allow ordinary Western Australians to share their
homes with travellers from around the world, providing more choice in more locations for



travellers. This is especially important for major events, with Airbnb hosts providing extra
accommodation capacity for visitors during peak times, and for areas where there is little
or no traditional accommodation available. 

- Approaches within Australian and international jurisdictions to ensure the appropriate
regulation of short-stay accommodation.

The planning frameworks in South Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales are good
model frameworks for the Committee to consider. A planning framework including
restrictive and lower caps would have a negative impact on home sharing. A costly and
cumbersome registration or licensing system, or a requirement to pay fees just to share
your own home would have a negative impact. In South Australia there are no fees and no
registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. Currently,
in Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only
required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only. To
maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. To maximise participation
in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and
comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the Economics and Industry Standing Committee to follow the lead of South
Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales as well as other cities around the world, which
have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

CC 
Economics and Industry Standing Committee members
Premier
Minister for Tourism
Minister for Planning
Opposition Leader
Shadow Minister for Tourism
Shadow Minister for Planning

Regards, 
Laxmi Rana 

, 



From: Kasmaniah Aziz
To: Shaw, Jessica
Subject: Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation: I support the right to home share in WA
Date: Monday, 17 December 2018 2:43:53 PM

Dear Economics and Industry Standing Committee,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across
Western Australia in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like
caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the
Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation.

I started hosting with Airbnb in 2017. I applied to the Town of Victoria park who granted
approval subject to certain conditions, which I am complying with. My research indicated
there was a growing demand for alternatives to the expensive Perth CBC hotel
accommodation from tourists / visitors from Asian countries ( e.g. Singapore, Malaysia,
Indonesia, China). My aim was/is to provide affordable high quality holiday / short term
accommodation for families and/or groups up to a maximum of 6 people. My research has
been vindicated--over 85% of my guests are families/groups 94 to 6 people) from the
above countries. 
Some of my guests use my place as a base for travelling to other parts of WA. Others stay
in Perth area and visit local tourist spots. In ALL cases they have said they could not come
here if the only alternative was to stay in hotel rooms, due to requirement to pay for several
hotel rooms to accommodate all members of the family/group. I am personally confident
the extra tourist dollars spent by Airbnb guests here in Perth are very beneficial to, and
needed by, local businesses. In fact I have received many words of gratitude from local
restaurants who have been made aware by my guests that I have recommended their
places.

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the
mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so
small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

Addressing the terms of reference:

- The forms and regulatory status of short-stay accommodation providers in regional and
metropolitan Western Australia, including existing powers available to local government
authorities.

Currently there is a confusing patchwork of regulations across Western Australian local
governments. Some Councils have clear, progressive laws that embrace home sharing,
whilst others have complex and costly approvals processes and others have no policy
framework at all. As a local host, this is generally confusing and it’s concerning that some
councils have threatened large fines against hosts who simply want to share their homes
responsibly and respectfully. Just like there are already in South Australia, Tasmania and
New South Wales, Western Australia also needs progressive rules and a clear, statewide
regulatory framework to provide clarity and certainty for hosts to share their homes
responsibly.

- The changing market and social dynamics in the short-stay accommodation sector.

Home sharing is helping to grow the visitor economy - creating economic opportunity for
hosts, especially in times of financial need, and supporting jobs and small businesses in
communities. The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to



help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and
shops so small businesses outside the traditional tourist hot-spots get a boost from local
tourism. According to a recent Deloitte Access Economics Report, Airbnb guests are now
a significant driver of the tourism economy, with a total contribution to Western
Australia’s GSP of $99.7 million in 2015-16, supporting over 780 jobs in addition to the
activities of hosts. In one year, guests using Airbnb spent $155.1 million in Western
Australia.

- Issues in the short-stay accommodation sector, particularly associated with emerging
business models utilising online booking platforms.

Online booking platforms such as Airbnb provide me with a trusted and secure online
marketplace to list my spare space and help future-proof the Western Australia visitor
economy. Online booking platforms allow ordinary Western Australians to share their
homes with travellers from around the world, providing more choice in more locations for
travellers. This is especially important for major events, with Airbnb hosts providing extra
accommodation capacity for visitors during peak times, and for areas where there is little
or no traditional accommodation available. 

- Approaches within Australian and international jurisdictions to ensure the appropriate
regulation of short-stay accommodation.

The planning frameworks in South Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales are good
model frameworks for the Committee to consider. A planning framework including
restrictive and lower caps would have a negative impact on home sharing. A costly and
cumbersome registration or licensing system, or a requirement to pay fees just to share
your own home would have a negative impact. In South Australia there are no fees and no
registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. Currently,
in Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only
required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only. To
maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. To maximise participation
in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and
comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the Economics and Industry Standing Committee to follow the lead of South
Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales as well as other cities around the world, which
have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

CC 
Economics and Industry Standing Committee members
Premier
Minister for Tourism
Minister for Planning
Opposition Leader
Shadow Minister for Tourism
Shadow Minister for Planning

Regards, 
Kasmaniah Aziz 
6100 Route Transcanadienne
Pointe-claire, QC H9R 1B9 



From: Kim Berichon
To: Shaw, Jessica
Subject: Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation: I support the right to home share in WA
Date: Monday, 17 December 2018 11:18:29 AM

Dear Economics and Industry Standing Committee,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across
Western Australia in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like
caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the
Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation.

Why do I host with Airbnb? Bring people into the local area is not really available by hotel
accomodation. We have a park out the front and is a great safe place for the kids to stay.
International visitors often want to stay close to there family without staying with there
family and ourcaccomodation provides a great way to give this service to guests. 

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the
mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so
small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

Addressing the terms of reference:

- The forms and regulatory status of short-stay accommodation providers in regional and
metropolitan Western Australia, including existing powers available to local government
authorities.

Currently there is a confusing patchwork of regulations across Western Australian local
governments. Some Councils have clear, progressive laws that embrace home sharing,
whilst others have complex and costly approvals processes and others have no policy
framework at all. As a local host, this is generally confusing and it’s concerning that some
councils have threatened large fines against hosts who simply want to share their homes
responsibly and respectfully. Just like there are already in South Australia, Tasmania and
New South Wales, Western Australia also needs progressive rules and a clear, statewide
regulatory framework to provide clarity and certainty for hosts to share their homes
responsibly.

- The changing market and social dynamics in the short-stay accommodation sector.

Home sharing is helping to grow the visitor economy - creating economic opportunity for
hosts, especially in times of financial need, and supporting jobs and small businesses in
communities. The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to
help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and
shops so small businesses outside the traditional tourist hot-spots get a boost from local
tourism. According to a recent Deloitte Access Economics Report, Airbnb guests are now
a significant driver of the tourism economy, with a total contribution to Western
Australia’s GSP of $99.7 million in 2015-16, supporting over 780 jobs in addition to the
activities of hosts. In one year, guests using Airbnb spent $155.1 million in Western
Australia.

- Issues in the short-stay accommodation sector, particularly associated with emerging
business models utilising online booking platforms.

Online booking platforms such as Airbnb provide me with a trusted and secure online



marketplace to list my spare space and help future-proof the Western Australia visitor
economy. Online booking platforms allow ordinary Western Australians to share their
homes with travellers from around the world, providing more choice in more locations for
travellers. This is especially important for major events, with Airbnb hosts providing extra
accommodation capacity for visitors during peak times, and for areas where there is little
or no traditional accommodation available. 

- Approaches within Australian and international jurisdictions to ensure the appropriate
regulation of short-stay accommodation.

The planning frameworks in South Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales are good
model frameworks for the Committee to consider. A planning framework including
restrictive and lower caps would have a negative impact on home sharing. A costly and
cumbersome registration or licensing system, or a requirement to pay fees just to share
your own home would have a negative impact. In South Australia there are no fees and no
registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. Currently,
in Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only
required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only. To
maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. To maximise participation
in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and
comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the Economics and Industry Standing Committee to follow the lead of South
Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales as well as other cities around the world, which
have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

CC 
Economics and Industry Standing Committee members
Premier
Minister for Tourism
Minister for Planning
Opposition Leader
Shadow Minister for Tourism
Shadow Minister for Planning

Regards, 
Kim Berichon 

, 



From: Clayton Boakes
To: Shaw, Jessica
Subject: Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation: I support the right to home share in WA
Date: Monday, 17 December 2018 10:50:22 AM

Dear Economics and Industry Standing Committee,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across
Western Australia in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like
caps and costly registration processes. This provides greater competition in the
accommodation industry which is great for tourists coming to Australia and provides
people living in WA a different way to invest, leading to a stronger WA economy. Please
accept this as a formal submission to the Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation.

Why do I host with Airbnb? [Here is my story]

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the
mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so
small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

Addressing the terms of reference:

- The forms and regulatory status of short-stay accommodation providers in regional and
metropolitan Western Australia, including existing powers available to local government
authorities.

Currently there is a confusing patchwork of regulations across Western Australian local
governments. Some Councils have clear, progressive laws that embrace home sharing,
whilst others have complex and costly approvals processes and others have no policy
framework at all. As a local host, this is generally confusing and it’s concerning that some
councils have threatened large fines against hosts who simply want to share their homes
responsibly and respectfully. Just like there are already in South Australia, Tasmania and
New South Wales, Western Australia also needs progressive rules and a clear, statewide
regulatory framework to provide clarity and certainty for hosts to share their homes
responsibly.

- The changing market and social dynamics in the short-stay accommodation sector.

Home sharing is helping to grow the visitor economy - creating economic opportunity for
hosts, especially in times of financial need, and supporting jobs and small businesses in
communities. The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to
help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and
shops so small businesses outside the traditional tourist hot-spots get a boost from local
tourism. According to a recent Deloitte Access Economics Report, Airbnb guests are now
a significant driver of the tourism economy, with a total contribution to Western
Australia’s GSP of $99.7 million in 2015-16, supporting over 780 jobs in addition to the
activities of hosts. In one year, guests using Airbnb spent $155.1 million in Western
Australia.

- Issues in the short-stay accommodation sector, particularly associated with emerging
business models utilising online booking platforms.

Online booking platforms such as Airbnb provide me with a trusted and secure online
marketplace to list my spare space and help future-proof the Western Australia visitor



economy. Online booking platforms allow ordinary Western Australians to share their
homes with travellers from around the world, providing more choice in more locations for
travellers. This is especially important for major events, with Airbnb hosts providing extra
accommodation capacity for visitors during peak times, and for areas where there is little
or no traditional accommodation available. 

- Approaches within Australian and international jurisdictions to ensure the appropriate
regulation of short-stay accommodation.

The planning frameworks in South Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales are good
model frameworks for the Committee to consider. A planning framework including
restrictive and lower caps would have a negative impact on home sharing. A costly and
cumbersome registration or licensing system, or a requirement to pay fees just to share
your own home would have a negative impact. In South Australia there are no fees and no
registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. Currently,
in Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only
required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only. To
maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. To maximise participation
in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and
comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the Economics and Industry Standing Committee to follow the lead of South
Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales as well as other cities around the world, which
have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

CC 
Economics and Industry Standing Committee members
Premier
Minister for Tourism
Minister for Planning
Opposition Leader
Shadow Minister for Tourism
Shadow Minister for Planning

Regards, 
Clayton Boakes 

, 



From: Ingrid Cable
To: Shaw, Jessica
Subject: Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation: I support the right to home share in WA
Date: Monday, 17 December 2018 12:21:32 PM

Dear Economics and Industry Standing Committee,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their personally owned houses and
apartments across Western Australia in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme
regulations like caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal
submission to the Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation.

Why do I host with Airbnb? [Here is my story]

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the
mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so
small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

Addressing the terms of reference:

- The forms and regulatory status of short-stay accommodation providers in regional and
metropolitan Western Australia, including existing powers available to local government
authorities.

Currently there is a confusing patchwork of regulations across Western Australian local
governments. Some Councils have clear, progressive laws that embrace home sharing,
whilst others have complex and costly approvals processes and others have no policy
framework at all. As a local host, this is generally confusing and it’s concerning that some
councils have threatened large fines against hosts who simply want to share their homes
responsibly and respectfully. Just like there are already in South Australia, Tasmania and
New South Wales, Western Australia also needs progressive rules and a clear, statewide
regulatory framework to provide clarity and certainty for hosts to share their homes
responsibly.

- The changing market and social dynamics in the short-stay accommodation sector.

Home sharing is helping to grow the visitor economy - creating economic opportunity for
hosts, especially in times of financial need, and supporting jobs and small businesses in
communities. The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to
help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and
shops so small businesses outside the traditional tourist hot-spots get a boost from local
tourism. According to a recent Deloitte Access Economics Report, Airbnb guests are now
a significant driver of the tourism economy, with a total contribution to Western
Australia’s GSP of $99.7 million in 2015-16, supporting over 780 jobs in addition to the
activities of hosts. In one year, guests using Airbnb spent $155.1 million in Western
Australia.

- Issues in the short-stay accommodation sector, particularly associated with emerging
business models utilising online booking platforms.

Online booking platforms such as Airbnb provide me with a trusted and secure online
marketplace to list my spare space and help future-proof the Western Australia visitor
economy. Online booking platforms allow ordinary Western Australians to share their
homes with travellers from around the world, providing more choice in more locations for



travellers. This is especially important for major events, with Airbnb hosts providing extra
accommodation capacity for visitors during peak times, and for areas where there is little
or no traditional accommodation available. 

- Approaches within Australian and international jurisdictions to ensure the appropriate
regulation of short-stay accommodation.

The planning frameworks in South Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales are good
model frameworks for the Committee to consider. A planning framework including
restrictive and lower caps would have a negative impact on home sharing. A costly and
cumbersome registration or licensing system, or a requirement to pay fees just to share
your own home would have a negative impact. In South Australia there are no fees and no
registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. Currently,
in Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only
required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only. To
maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. To maximise participation
in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and
comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the Economics and Industry Standing Committee to follow the lead of South
Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales as well as other cities around the world, which
have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

CC 
Economics and Industry Standing Committee members
Premier
Minister for Tourism
Minister for Planning
Opposition Leader
Shadow Minister for Tourism
Shadow Minister for Planning

Regards, 
Ingrid Cable 
6536 Winston Churchill Blvd
Mississauga, ON L5N 3W4 



From: cindy chandler
To: Shaw, Jessica
Subject: Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation: I support the right to home share in WA
Date: Monday, 17 December 2018 3:02:36 PM

Dear Economics and Industry Standing Committee,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across
Western Australia in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like
caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the
Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation.

Why do I host with Airbnb? I live alone and having interesting people to stay makes my
life more fulfilled.
I enjoy sharing my home with others and the extra income makes it possible for me to
enjoy my own holidays, sometimes in other airbnb properties and sometimes in more
traditional hotels or guest houses. If I didn't supplement my income in this way, I would
have less to spend and I don't think that would help the economy either. 
The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the
mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so
small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

Addressing the terms of reference:

- The forms and regulatory status of short-stay accommodation providers in regional and
metropolitan Western Australia, including existing powers available to local government
authorities.

Currently there is a confusing patchwork of regulations across Western Australian local
governments. Some Councils have clear, progressive laws that embrace home sharing,
whilst others have complex and costly approvals processes and others have no policy
framework at all. As a local host, this is generally confusing and it’s concerning that some
councils have threatened large fines against hosts who simply want to share their homes
responsibly and respectfully. Just like there are already in South Australia, Tasmania and
New South Wales, Western Australia also needs progressive rules and a clear, statewide
regulatory framework to provide clarity and certainty for hosts to share their homes
responsibly.

- The changing market and social dynamics in the short-stay accommodation sector.

Home sharing is helping to grow the visitor economy - creating economic opportunity for
hosts, especially in times of financial need, and supporting jobs and small businesses in
communities. The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to
help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and
shops so small businesses outside the traditional tourist hot-spots get a boost from local
tourism. According to a recent Deloitte Access Economics Report, Airbnb guests are now
a significant driver of the tourism economy, with a total contribution to Western
Australia’s GSP of $99.7 million in 2015-16, supporting over 780 jobs in addition to the
activities of hosts. In one year, guests using Airbnb spent $155.1 million in Western
Australia.

- Issues in the short-stay accommodation sector, particularly associated with emerging
business models utilising online booking platforms.



Online booking platforms such as Airbnb provide me with a trusted and secure online
marketplace to list my spare space and help future-proof the Western Australia visitor
economy. Online booking platforms allow ordinary Western Australians to share their
homes with travellers from around the world, providing more choice in more locations for
travellers. This is especially important for major events, with Airbnb hosts providing extra
accommodation capacity for visitors during peak times, and for areas where there is little
or no traditional accommodation available. 

- Approaches within Australian and international jurisdictions to ensure the appropriate
regulation of short-stay accommodation.

The planning frameworks in South Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales are good
model frameworks for the Committee to consider. A planning framework including
restrictive and lower caps would have a negative impact on home sharing. A costly and
cumbersome registration or licensing system, or a requirement to pay fees just to share
your own home would have a negative impact. In South Australia there are no fees and no
registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. Currently,
in Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only
required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only. To
maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. To maximise participation
in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and
comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the Economics and Industry Standing Committee to follow the lead of South
Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales as well as other cities around the world, which
have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

CC 
Economics and Industry Standing Committee members
Premier
Minister for Tourism
Minister for Planning
Opposition Leader
Shadow Minister for Tourism
Shadow Minister for Planning

Regards, 
cindy chandler 
6003 Canada Dr
Pasadena, TX 77505 



From: David Fallon
To: Shaw, Jessica
Subject: Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation: I support the right to home share in WA
Date: Monday, 17 December 2018 11:42:40 AM

Dear Economics and Industry Standing Committee,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across
Western Australia in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like
caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the
Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation.

Why do I host with Airbnb? 

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the
mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so
small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

Addressing the terms of reference:

- The forms and regulatory status of short-stay accommodation providers in regional and
metropolitan Western Australia, including existing powers available to local government
authorities.

Currently there is a confusing patchwork of regulations across Western Australian local
governments. Some Councils have clear, progressive laws that embrace home sharing,
whilst others have complex and costly approvals processes and others have no policy
framework at all. As a local host, this is generally confusing and it’s concerning that some
councils have threatened large fines against hosts who simply want to share their homes
responsibly and respectfully. Just like there are already in South Australia, Tasmania and
New South Wales, Western Australia also needs progressive rules and a clear, statewide
regulatory framework to provide clarity and certainty for hosts to share their homes
responsibly.

- The changing market and social dynamics in the short-stay accommodation sector.

Home sharing is helping to grow the visitor economy - creating economic opportunity for
hosts, especially in times of financial need, and supporting jobs and small businesses in
communities. The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to
help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and
shops so small businesses outside the traditional tourist hot-spots get a boost from local
tourism. According to a recent Deloitte Access Economics Report, Airbnb guests are now
a significant driver of the tourism economy, with a total contribution to Western
Australia’s GSP of $99.7 million in 2015-16, supporting over 780 jobs in addition to the
activities of hosts. In one year, guests using Airbnb spent $155.1 million in Western
Australia.

- Issues in the short-stay accommodation sector, particularly associated with emerging
business models utilising online booking platforms.

Online booking platforms such as Airbnb provide me with a trusted and secure online
marketplace to list my spare space and help future-proof the Western Australia visitor
economy. Online booking platforms allow ordinary Western Australians to share their
homes with travellers from around the world, providing more choice in more locations for



travellers. This is especially important for major events, with Airbnb hosts providing extra
accommodation capacity for visitors during peak times, and for areas where there is little
or no traditional accommodation available. 

- Approaches within Australian and international jurisdictions to ensure the appropriate
regulation of short-stay accommodation.

The planning frameworks in South Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales are good
model frameworks for the Committee to consider. A planning framework including
restrictive and lower caps would have a negative impact on home sharing. A costly and
cumbersome registration or licensing system, or a requirement to pay fees just to share
your own home would have a negative impact. In South Australia there are no fees and no
registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. Currently,
in Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only
required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only. To
maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. To maximise participation
in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and
comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the Economics and Industry Standing Committee to follow the lead of South
Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales as well as other cities around the world, which
have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

CC 
Economics and Industry Standing Committee members
Premier
Minister for Tourism
Minister for Planning
Opposition Leader
Shadow Minister for Tourism
Shadow Minister for Planning

Regards, 
David Fallon 
6019 Canada Dr
Pasadena, TX 77505 



From: Margaret Gibson
To: Shaw, Jessica
Subject: Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation: I support the right to home share in WA
Date: Monday, 17 December 2018 2:00:01 PM

Dear Economics and Industry Standing Committee,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across
Western Australia in a responsible and 
respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly registration processes.
Please accept this as a formal submission to the Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation.

I host with Airbnb because the supplementary income enables me to pay my mortgage and
prevents me from becoming homeless.

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the
mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so
small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

Addressing the terms of reference:

- The forms and regulatory status of short-stay accommodation providers in regional and
metropolitan Western Australia, including existing powers available to local government
authorities.

Currently there is a confusing patchwork of regulations across Western Australian local
governments. Some Councils have clear, progressive laws that embrace home sharing,
whilst others have complex and costly approvals processes and others have no policy
framework at all. As a local host, this is generally confusing and it’s concerning that some
councils have threatened large fines against hosts who simply want to share their homes
responsibly and respectfully. Just like there are already in South Australia, Tasmania and
New South Wales, Western Australia also needs progressive rules and a clear, statewide
regulatory framework to provide clarity and certainty for hosts to share their homes
responsibly.

- The changing market and social dynamics in the short-stay accommodation sector.

Home sharing is helping to grow the visitor economy - creating economic opportunity for
hosts, especially in times of financial need, and supporting jobs and small businesses in
communities. The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to
help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and
shops so small businesses outside the traditional tourist hot-spots get a boost from local
tourism. According to a recent Deloitte Access Economics Report, Airbnb guests are now
a significant driver of the tourism economy, with a total contribution to Western
Australia’s GSP of $99.7 million in 2015-16, supporting over 780 jobs in addition to the
activities of hosts. In one year, guests using Airbnb spent $155.1 million in Western
Australia.

- Issues in the short-stay accommodation sector, particularly associated with emerging
business models utilising online booking platforms.

Online booking platforms such as Airbnb provide me with a trusted and secure online
marketplace to list my spare space and help future-proof the Western Australia visitor
economy. Online booking platforms allow ordinary Western Australians to share their



homes with travellers from around the world, providing more choice in more locations for
travellers. This is especially important for major events, with Airbnb hosts providing extra
accommodation capacity for visitors during peak times, and for areas where there is little
or no traditional accommodation available. 

- Approaches within Australian and international jurisdictions to ensure the appropriate
regulation of short-stay accommodation.

The planning frameworks in South Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales are good
model frameworks for the Committee to consider. A planning framework including
restrictive and lower caps would have a negative impact on home sharing. A costly and
cumbersome registration or licensing system, or a requirement to pay fees just to share
your own home would have a negative impact. In South Australia there are no fees and no
registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. Currently,
in Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only
required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only. To
maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. To maximise participation
in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and
comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the Economics and Industry Standing Committee to follow the lead of South
Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales as well as other cities around the world, which
have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

CC 
Economics and Industry Standing Committee members
Premier
Minister for Tourism
Minister for Planning
Opposition Leader
Shadow Minister for Tourism
Shadow Minister for Planning

Regards, 
Margaret Gibson 

, 



From: Mark Gould
To: Shaw, Jessica
Subject: Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation: I support the right to home share in WA
Date: Monday, 17 December 2018 11:59:59 AM

Dear Economics and Industry Standing Committee,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across
Western Australia in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like
caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the
Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation.

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the
mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so
small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

Addressing the terms of reference:

- The forms and regulatory status of short-stay accommodation providers in regional and
metropolitan Western Australia, including existing powers available to local government
authorities.

Currently there is a confusing patchwork of regulations across Western Australian local
governments. Some Councils have clear, progressive laws that embrace home sharing,
whilst others have complex and costly approvals processes and others have no policy
framework at all. As a local host, this is generally confusing and it’s concerning that some
councils have threatened large fines against hosts who simply want to share their homes
responsibly and respectfully. Just like there are already in South Australia, Tasmania and
New South Wales, Western Australia also needs progressive rules and a clear, statewide
regulatory framework to provide clarity and certainty for hosts to share their homes
responsibly.

- The changing market and social dynamics in the short-stay accommodation sector.

Home sharing is helping to grow the visitor economy - creating economic opportunity for
hosts, especially in times of financial need, and supporting jobs and small businesses in
communities. The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to
help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and
shops so small businesses outside the traditional tourist hot-spots get a boost from local
tourism. According to a recent Deloitte Access Economics Report, Airbnb guests are now
a significant driver of the tourism economy, with a total contribution to Western
Australia’s GSP of $99.7 million in 2015-16, supporting over 780 jobs in addition to the
activities of hosts. In one year, guests using Airbnb spent $155.1 million in Western
Australia.

- Issues in the short-stay accommodation sector, particularly associated with emerging
business models utilising online booking platforms.

Online booking platforms such as Airbnb provide me with a trusted and secure online
marketplace to list my spare space and help future-proof the Western Australia visitor
economy. Online booking platforms allow ordinary Western Australians to share their
homes with travellers from around the world, providing more choice in more locations for
travellers. This is especially important for major events, with Airbnb hosts providing extra
accommodation capacity for visitors during peak times, and for areas where there is little



or no traditional accommodation available. 

- Approaches within Australian and international jurisdictions to ensure the appropriate
regulation of short-stay accommodation.

The planning frameworks in South Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales are good
model frameworks for the Committee to consider. A planning framework including
restrictive and lower caps would have a negative impact on home sharing. A costly and
cumbersome registration or licensing system, or a requirement to pay fees just to share
your own home would have a negative impact. In South Australia there are no fees and no
registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. Currently,
in Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only
required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only. To
maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. To maximise participation
in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and
comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the Economics and Industry Standing Committee to follow the lead of South
Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales as well as other cities around the world, which
have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

CC 
Economics and Industry Standing Committee members
Premier
Minister for Tourism
Minister for Planning
Opposition Leader
Shadow Minister for Tourism
Shadow Minister for Planning

Regards, 
Mark Gould 

, 



From: Agnieshka Kiera
To: Shaw, Jessica
Subject: Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation: I support the right to home share in WA
Date: Monday, 17 December 2018 2:45:29 PM

Dear Economics and Industry Standing Committee,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across
Western Australia in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like
caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the
Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation.

Why do I host with Airbnb? [Here is my story]

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the
mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so
small businesses get a boost from local tourism. 
Addressing the terms of reference:

- The forms and regulatory status of short-stay accommodation providers in regional and
metropolitan Western Australia, including existing powers available to local government
authorities.

Currently, there is a confusing patchwork of regulations across Western Australian local
governments. Some Councils have clear, progressive laws that embrace home sharing,
whilst others have complex and costly approvals processes and others have no policy
framework at all. As a local host, this is generally confusing and it’s concerning that some
councils have threatened large fines against hosts who simply want to share their homes
responsibly and respectfully. Just like there are already in South Australia, Tasmania and
New South Wales, Western Australia also needs progressive rules and a clear, statewide
regulatory framework to provide clarity and certainty for hosts to share their homes
responsibly.

- I also believe in the lawful right to market competition and believe that monopoly of
hotels, like a monopoly of transport by taxis, has been harmful to Western Australia's
economy, particularly harmful to its tourism potential. 

- The changing market and social dynamics in the short-stay accommodation sector.

Home sharing is helping to grow the visitor economy - creating economic opportunity for
hosts, especially in times of financial need, and supporting jobs and small businesses in
communities. The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to
help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and
shops so small businesses outside the traditional tourist hot-spots get a boost from local
tourism. According to a recent Deloitte Access Economics Report, Airbnb guests are now
a significant driver of the tourism economy, with a total contribution to Western
Australia’s GSP of $99.7 million in 2015-16, supporting over 780 jobs in addition to the
activities of hosts. In one year, guests using Airbnb spent $155.1 million in Western
Australia.

- Issues in the short-stay accommodation sector, particularly associated with emerging
business models utilising online booking platforms.

Online booking platforms such as Airbnb provide me with a trusted and secure online



marketplace to list my spare space and help future-proof the Western Australia visitor
economy. Online booking platforms allow ordinary Western Australians to share their
homes with travellers from around the world, providing more choice in more locations for
travellers. This is especially important for major events, with Airbnb hosts providing extra
accommodation capacity for visitors during peak times, and for areas where there is little
or no traditional accommodation available. 

- Approaches within Australian and international jurisdictions to ensure the appropriate
regulation of short-stay accommodation.

The planning frameworks in South Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales are good
model frameworks for the Committee to consider. A planning framework including
restrictive and lower caps would have a negative impact on home sharing. A costly and
cumbersome registration or licensing system, or a requirement to pay fees just to share
your own home would have a negative impact. In South Australia there are no fees and no
registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. Currently,
in Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only
required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only. To
maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. To maximise participation
in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and
comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the Economics and Industry Standing Committee to follow the lead of South
Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales as well as other cities around the world, which
have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

CC 
Economics and Industry Standing Committee members
Premier
Minister for Tourism
Minister for Planning
Opposition Leader
Shadow Minister for Tourism
Shadow Minister for Planning

Regards, 
Agnieshka Kiera 

, 



From: Susan Loxton
To: Shaw, Jessica
Subject: Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation: I support the right to home share in WA
Date: Monday, 17 December 2018 12:36:01 PM

Dear Economics and Industry Standing Committee,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across
Western Australia in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like
caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the
Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation.

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the
mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so
small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

Addressing the terms of reference:

- The forms and regulatory status of short-stay accommodation providers in regional and
metropolitan Western Australia, including existing powers available to local government
authorities.

Currently there is a confusing patchwork of regulations across Western Australian local
governments. Some Councils have clear, progressive laws that embrace home sharing,
whilst others have complex and costly approvals processes and others have no policy
framework at all. As a local host, this is generally confusing and it’s concerning that some
councils have threatened large fines against hosts who simply want to share their homes
responsibly and respectfully. Just like there are already in South Australia, Tasmania and
New South Wales, Western Australia also needs progressive rules and a clear, statewide
regulatory framework to provide clarity and certainty for hosts to share their homes
responsibly.

- The changing market and social dynamics in the short-stay accommodation sector.

Home sharing is helping to grow the visitor economy - creating economic opportunity for
hosts, especially in times of financial need, and supporting jobs and small businesses in
communities. The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to
help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and
shops so small businesses outside the traditional tourist hot-spots get a boost from local
tourism. According to a recent Deloitte Access Economics Report, Airbnb guests are now
a significant driver of the tourism economy, with a total contribution to Western
Australia’s GSP of $99.7 million in 2015-16, supporting over 780 jobs in addition to the
activities of hosts. In one year, guests using Airbnb spent $155.1 million in Western
Australia.

- Issues in the short-stay accommodation sector, particularly associated with emerging
business models utilising online booking platforms.

Online booking platforms such as Airbnb provide me with a trusted and secure online
marketplace to list my spare space and help future-proof the Western Australia visitor
economy. Online booking platforms allow ordinary Western Australians to share their
homes with travellers from around the world, providing more choice in more locations for
travellers. This is especially important for major events, with Airbnb hosts providing extra
accommodation capacity for visitors during peak times, and for areas where there is little



or no traditional accommodation available. 

- Approaches within Australian and international jurisdictions to ensure the appropriate
regulation of short-stay accommodation.

The planning frameworks in South Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales are good
model frameworks for the Committee to consider. A planning framework including
restrictive and lower caps would have a negative impact on home sharing. A costly and
cumbersome registration or licensing system, or a requirement to pay fees just to share
your own home would have a negative impact. In South Australia there are no fees and no
registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. Currently,
in Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only
required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only. To
maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. To maximise participation
in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and
comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the Economics and Industry Standing Committee to follow the lead of South
Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales as well as other cities around the world, which
have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

CC 
Economics and Industry Standing Committee members
Premier
Minister for Tourism
Minister for Planning
Opposition Leader
Shadow Minister for Tourism
Shadow Minister for Planning

Regards, 
Susan Loxton 

, 



From: Valerie Maguire
To: Shaw, Jessica
Subject: Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation: I support the right to home share in WA
Date: Monday, 17 December 2018 11:54:40 AM

Dear Economics and Industry Standing Committee,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across
Western Australia in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like
caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the
Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation.

Why do I host with Airbnb? 

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the
mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so
small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

Addressing the terms of reference:

- The forms and regulatory status of short-stay accommodation providers in regional and
metropolitan Western Australia, including existing powers available to local government
authorities.

Currently there is a confusing patchwork of regulations across Western Australian local
governments. Some Councils have clear, progressive laws that embrace home sharing,
whilst others have complex and costly approvals processes and others have no policy
framework at all. As a local host, this is generally confusing and it’s concerning that some
councils have threatened large fines against hosts who simply want to share their homes
responsibly and respectfully. Just like there are already in South Australia, Tasmania and
New South Wales, Western Australia also needs progressive rules and a clear, statewide
regulatory framework to provide clarity and certainty for hosts to share their homes
responsibly.

- The changing market and social dynamics in the short-stay accommodation sector.

Home sharing is helping to grow the visitor economy - creating economic opportunity for
hosts, especially in times of financial need, and supporting jobs and small businesses in
communities. The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to
help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and
shops so small businesses outside the traditional tourist hot-spots get a boost from local
tourism. According to a recent Deloitte Access Economics Report, Airbnb guests are now
a significant driver of the tourism economy, with a total contribution to Western
Australia’s GSP of $99.7 million in 2015-16, supporting over 780 jobs in addition to the
activities of hosts. In one year, guests using Airbnb spent $155.1 million in Western
Australia.

- Issues in the short-stay accommodation sector, particularly associated with emerging
business models utilising online booking platforms.

Online booking platforms such as Airbnb provide me with a trusted and secure online
marketplace to list my spare space and help future-proof the Western Australia visitor
economy. Online booking platforms allow ordinary Western Australians to share their
homes with travellers from around the world, providing more choice in more locations for



travellers. This is especially important for major events, with Airbnb hosts providing extra
accommodation capacity for visitors during peak times, and for areas where there is little
or no traditional accommodation available. 

- Approaches within Australian and international jurisdictions to ensure the appropriate
regulation of short-stay accommodation.

The planning frameworks in South Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales are good
model frameworks for the Committee to consider. A planning framework including
restrictive and lower caps would have a negative impact on home sharing. A costly and
cumbersome registration or licensing system, or a requirement to pay fees just to share
your own home would have a negative impact. In South Australia there are no fees and no
registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. Currently,
in Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only
required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only. To
maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. To maximise participation
in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and
comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the Economics and Industry Standing Committee to follow the lead of South
Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales as well as other cities around the world, which
have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

CC 
Economics and Industry Standing Committee members
Premier
Minister for Tourism
Minister for Planning
Opposition Leader
Shadow Minister for Tourism
Shadow Minister for Planning

Regards, 
Valerie Maguire 

, 



From: Suzanne ONeill
To: Shaw, Jessica
Subject: Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation: I support the right to home share in WA
Date: Saturday, 15 December 2018 12:39:37 PM

Dear Economics and Industry Standing Committee,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across
Western Australia in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like
caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the
Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation.

Why do I host with Airbnb? [Here is my story]

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the
mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so
small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

Addressing the terms of reference:

- The forms and regulatory status of short-stay accommodation providers in regional and
metropolitan Western Australia, including existing powers available to local government
authorities.

Currently there is a confusing patchwork of regulations across Western Australian local
governments. Some Councils have clear, progressive laws that embrace home sharing,
whilst others have complex and costly approvals processes and others have no policy
framework at all. As a local host, this is generally confusing and it’s concerning that some
councils have threatened large fines against hosts who simply want to share their homes
responsibly and respectfully. Just like there are already in South Australia, Tasmania and
New South Wales, Western Australia also needs progressive rules and a clear, statewide
regulatory framework to provide clarity and certainty for hosts to share their homes
responsibly.

- The changing market and social dynamics in the short-stay accommodation sector.

Home sharing is helping to grow the visitor economy - creating economic opportunity for
hosts, especially in times of financial need, and supporting jobs and small businesses in
communities. The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to
help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and
shops so small businesses outside the traditional tourist hot-spots get a boost from local
tourism. According to a recent Deloitte Access Economics Report, Airbnb guests are now
a significant driver of the tourism economy, with a total contribution to Western
Australia’s GSP of $99.7 million in 2015-16, supporting over 780 jobs in addition to the
activities of hosts. In one year, guests using Airbnb spent $155.1 million in Western
Australia.

- Issues in the short-stay accommodation sector, particularly associated with emerging
business models utilising online booking platforms.

Online booking platforms such as Airbnb provide me with a trusted and secure online
marketplace to list my spare space and help future-proof the Western Australia visitor
economy. Online booking platforms allow ordinary Western Australians to share their
homes with travellers from around the world, providing more choice in more locations for



travellers. This is especially important for major events, with Airbnb hosts providing extra
accommodation capacity for visitors during peak times, and for areas where there is little
or no traditional accommodation available. 

- Approaches within Australian and international jurisdictions to ensure the appropriate
regulation of short-stay accommodation.

The planning frameworks in South Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales are good
model frameworks for the Committee to consider. A planning framework including
restrictive and lower caps would have a negative impact on home sharing. A costly and
cumbersome registration or licensing system, or a requirement to pay fees just to share
your own home would have a negative impact. In South Australia there are no fees and no
registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. Currently,
in Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only
required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only. To
maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. To maximise participation
in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and
comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the Economics and Industry Standing Committee to follow the lead of South
Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales as well as other cities around the world, which
have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

CC 
Economics and Industry Standing Committee members
Premier
Minister for Tourism
Minister for Planning
Opposition Leader
Shadow Minister for Tourism
Shadow Minister for Planning

Regards, 
Suzanne ONeill 

, 



From: Gehan Perera
To: Shaw, Jessica
Subject: Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation: I support the right to home share in WA
Date: Monday, 17 December 2018 1:30:40 PM

Dear Economics and Industry Standing Committee,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across
Western Australia in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like
caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the
Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation.

I was unable to rent my house for more than 3 months. Hence the reason to turning to
Airbnb. Now my investment is finally profitable and the government will also benefit from
additional tax. I strongly believe Airbnb makes the WA/Perth tourism offer more
competitive with better choices for visitors.
The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the
mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so
small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

Addressing the terms of reference:

- The forms and regulatory status of short-stay accommodation providers in regional and
metropolitan Western Australia, including existing powers available to local government
authorities.

Currently there is a confusing patchwork of regulations across Western Australian local
governments. Some Councils have clear, progressive laws that embrace home sharing,
whilst others have complex and costly approvals processes and others have no policy
framework at all. As a local host, this is generally confusing and it’s concerning that some
councils have threatened large fines against hosts who simply want to share their homes
responsibly and respectfully. Just like there are already in South Australia, Tasmania and
New South Wales, Western Australia also needs progressive rules and a clear, statewide
regulatory framework to provide clarity and certainty for hosts to share their homes
responsibly.

- The changing market and social dynamics in the short-stay accommodation sector.

Home sharing is helping to grow the visitor economy - creating economic opportunity for
hosts, especially in times of financial need, and supporting jobs and small businesses in
communities. The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to
help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and
shops so small businesses outside the traditional tourist hot-spots get a boost from local
tourism. According to a recent Deloitte Access Economics Report, Airbnb guests are now
a significant driver of the tourism economy, with a total contribution to Western
Australia’s GSP of $99.7 million in 2015-16, supporting over 780 jobs in addition to the
activities of hosts. In one year, guests using Airbnb spent $155.1 million in Western
Australia.

- Issues in the short-stay accommodation sector, particularly associated with emerging
business models utilising online booking platforms.

Online booking platforms such as Airbnb provide me with a trusted and secure online
marketplace to list my spare space and help future-proof the Western Australia visitor



economy. Online booking platforms allow ordinary Western Australians to share their
homes with travellers from around the world, providing more choice in more locations for
travellers. This is especially important for major events, with Airbnb hosts providing extra
accommodation capacity for visitors during peak times, and for areas where there is little
or no traditional accommodation available. 

- Approaches within Australian and international jurisdictions to ensure the appropriate
regulation of short-stay accommodation.

The planning frameworks in South Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales are good
model frameworks for the Committee to consider. A planning framework including
restrictive and lower caps would have a negative impact on home sharing. A costly and
cumbersome registration or licensing system, or a requirement to pay fees just to share
your own home would have a negative impact. In South Australia there are no fees and no
registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. Currently,
in Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only
required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only. To
maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. To maximise participation
in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and
comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the Economics and Industry Standing Committee to follow the lead of South
Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales as well as other cities around the world, which
have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

CC 
Economics and Industry Standing Committee members
Premier
Minister for Tourism
Minister for Planning
Opposition Leader
Shadow Minister for Tourism
Shadow Minister for Planning

Regards, 
Gehan Perera 

, 



From: Dennis Predovnik
To: Shaw, Jessica
Subject: Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation: I support the right to home share in WA
Date: Monday, 17 December 2018 2:27:12 PM

Dear Economics and Industry Standing Committee,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across
Western Australia in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like
caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the
Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation.

Why do I host with Airbnb? Quite simply, the ability to Airbnb has eased the financial
strain of day to day living and gave us an option of not selling our house at a big loss and
earning enough money to pay the mortgage.

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the
mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so
small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

Addressing the terms of reference:

- The forms and regulatory status of short-stay accommodation providers in regional and
metropolitan Western Australia, including existing powers available to local government
authorities.

Currently there is a confusing patchwork of regulations across Western Australian local
governments. Some Councils have clear, progressive laws that embrace home sharing,
whilst others have complex and costly approvals processes and others have no policy
framework at all. As a local host, this is generally confusing and it’s concerning that some
councils have threatened large fines against hosts who simply want to share their homes
responsibly and respectfully. Just like there are already in South Australia, Tasmania and
New South Wales, Western Australia also needs progressive rules and a clear, statewide
regulatory framework to provide clarity and certainty for hosts to share their homes
responsibly.

- The changing market and social dynamics in the short-stay accommodation sector.

Home sharing is helping to grow the visitor economy - creating economic opportunity for
hosts, especially in times of financial need, and supporting jobs and small businesses in
communities. The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to
help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and
shops so small businesses outside the traditional tourist hot-spots get a boost from local
tourism. According to a recent Deloitte Access Economics Report, Airbnb guests are now
a significant driver of the tourism economy, with a total contribution to Western
Australia’s GSP of $99.7 million in 2015-16, supporting over 780 jobs in addition to the
activities of hosts. In one year, guests using Airbnb spent $155.1 million in Western
Australia.

- Issues in the short-stay accommodation sector, particularly associated with emerging
business models utilising online booking platforms.

Online booking platforms such as Airbnb provide me with a trusted and secure online
marketplace to list my spare space and help future-proof the Western Australia visitor



economy. Online booking platforms allow ordinary Western Australians to share their
homes with travellers from around the world, providing more choice in more locations for
travellers. This is especially important for major events, with Airbnb hosts providing extra
accommodation capacity for visitors during peak times, and for areas where there is little
or no traditional accommodation available. 

- Approaches within Australian and international jurisdictions to ensure the appropriate
regulation of short-stay accommodation.

The planning frameworks in South Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales are good
model frameworks for the Committee to consider. A planning framework including
restrictive and lower caps would have a negative impact on home sharing. A costly and
cumbersome registration or licensing system, or a requirement to pay fees just to share
your own home would have a negative impact. In South Australia there are no fees and no
registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. Currently,
in Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only
required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only. To
maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. To maximise participation
in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and
comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the Economics and Industry Standing Committee to follow the lead of South
Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales as well as other cities around the world, which
have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

CC 
Economics and Industry Standing Committee members
Premier
Minister for Tourism
Minister for Planning
Opposition Leader
Shadow Minister for Tourism
Shadow Minister for Planning

Regards, 
Dennis Predovnik 
6020 Indian Line
Mississauga, ON L4V 1G5 



From: Theresa ramsay
To: Shaw, Jessica
Subject: Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation: I support the right to home share in WA
Date: Monday, 17 December 2018 12:06:38 PM

Dear Economics and Industry Standing Committee,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across
Western Australia in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like
caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the
Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation.

Why do I host with Airbnb? It helps me pay the mortgage.

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the
mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so
small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

Addressing the terms of reference:

- The forms and regulatory status of short-stay accommodation providers in regional and
metropolitan Western Australia, including existing powers available to local government
authorities.

Currently there is a confusing patchwork of regulations across Western Australian local
governments. Some Councils have clear, progressive laws that embrace home sharing,
whilst others have complex and costly approvals processes and others have no policy
framework at all. As a local host, this is generally confusing and it’s concerning that some
councils have threatened large fines against hosts who simply want to share their homes
responsibly and respectfully. Just like there are already in South Australia, Tasmania and
New South Wales, Western Australia also needs progressive rules and a clear, statewide
regulatory framework to provide clarity and certainty for hosts to share their homes
responsibly.

- The changing market and social dynamics in the short-stay accommodation sector.

Home sharing is helping to grow the visitor economy - creating economic opportunity for
hosts, especially in times of financial need, and supporting jobs and small businesses in
communities. The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to
help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and
shops so small businesses outside the traditional tourist hot-spots get a boost from local
tourism. According to a recent Deloitte Access Economics Report, Airbnb guests are now
a significant driver of the tourism economy, with a total contribution to Western
Australia’s GSP of $99.7 million in 2015-16, supporting over 780 jobs in addition to the
activities of hosts. In one year, guests using Airbnb spent $155.1 million in Western
Australia.

- Issues in the short-stay accommodation sector, particularly associated with emerging
business models utilising online booking platforms.

Online booking platforms such as Airbnb provide me with a trusted and secure online
marketplace to list my spare space and help future-proof the Western Australia visitor
economy. Online booking platforms allow ordinary Western Australians to share their
homes with travellers from around the world, providing more choice in more locations for



travellers. This is especially important for major events, with Airbnb hosts providing extra
accommodation capacity for visitors during peak times, and for areas where there is little
or no traditional accommodation available. 

- Approaches within Australian and international jurisdictions to ensure the appropriate
regulation of short-stay accommodation.

The planning frameworks in South Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales are good
model frameworks for the Committee to consider. A planning framework including
restrictive and lower caps would have a negative impact on home sharing. A costly and
cumbersome registration or licensing system, or a requirement to pay fees just to share
your own home would have a negative impact. In South Australia there are no fees and no
registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. Currently,
in Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only
required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only. To
maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. To maximise participation
in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and
comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the Economics and Industry Standing Committee to follow the lead of South
Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales as well as other cities around the world, which
have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

CC 
Economics and Industry Standing Committee members
Premier
Minister for Tourism
Minister for Planning
Opposition Leader
Shadow Minister for Tourism
Shadow Minister for Planning

Regards, 
Theresa ramsay 

, 



From: Peter tainsh
To: Shaw, Jessica
Subject: Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation: I support the right to home share in WA
Date: Monday, 17 December 2018 1:09:28 PM

Dear Economics and Industry Standing Committee,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across
Western Australia in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like
caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the
Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation.

Why do I host with Airbnb? The financial pressures placed on working families has
required the exploration of other income streams. Airbnb has been instrumental in
providing a much needed source of income for ordinary west australians.

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the
mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so
small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

Addressing the terms of reference:

- The forms and regulatory status of short-stay accommodation providers in regional and
metropolitan Western Australia, including existing powers available to local government
authorities.

Currently there is a confusing patchwork of regulations across Western Australian local
governments. Some Councils have clear, progressive laws that embrace home sharing,
whilst others have complex and costly approvals processes and others have no policy
framework at all. As a local host, this is generally confusing and it’s concerning that some
councils have threatened large fines against hosts who simply want to share their homes
responsibly and respectfully. Just like there are already in South Australia, Tasmania and
New South Wales, Western Australia also needs progressive rules and a clear, statewide
regulatory framework to provide clarity and certainty for hosts to share their homes
responsibly.

- The changing market and social dynamics in the short-stay accommodation sector.

Home sharing is helping to grow the visitor economy - creating economic opportunity for
hosts, especially in times of financial need, and supporting jobs and small businesses in
communities. The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to
help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and
shops so small businesses outside the traditional tourist hot-spots get a boost from local
tourism. According to a recent Deloitte Access Economics Report, Airbnb guests are now
a significant driver of the tourism economy, with a total contribution to Western
Australia’s GSP of $99.7 million in 2015-16, supporting over 780 jobs in addition to the
activities of hosts. In one year, guests using Airbnb spent $155.1 million in Western
Australia.

- Issues in the short-stay accommodation sector, particularly associated with emerging
business models utilising online booking platforms.

Online booking platforms such as Airbnb provide me with a trusted and secure online
marketplace to list my spare space and help future-proof the Western Australia visitor



economy. Online booking platforms allow ordinary Western Australians to share their
homes with travellers from around the world, providing more choice in more locations for
travellers. This is especially important for major events, with Airbnb hosts providing extra
accommodation capacity for visitors during peak times, and for areas where there is little
or no traditional accommodation available. 

- Approaches within Australian and international jurisdictions to ensure the appropriate
regulation of short-stay accommodation.

The planning frameworks in South Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales are good
model frameworks for the Committee to consider. A planning framework including
restrictive and lower caps would have a negative impact on home sharing. A costly and
cumbersome registration or licensing system, or a requirement to pay fees just to share
your own home would have a negative impact. In South Australia there are no fees and no
registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. Currently,
in Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only
required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only. To
maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. To maximise participation
in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and
comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the Economics and Industry Standing Committee to follow the lead of South
Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales as well as other cities around the world, which
have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

CC 
Economics and Industry Standing Committee members
Premier
Minister for Tourism
Minister for Planning
Opposition Leader
Shadow Minister for Tourism
Shadow Minister for Planning

Regards, 
Peter tainsh 

, 



From: Phil Thomson
To: Shaw, Jessica
Subject: Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation: I support the right to home share in WA
Date: Monday, 17 December 2018 11:19:39 AM

Dear Economics and Industry Standing Committee,

I strongly believe in the right of people to be enterprising and earn additional income
which contributes to the income of the State by sharing their houses and apartments across
Western Australia. If this is conducted in a responsible and respectful way it should be
permitted without extreme regulations like caps and costly registration processes. Please
accept this as a formal submission to the Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation.

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the
mortgage and the bills. I also recommend Professional tourism operators, cafes, restaurants
and shops therein boosting the income of other small businesses in my village.
Large, multinational accommodation providers take this money and send it directly
offshore away from our economy and in the process avoid tax wherever possible.

Addressing the terms of reference:

- The forms and regulatory status of short-stay accommodation providers in regional and
metropolitan Western Australia, including existing powers available to local government
authorities.

Currently there is a confusing patchwork of regulations across Western Australian local
governments. Some Councils have clear, progressive laws that embrace home sharing,
whilst others have complex and costly approvals processes and others have no policy
framework at all. As a local host, this is generally confusing and it’s concerning that some
councils have threatened large fines against hosts who simply want to share their homes
responsibly and respectfully. Just like there are already in South Australia, Tasmania and
New South Wales, Western Australia also needs progressive rules and a clear, statewide
regulatory framework to provide clarity and certainty for hosts to share their homes
responsibly.

- The changing market and social dynamics in the short-stay accommodation sector.

Home sharing is helping to grow the visitor economy - creating economic opportunity for
hosts, especially in times of financial need, and supporting jobs and small businesses in
communities. The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to
help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and
shops so small businesses outside the traditional tourist hot-spots get a boost from local
tourism. According to a recent Deloitte Access Economics Report, Airbnb guests are now
a significant driver of the tourism economy, with a total contribution to Western
Australia’s GSP of $99.7 million in 2015-16, supporting over 780 jobs in addition to the
activities of hosts. In one year, guests using Airbnb spent $155.1 million in Western
Australia.

- Issues in the short-stay accommodation sector, particularly associated with emerging
business models utilising online booking platforms.

Online booking platforms such as Airbnb provide me with a trusted and secure online
marketplace to list my spare space and help future-proof the Western Australia visitor
economy. Online booking platforms allow ordinary Western Australians to share their



homes with travellers from around the world, providing more choice in more locations for
travellers. This is especially important for major events, with Airbnb hosts providing extra
accommodation capacity for visitors during peak times, and for areas where there is little
or no traditional accommodation available. 

- Approaches within Australian and international jurisdictions to ensure the appropriate
regulation of short-stay accommodation.

The planning frameworks in South Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales are good
model frameworks for the Committee to consider. A planning framework including
restrictive and lower caps would have a negative impact on home sharing. A costly and
cumbersome registration or licensing system, or a requirement to pay fees just to share
your own home would have a negative impact. In South Australia there are no fees and no
registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. Currently,
in Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only
required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only. To
maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. To maximise participation
in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and
comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the Economics and Industry Standing Committee to follow the lead of South
Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales as well as other cities around the world, which
have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

CC 
Economics and Industry Standing Committee members
Premier
Minister for Tourism
Minister for Planning
Opposition Leader
Shadow Minister for Tourism
Shadow Minister for Planning

Regards, 
Phil Thomson 

, 



From: Jason Simmons
To: Shaw, Jessica
Subject: Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation: I support the right to home share in WA
Date: Saturday, 15 December 2018 3:25:03 PM

Dear Economics and Industry Standing Committee,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across
Western Australia in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like
caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the
Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation.

Why do I host with Airbnb? [Here is my story]

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the
mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so
small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

Addressing the terms of reference:

- The forms and regulatory status of short-stay accommodation providers in regional and
metropolitan Western Australia, including existing powers available to local government
authorities.

Currently there is a confusing patchwork of regulations across Western Australian local
governments. Some Councils have clear, progressive laws that embrace home sharing,
whilst others have complex and costly approvals processes and others have no policy
framework at all. As a local host, this is generally confusing and it’s concerning that some
councils have threatened large fines against hosts who simply want to share their homes
responsibly and respectfully. Just like there are already in South Australia, Tasmania and
New South Wales, Western Australia also needs progressive rules and a clear, statewide
regulatory framework to provide clarity and certainty for hosts to share their homes
responsibly.

- The changing market and social dynamics in the short-stay accommodation sector.

Home sharing is helping to grow the visitor economy - creating economic opportunity for
hosts, especially in times of financial need, and supporting jobs and small businesses in
communities. The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to
help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and
shops so small businesses outside the traditional tourist hot-spots get a boost from local
tourism. According to a recent Deloitte Access Economics Report, Airbnb guests are now
a significant driver of the tourism economy, with a total contribution to Western
Australia’s GSP of $99.7 million in 2015-16, supporting over 780 jobs in addition to the
activities of hosts. In one year, guests using Airbnb spent $155.1 million in Western
Australia.

- Issues in the short-stay accommodation sector, particularly associated with emerging
business models utilising online booking platforms.

Online booking platforms such as Airbnb provide me with a trusted and secure online
marketplace to list my spare space and help future-proof the Western Australia visitor
economy. Online booking platforms allow ordinary Western Australians to share their
homes with travellers from around the world, providing more choice in more locations for



travellers. This is especially important for major events, with Airbnb hosts providing extra
accommodation capacity for visitors during peak times, and for areas where there is little
or no traditional accommodation available. 

- Approaches within Australian and international jurisdictions to ensure the appropriate
regulation of short-stay accommodation.

The planning frameworks in South Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales are good
model frameworks for the Committee to consider. A planning framework including
restrictive and lower caps would have a negative impact on home sharing. A costly and
cumbersome registration or licensing system, or a requirement to pay fees just to share
your own home would have a negative impact. In South Australia there are no fees and no
registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. Currently,
in Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only
required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only. To
maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. To maximise participation
in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and
comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the Economics and Industry Standing Committee to follow the lead of South
Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales as well as other cities around the world, which
have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

CC 
Economics and Industry Standing Committee members
Premier
Minister for Tourism
Minister for Planning
Opposition Leader
Shadow Minister for Tourism
Shadow Minister for Planning

Regards, 
Jason Simmons 

, 



From: Jo King
To: Shaw, Jessica
Subject: Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation: I support the right to home share in WA
Date: Monday, 17 December 2018 12:38:31 PM

Dear Economics and Industry Standing Committee,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across
Western Australia in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like
caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the
Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation.

Why do I host with Airbnb?
We have an approved registered holiday home in the Busselton region and provide a
valuable and affordable accommodation for families who would otherwise be unable to
have a holiday in this wonderful part of the world. Higher end properties and hotel are way
out of range of most families.

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the
mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so
small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

Addressing the terms of reference:

- The forms and regulatory status of short-stay accommodation providers in regional and
metropolitan Western Australia, including existing powers available to local government
authorities.

Currently there is a confusing patchwork of regulations across Western Australian local
governments. Some Councils have clear, progressive laws that embrace home sharing,
whilst others have complex and costly approvals processes and others have no policy
framework at all. As a local host, this is generally confusing and it’s concerning that some
councils have threatened large fines against hosts who simply want to share their homes
responsibly and respectfully. Just like there are already in South Australia, Tasmania and
New South Wales, Western Australia also needs progressive rules and a clear, statewide
regulatory framework to provide clarity and certainty for hosts to share their homes
responsibly.

- The changing market and social dynamics in the short-stay accommodation sector.

Home sharing is helping to grow the visitor economy - creating economic opportunity for
hosts, especially in times of financial need, and supporting jobs and small businesses in
communities. The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to
help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and
shops so small businesses outside the traditional tourist hot-spots get a boost from local
tourism. According to a recent Deloitte Access Economics Report, Airbnb guests are now
a significant driver of the tourism economy, with a total contribution to Western
Australia’s GSP of $99.7 million in 2015-16, supporting over 780 jobs in addition to the
activities of hosts. In one year, guests using Airbnb spent $155.1 million in Western
Australia.

- Issues in the short-stay accommodation sector, particularly associated with emerging
business models utilising online booking platforms.



Online booking platforms such as Airbnb provide me with a trusted and secure online
marketplace to list my spare space and help future-proof the Western Australia visitor
economy. Online booking platforms allow ordinary Western Australians to share their
homes with travellers from around the world, providing more choice in more locations for
travellers. This is especially important for major events, with Airbnb hosts providing extra
accommodation capacity for visitors during peak times, and for areas where there is little
or no traditional accommodation available. 

- Approaches within Australian and international jurisdictions to ensure the appropriate
regulation of short-stay accommodation.

The planning frameworks in South Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales are good
model frameworks for the Committee to consider. A planning framework including
restrictive and lower caps would have a negative impact on home sharing. A costly and
cumbersome registration or licensing system, or a requirement to pay fees just to share
your own home would have a negative impact. In South Australia there are no fees and no
registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. Currently,
in Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only
required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only. To
maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. To maximise participation
in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and
comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the Economics and Industry Standing Committee to follow the lead of South
Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales as well as other cities around the world, which
have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

CC 
Economics and Industry Standing Committee members
Premier
Minister for Tourism
Minister for Planning
Opposition Leader
Shadow Minister for Tourism
Shadow Minister for Planning

Regards, 
Jo King 
6020 Russ Baker Way
Richmond, BC V7B 1B4 



From: Delma Davies
To: Shaw, Jessica
Subject: Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation: I support the right to home share in WA
Date: Wednesday, 19 December 2018 8:15:56 AM

Dear Economics and Industry Standing Committee,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across
Western Australia in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like
caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the
Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation.

Why do I host with Airbnb? [Here is my story]

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the
mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so
small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

Addressing the terms of reference:

- The forms and regulatory status of short-stay accommodation providers in regional and
metropolitan Western Australia, including existing powers available to local government
authorities.

Currently there is a confusing patchwork of regulations across Western Australian local
governments. Some Councils have clear, progressive laws that embrace home sharing,
whilst others have complex and costly approvals processes and others have no policy
framework at all. As a local host, this is generally confusing and it’s concerning that some
councils have threatened large fines against hosts who simply want to share their homes
responsibly and respectfully. Just like there are already in South Australia, Tasmania and
New South Wales, Western Australia also needs progressive rules and a clear, statewide
regulatory framework to provide clarity and certainty for hosts to share their homes
responsibly.

- The changing market and social dynamics in the short-stay accommodation sector.

Home sharing is helping to grow the visitor economy - creating economic opportunity for
hosts, especially in times of financial need, and supporting jobs and small businesses in
communities. The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to
help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and
shops so small businesses outside the traditional tourist hot-spots get a boost from local
tourism. According to a recent Deloitte Access Economics Report, Airbnb guests are now
a significant driver of the tourism economy, with a total contribution to Western
Australia’s GSP of $99.7 million in 2015-16, supporting over 780 jobs in addition to the
activities of hosts. In one year, guests using Airbnb spent $155.1 million in Western
Australia.

- Issues in the short-stay accommodation sector, particularly associated with emerging
business models utilising online booking platforms.

Online booking platforms such as Airbnb provide me with a trusted and secure online
marketplace to list my spare space and help future-proof the Western Australia visitor
economy. Online booking platforms allow ordinary Western Australians to share their
homes with travellers from around the world, providing more choice in more locations for



travellers. This is especially important for major events, with Airbnb hosts providing extra
accommodation capacity for visitors during peak times, and for areas where there is little
or no traditional accommodation available. 

- Approaches within Australian and international jurisdictions to ensure the appropriate
regulation of short-stay accommodation.

The planning frameworks in South Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales are good
model frameworks for the Committee to consider. A planning framework including
restrictive and lower caps would have a negative impact on home sharing. A costly and
cumbersome registration or licensing system, or a requirement to pay fees just to share
your own home would have a negative impact. In South Australia there are no fees and no
registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. Currently,
in Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only
required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only. To
maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. To maximise participation
in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and
comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the Economics and Industry Standing Committee to follow the lead of South
Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales as well as other cities around the world, which
have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

CC 
Economics and Industry Standing Committee members
Premier
Minister for Tourism
Minister for Planning
Opposition Leader
Shadow Minister for Tourism
Shadow Minister for Planning

Regards, 
Delma Davies 

, 



From: Nicola Anastas
To: Shaw, Jessica
Subject: Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation: I support the right to home share in WA
Date: Monday, 17 December 2018 1:12:00 PM

Dear Economics and Industry Standing Committee,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across
Western Australia in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like
caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the
Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation.

Why do I host with Airbnb?
It provides me with a job whilst I have young children at home. It allows me to support
other local businesses operated by my neighbours and other local businesses. It provides
my family with an income that means we are not dependent on Government payments. 

Addressing the terms of reference:

- The forms and regulatory status of short-stay accommodation providers in regional and
metropolitan Western Australia, including existing powers available to local government
authorities.

Currently there is a confusing patchwork of regulations across Western Australian local
governments. Some Councils have clear, progressive laws that embrace home sharing,
whilst others have complex and costly approvals processes and others have no policy
framework at all. As a local host, this is generally confusing and it’s concerning that some
councils have threatened large fines against hosts who simply want to share their homes
responsibly and respectfully. Just like there are already in South Australia, Tasmania and
New South Wales, Western Australia also needs progressive rules and a clear, statewide
regulatory framework to provide clarity and certainty for hosts to share their homes
responsibly.

- The changing market and social dynamics in the short-stay accommodation sector.

Home sharing is helping to grow the visitor economy - creating economic opportunity for
hosts, especially in times of financial need, and supporting jobs and small businesses in
communities. The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to
help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and
shops so small businesses outside the traditional tourist hot-spots get a boost from local
tourism. According to a recent Deloitte Access Economics Report, Airbnb guests are now
a significant driver of the tourism economy, with a total contribution to Western
Australia’s GSP of $99.7 million in 2015-16, supporting over 780 jobs in addition to the
activities of hosts. In one year, guests using Airbnb spent $155.1 million in Western
Australia.

- Issues in the short-stay accommodation sector, particularly associated with emerging
business models utilising online booking platforms.

Online booking platforms such as Airbnb provide me with a trusted and secure online
marketplace to list my spare space and help future-proof the Western Australia visitor
economy. Online booking platforms allow ordinary Western Australians to share their
homes with travellers from around the world, providing more choice in more locations for



travellers. This is especially important for major events, with Airbnb hosts providing extra
accommodation capacity for visitors during peak times, and for areas where there is little
or no traditional accommodation available. 

- Approaches within Australian and international jurisdictions to ensure the appropriate
regulation of short-stay accommodation.

The planning frameworks in South Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales are good
model frameworks for the Committee to consider. A planning framework including
restrictive and lower caps would have a negative impact on home sharing. A costly and
cumbersome registration or licensing system, or a requirement to pay fees just to share
your own home would have a negative impact. In South Australia there are no fees and no
registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. Currently,
in Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only
required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only. To
maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. To maximise participation
in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and
comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the Economics and Industry Standing Committee to follow the lead of South
Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales as well as other cities around the world, which
have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

CC 
Economics and Industry Standing Committee members
Premier
Minister for Tourism
Minister for Planning
Opposition Leader
Shadow Minister for Tourism
Shadow Minister for Planning

Regards, 
Nicola Anastas 

, 



From: Kurt Baeten
To: Shaw, Jessica
Subject: Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation: I support the right to home share in WA
Date: Saturday, 15 December 2018 7:58:20 PM

Dear Economics and Industry Standing Committee,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across
Western Australia in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like
caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the
Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation.

Why do I host with Airbnb? [Here is my story]

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the
mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so
small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

Addressing the terms of reference:

- The forms and regulatory status of short-stay accommodation providers in regional and
metropolitan Western Australia, including existing powers available to local government
authorities.

Currently there is a confusing patchwork of regulations across Western Australian local
governments. Some Councils have clear, progressive laws that embrace home sharing,
whilst others have complex and costly approvals processes and others have no policy
framework at all. As a local host, this is generally confusing and it’s concerning that some
councils have threatened large fines against hosts who simply want to share their homes
responsibly and respectfully. Just like there are already in South Australia, Tasmania and
New South Wales, Western Australia also needs progressive rules and a clear, statewide
regulatory framework to provide clarity and certainty for hosts to share their homes
responsibly.

- The changing market and social dynamics in the short-stay accommodation sector.

Home sharing is helping to grow the visitor economy - creating economic opportunity for
hosts, especially in times of financial need, and supporting jobs and small businesses in
communities. The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to
help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and
shops so small businesses outside the traditional tourist hot-spots get a boost from local
tourism. According to a recent Deloitte Access Economics Report, Airbnb guests are now
a significant driver of the tourism economy, with a total contribution to Western
Australia’s GSP of $99.7 million in 2015-16, supporting over 780 jobs in addition to the
activities of hosts. In one year, guests using Airbnb spent $155.1 million in Western
Australia.

- Issues in the short-stay accommodation sector, particularly associated with emerging
business models utilising online booking platforms.

Online booking platforms such as Airbnb provide me with a trusted and secure online
marketplace to list my spare space and help future-proof the Western Australia visitor
economy. Online booking platforms allow ordinary Western Australians to share their
homes with travellers from around the world, providing more choice in more locations for



travellers. This is especially important for major events, with Airbnb hosts providing extra
accommodation capacity for visitors during peak times, and for areas where there is little
or no traditional accommodation available. 

- Approaches within Australian and international jurisdictions to ensure the appropriate
regulation of short-stay accommodation.

The planning frameworks in South Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales are good
model frameworks for the Committee to consider. A planning framework including
restrictive and lower caps would have a negative impact on home sharing. A costly and
cumbersome registration or licensing system, or a requirement to pay fees just to share
your own home would have a negative impact. In South Australia there are no fees and no
registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. Currently,
in Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only
required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only. To
maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. To maximise participation
in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and
comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the Economics and Industry Standing Committee to follow the lead of South
Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales as well as other cities around the world, which
have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

CC 
Economics and Industry Standing Committee members
Premier
Minister for Tourism
Minister for Planning
Opposition Leader
Shadow Minister for Tourism
Shadow Minister for Planning

Regards, 
Kurt Baeten 

, 



From: Ben robinson
To: Shaw, Jessica
Subject: Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation: I support the right to home share in WA
Date: Monday, 17 December 2018 2:31:50 PM

Dear Economics and Industry Standing Committee,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across
Western Australia in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like
caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the
Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation.

Why do I host with Airbnb?

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the
mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so
small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

Addressing the terms of reference:

- The forms and regulatory status of short-stay accommodation providers in regional and
metropolitan Western Australia, including existing powers available to local government
authorities.

Currently there is a confusing patchwork of regulations across Western Australian local
governments. Some Councils have clear, progressive laws that embrace home sharing,
whilst others have complex and costly approvals processes and others have no policy
framework at all. As a local host, this is generally confusing and it’s concerning that some
councils have threatened large fines against hosts who simply want to share their homes
responsibly and respectfully. Just like there are already in South Australia, Tasmania and
New South Wales, Western Australia also needs progressive rules and a clear, statewide
regulatory framework to provide clarity and certainty for hosts to share their homes
responsibly.

- The changing market and social dynamics in the short-stay accommodation sector.

Home sharing is helping to grow the visitor economy - creating economic opportunity for
hosts, especially in times of financial need, and supporting jobs and small businesses in
communities. The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to
help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and
shops so small businesses outside the traditional tourist hot-spots get a boost from local
tourism. According to a recent Deloitte Access Economics Report, Airbnb guests are now
a significant driver of the tourism economy, with a total contribution to Western
Australia’s GSP of $99.7 million in 2015-16, supporting over 780 jobs in addition to the
activities of hosts. In one year, guests using Airbnb spent $155.1 million in Western
Australia.

- Issues in the short-stay accommodation sector, particularly associated with emerging
business models utilising online booking platforms.

Online booking platforms such as Airbnb provide me with a trusted and secure online
marketplace to list my spare space and help future-proof the Western Australia visitor
economy. Online booking platforms allow ordinary Western Australians to share their
homes with travellers from around the world, providing more choice in more locations for



travellers. This is especially important for major events, with Airbnb hosts providing extra
accommodation capacity for visitors during peak times, and for areas where there is little
or no traditional accommodation available. 

- Approaches within Australian and international jurisdictions to ensure the appropriate
regulation of short-stay accommodation.

The planning frameworks in South Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales are good
model frameworks for the Committee to consider. A planning framework including
restrictive and lower caps would have a negative impact on home sharing. A costly and
cumbersome registration or licensing system, or a requirement to pay fees just to share
your own home would have a negative impact. In South Australia there are no fees and no
registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. Currently,
in Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only
required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only. To
maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. To maximise participation
in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and
comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the Economics and Industry Standing Committee to follow the lead of South
Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales as well as other cities around the world, which
have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

CC 
Economics and Industry Standing Committee members
Premier
Minister for Tourism
Minister for Planning
Opposition Leader
Shadow Minister for Tourism
Shadow Minister for Planning

Regards, 
Ben robinson 

, 



From: Dorian Moro
To: Shaw, Jessica
Subject: Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation: I support the right to home share in WA
Date: Monday, 17 December 2018 3:38:34 PM

Dear Economics and Industry Standing Committee,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across
Western Australia in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like
caps and costly registration processes. 

We have a right to allow people to stay at our house while managing our duty of care and
having the necessary insurances in place, and do not believe we need to have all the hotel-
associated policies in place that is not otherwise managed via our online provider.

Please accept this as a formal submission to the Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation.

Why do I host with Airbnb? Because it allows freedom of choice to customers who opt to
choose with staying at our home vs hotel accommodation. We offer an option only, not a
mandatory stay.

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the
mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so
small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

Addressing the terms of reference:

- The forms and regulatory status of short-stay accommodation providers in regional and
metropolitan Western Australia, including existing powers available to local government
authorities.

Currently there is a confusing patchwork of regulations across Western Australian local
governments. Some Councils have clear, progressive laws that embrace home sharing,
whilst others have complex and costly approvals processes and others have no policy
framework at all. As a local host, this is generally confusing and it’s concerning that some
councils have threatened large fines against hosts who simply want to share their homes
responsibly and respectfully. Just like there are already in South Australia, Tasmania and
New South Wales, Western Australia also needs progressive rules and a clear, statewide
regulatory framework to provide clarity and certainty for hosts to share their homes
responsibly.

- The changing market and social dynamics in the short-stay accommodation sector.

Home sharing is helping to grow the visitor economy - creating economic opportunity for
hosts, especially in times of financial need, and supporting jobs and small businesses in
communities. The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to
help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and
shops so small businesses outside the traditional tourist hot-spots get a boost from local
tourism. According to a recent Deloitte Access Economics Report, Airbnb guests are now
a significant driver of the tourism economy, with a total contribution to Western
Australia’s GSP of $99.7 million in 2015-16, supporting over 780 jobs in addition to the
activities of hosts. In one year, guests using Airbnb spent $155.1 million in Western
Australia.



- Issues in the short-stay accommodation sector, particularly associated with emerging
business models utilising online booking platforms.

Online booking platforms such as Airbnb provide me with a trusted and secure online
marketplace to list my spare space and help future-proof the Western Australia visitor
economy. Online booking platforms allow ordinary Western Australians to share their
homes with travellers from around the world, providing more choice in more locations for
travellers. This is especially important for major events, with Airbnb hosts providing extra
accommodation capacity for visitors during peak times, and for areas where there is little
or no traditional accommodation available. 

- Approaches within Australian and international jurisdictions to ensure the appropriate
regulation of short-stay accommodation.

The planning frameworks in South Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales are good
model frameworks for the Committee to consider. A planning framework including
restrictive and lower caps would have a negative impact on home sharing. A costly and
cumbersome registration or licensing system, or a requirement to pay fees just to share
your own home would have a negative impact. In South Australia there are no fees and no
registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. Currently,
in Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only
required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only. To
maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. To maximise participation
in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and
comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the Economics and Industry Standing Committee to follow the lead of South
Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales as well as other cities around the world, which
have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

CC 
Economics and Industry Standing Committee members
Premier
Minister for Tourism
Minister for Planning
Opposition Leader
Shadow Minister for Tourism
Shadow Minister for Planning

Regards, 
Dorian Moro 
6101 101 Ave NW
Edmonton, AB T6A 0G9 



From: Patrick Lake
To: Shaw, Jessica
Subject: Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation: I support the right to home share in WA
Date: Monday, 17 December 2018 6:00:57 PM

Dear Economics and Industry Standing Committee,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across
Western Australia in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like
caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the
Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation.

Why do I host with Airbnb? [Here is my story]

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the
mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so
small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

Addressing the terms of reference:

- The forms and regulatory status of short-stay accommodation providers in regional and
metropolitan Western Australia, including existing powers available to local government
authorities.

Currently there is a confusing patchwork of regulations across Western Australian local
governments. Some Councils have clear, progressive laws that embrace home sharing,
whilst others have complex and costly approvals processes and others have no policy
framework at all. As a local host, this is generally confusing and it’s concerning that some
councils have threatened large fines against hosts who simply want to share their homes
responsibly and respectfully. Just like there are already in South Australia, Tasmania and
New South Wales, Western Australia also needs progressive rules and a clear, statewide
regulatory framework to provide clarity and certainty for hosts to share their homes
responsibly.

- The changing market and social dynamics in the short-stay accommodation sector.

Home sharing is helping to grow the visitor economy - creating economic opportunity for
hosts, especially in times of financial need, and supporting jobs and small businesses in
communities. The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to
help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and
shops so small businesses outside the traditional tourist hot-spots get a boost from local
tourism. According to a recent Deloitte Access Economics Report, Airbnb guests are now
a significant driver of the tourism economy, with a total contribution to Western
Australia’s GSP of $99.7 million in 2015-16, supporting over 780 jobs in addition to the
activities of hosts. In one year, guests using Airbnb spent $155.1 million in Western
Australia.

- Issues in the short-stay accommodation sector, particularly associated with emerging
business models utilising online booking platforms.

Online booking platforms such as Airbnb provide me with a trusted and secure online
marketplace to list my spare space and help future-proof the Western Australia visitor
economy. Online booking platforms allow ordinary Western Australians to share their
homes with travellers from around the world, providing more choice in more locations for



travellers. This is especially important for major events, with Airbnb hosts providing extra
accommodation capacity for visitors during peak times, and for areas where there is little
or no traditional accommodation available. 

- Approaches within Australian and international jurisdictions to ensure the appropriate
regulation of short-stay accommodation.

The planning frameworks in South Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales are good
model frameworks for the Committee to consider. A planning framework including
restrictive and lower caps would have a negative impact on home sharing. A costly and
cumbersome registration or licensing system, or a requirement to pay fees just to share
your own home would have a negative impact. In South Australia there are no fees and no
registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. Currently,
in Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only
required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only. To
maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. To maximise participation
in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and
comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the Economics and Industry Standing Committee to follow the lead of South
Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales as well as other cities around the world, which
have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

CC 
Economics and Industry Standing Committee members
Premier
Minister for Tourism
Minister for Planning
Opposition Leader
Shadow Minister for Tourism
Shadow Minister for Planning

Regards, 
Patrick Lake 
6020 Indian Line
Mississauga, ON L4V 1G5 



From: Ian Hamer
To: Price, Stephen
Subject: Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation: I support the right to home share in WA
Date: Monday, 17 December 2018 11:36:25 AM

Dear Economics and Industry Standing Committee,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across
Western Australia in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like
caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the
Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation.

Why do I host with Airbnb? Liz and I enjoy welcoming people into our beachside property
who want to stay near the beach in a. Independent way. Apartment styled accommodation
is common globally and provides guests with choice and a more home styled, and
affordable option compared to hotels 

Airbnb provides guests with a far greater choice of accommodation with location and
experience than hotels. Most Perth hotels are clustered in and around the CBD. Airbnb fills
a void in the tourism market that hotels can’t and Perth needs to offer guests to Perth with
as many accommodation options as possible 

The vast majority of our guests are international with about 20% from interstate 

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the
mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so
small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

Addressing the terms of reference:

- The forms and regulatory status of short-stay accommodation providers in regional and
metropolitan Western Australia, including existing powers available to local government
authorities.

Currently there is a confusing patchwork of regulations across Western Australian local
governments. Some Councils have clear, progressive laws that embrace home sharing,
whilst others have complex and costly approvals processes and others have no policy
framework at all. As a local host, this is generally confusing and it’s concerning that some
councils have threatened large fines against hosts who simply want to share their homes
responsibly and respectfully. Just like there are already in South Australia, Tasmania and
New South Wales, Western Australia also needs progressive rules and a clear, statewide
regulatory framework to provide clarity and certainty for hosts to share their homes
responsibly.

- The changing market and social dynamics in the short-stay accommodation sector.

Home sharing is helping to grow the visitor economy - creating economic opportunity for
hosts, especially in times of financial need, and supporting jobs and small businesses in
communities. The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to
help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and
shops so small businesses outside the traditional tourist hot-spots get a boost from local
tourism. According to a recent Deloitte Access Economics Report, Airbnb guests are now
a significant driver of the tourism economy, with a total contribution to Western
Australia’s GSP of $99.7 million in 2015-16, supporting over 780 jobs in addition to the
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activities of hosts. In one year, guests using Airbnb spent $155.1 million in Western
Australia.

- Issues in the short-stay accommodation sector, particularly associated with emerging
business models utilising online booking platforms.

Online booking platforms such as Airbnb provide me with a trusted and secure online
marketplace to list my spare space and help future-proof the Western Australia visitor
economy. Online booking platforms allow ordinary Western Australians to share their
homes with travellers from around the world, providing more choice in more locations for
travellers. This is especially important for major events, with Airbnb hosts providing extra
accommodation capacity for visitors during peak times, and for areas where there is little
or no traditional accommodation available. 

- Approaches within Australian and international jurisdictions to ensure the appropriate
regulation of short-stay accommodation.

The planning frameworks in South Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales are good
model frameworks for the Committee to consider. A planning framework including
restrictive and lower caps would have a negative impact on home sharing. A costly and
cumbersome registration or licensing system, or a requirement to pay fees just to share
your own home would have a negative impact. In South Australia there are no fees and no
registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. Currently,
in Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only
required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only. To
maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. To maximise participation
in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and
comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the Economics and Industry Standing Committee to follow the lead of South
Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales as well as other cities around the world, which
have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

CC 
Economics and Industry Standing Committee members
Premier
Minister for Tourism
Minister for Planning
Opposition Leader
Shadow Minister for Tourism
Shadow Minister for Planning

Regards, 
Ian Hamer 

, 



From: Brad Fraser
To: Committee, Economics & Industry Standing
Subject: Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation: I support the right to home share in WA
Date: Saturday, 15 December 2018 11:02:13 AM

Dear Economics and Industry Standing Committee,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across
Western Australia in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like
caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the
Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation.

Why do I host with Airbnb? [Here is my story]

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the
mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so
small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

Addressing the terms of reference:

- The forms and regulatory status of short-stay accommodation providers in regional and
metropolitan Western Australia, including existing powers available to local government
authorities.

Currently there is a confusing patchwork of regulations across Western Australian local
governments. Some Councils have clear, progressive laws that embrace home sharing,
whilst others have complex and costly approvals processes and others have no policy
framework at all. As a local host, this is generally confusing and it’s concerning that some
councils have threatened large fines against hosts who simply want to share their homes
responsibly and respectfully. Just like there are already in South Australia, Tasmania and
New South Wales, Western Australia also needs progressive rules and a clear, statewide
regulatory framework to provide clarity and certainty for hosts to share their homes
responsibly.

- The changing market and social dynamics in the short-stay accommodation sector.

Home sharing is helping to grow the visitor economy - creating economic opportunity for
hosts, especially in times of financial need, and supporting jobs and small businesses in
communities. The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to
help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and
shops so small businesses outside the traditional tourist hot-spots get a boost from local
tourism. According to a recent Deloitte Access Economics Report, Airbnb guests are now
a significant driver of the tourism economy, with a total contribution to Western
Australia’s GSP of $99.7 million in 2015-16, supporting over 780 jobs in addition to the
activities of hosts. In one year, guests using Airbnb spent $155.1 million in Western
Australia.

- Issues in the short-stay accommodation sector, particularly associated with emerging
business models utilising online booking platforms.

Online booking platforms such as Airbnb provide me with a trusted and secure online
marketplace to list my spare space and help future-proof the Western Australia visitor
economy. Online booking platforms allow ordinary Western Australians to share their
homes with travellers from around the world, providing more choice in more locations for



travellers. This is especially important for major events, with Airbnb hosts providing extra
accommodation capacity for visitors during peak times, and for areas where there is little
or no traditional accommodation available. 

- Approaches within Australian and international jurisdictions to ensure the appropriate
regulation of short-stay accommodation.

The planning frameworks in South Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales are good
model frameworks for the Committee to consider. A planning framework including
restrictive and lower caps would have a negative impact on home sharing. A costly and
cumbersome registration or licensing system, or a requirement to pay fees just to share
your own home would have a negative impact. In South Australia there are no fees and no
registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. Currently,
in Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only
required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only. To
maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. To maximise participation
in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and
comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the Economics and Industry Standing Committee to follow the lead of South
Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales as well as other cities around the world, which
have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

CC 
Economics and Industry Standing Committee members
Premier
Minister for Tourism
Minister for Planning
Opposition Leader
Shadow Minister for Tourism
Shadow Minister for Planning

Regards, 
Brad Fraser 

, 



From: Dene Marfleet
To: Shaw, Jessica
Subject: Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation: I support the right to home share in WA
Date: Monday, 17 December 2018 9:14:28 AM

Dear Economics and Industry Standing Committee,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across
Western Australia in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like
caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the
Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation.

Why do I host with Airbnb? [Here is my story]

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the
mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so
small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

Addressing the terms of reference:

- The forms and regulatory status of short-stay accommodation providers in regional and
metropolitan Western Australia, including existing powers available to local government
authorities.

Currently there is a confusing patchwork of regulations across Western Australian local
governments. Some Councils have clear, progressive laws that embrace home sharing,
whilst others have complex and costly approvals processes and others have no policy
framework at all. As a local host, this is generally confusing and it’s concerning that some
councils have threatened large fines against hosts who simply want to share their homes
responsibly and respectfully. Just like there are already in South Australia, Tasmania and
New South Wales, Western Australia also needs progressive rules and a clear, statewide
regulatory framework to provide clarity and certainty for hosts to share their homes
responsibly.

- The changing market and social dynamics in the short-stay accommodation sector.

Home sharing is helping to grow the visitor economy - creating economic opportunity for
hosts, especially in times of financial need, and supporting jobs and small businesses in
communities. The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to
help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and
shops so small businesses outside the traditional tourist hot-spots get a boost from local
tourism. According to a recent Deloitte Access Economics Report, Airbnb guests are now
a significant driver of the tourism economy, with a total contribution to Western
Australia’s GSP of $99.7 million in 2015-16, supporting over 780 jobs in addition to the
activities of hosts. In one year, guests using Airbnb spent $155.1 million in Western
Australia.

- Issues in the short-stay accommodation sector, particularly associated with emerging
business models utilising online booking platforms.

Online booking platforms such as Airbnb provide me with a trusted and secure online
marketplace to list my spare space and help future-proof the Western Australia visitor
economy. Online booking platforms allow ordinary Western Australians to share their
homes with travellers from around the world, providing more choice in more locations for



travellers. This is especially important for major events, with Airbnb hosts providing extra
accommodation capacity for visitors during peak times, and for areas where there is little
or no traditional accommodation available. 

- Approaches within Australian and international jurisdictions to ensure the appropriate
regulation of short-stay accommodation.

The planning frameworks in South Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales are good
model frameworks for the Committee to consider. A planning framework including
restrictive and lower caps would have a negative impact on home sharing. A costly and
cumbersome registration or licensing system, or a requirement to pay fees just to share
your own home would have a negative impact. In South Australia there are no fees and no
registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. Currently,
in Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only
required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only. To
maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. To maximise participation
in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and
comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the Economics and Industry Standing Committee to follow the lead of South
Australia, Tasmania, and New South Wales as well as other cities around the world, which
have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

CC 
Economics and Industry Standing Committee members
Premier
Minister for Tourism
Minister for Planning
Opposition Leader
Shadow Minister for Tourism
Shadow Minister for Planning

Regards, 
Dene Marfleet 

, 




